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Abstract
The primary public health goal is to increase the number of years of good health and, therefore,
maintain independence and quality of life as long as possible. Healthy ageing is characterized by
the avoidance of disease and disability, the maintenance of high physical and cognitive function,
and sustained engagement in social and productive activities. These three components together
define successful ageing.
An important part of successful ageing, hence, is maximisation of physical performance.
The ability to fully participate in productive and recreational activities of daily life may be affected when the capacity to easily perform common physical functions decreases. Health status,
thus, is an important indicator of quality of life among older people. It appears that especially
components of health-related fitness and functional performance, or serious, chronic conditions
and diseases that directly influence the components of fitness and performance, are related to
perceived health among middle-aged and older adults.
Regular physical activity or exercise substantially prevents the development and progression of most chronic degenerative diseases. In summary, it is evident that to increase older
adults’ quality of life and fitness, we need to encourage the elderly to become more physically
active and increase their fitness through training.
Home environmental interventions to prevent functional decline seem to be effective and
are, furthermore, preferred by elderly. Such interventions with integrated assistive technology
devices have, in this context, the potential to further help in overcoming some of the barriers to
start training and, thereby, maintaining physical independence for independently living elderly.
Hence, the objective of this thesis is to identify how, through IT or IT-mediated persuasive software applications, we can enable independently living and healthy elderly people to perform
balance and strength training plans autonomously at home and keep them motivated, in order to
increase their compliance toward the plans
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If you hear a voice within you say 'you cannot paint'
then by all means paint, and that voice will be silenced
Vincent Van Gogh
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Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as a collection of scientific articles reviewed and accepted by peers in
the scientific community1 during my years of Ph.D. Chapter 1 presents an executive summary of
our research work, providing an overview of the main problems and solutions and the references
to our articles describing in deeper details the various parts of the work. The executive summary
chapter is structured as follows: first, we provide the context and the problem (Section 1.1), then
the research objectives and challenges (Section 1.2). After that, we introduce our solution, named
ActiveLifestyle (Section 1.3), followed by its contributions and results (Section 1.4). Finally, we
draw the conclusions (Section 1.5), introduce ActiveLifestyle at Apple’s App Store (Section
1.5.1), present the lessons learned (Section 1.5.2), introduce the limitations of our research (Section 1.5.3), and point out our looking ahead points (Section 1.5.4). Chapter 2 introduces the road
to ActiveLifestyle, together with our background in compliance governance (Section 2.2) and in
a platform to support and motivate adults’ compliance to a training plan (Section 2.3). All the
scientific articles composing this work (illustrated in Figure 2) are included as annexes at the end
of this document.

1

The work documented in [14] is not yet published. It was submitted to the Journal of Internet Medical
Research and is waiting for review.

Chapter 1
Executive Summary
1.1. Context and Problem
Health is an important indicator of quality of life among older adults [1][2]. Inactivity, on the
other hand, is at the origin of several chronic diseases [3], and regular physical activity substantially prevents the development and progression of most chronic degenerative disease states [4].
For older people, a sedentary lifestyle especially increases the risk of falls, whereas physically
active older people have a clear reduced risk of falls with injuries [5]. In summary, it is evident
that in order to increase elders’ quality of life and fitness, we need to encourage them to become
more physically active.
To promote health, wellbeing, and functional independence of the elderly, the specialized
healthcare professionals (i.e., sport medicine, gerontologists, physiotherapists and human movement scientists) strongly recommend physical training programs that especially focus on traditional components of exercise such as muscle strength and balance [6]. However, there are a variety of barriers that make it hard for elderly people to maintain or increase their physical activity
level. In general elderly people face lack of motivation to exercise regularly during long periods
(e.g., they lack company and interest), which might be reinforced by poor health (e.g., daily pain,
chronic diseases) [7] [8], by fearing an injury or fall due to the exercises, or by insufficient understanding about physical activity and its benefits [9]. Chronic medical conditions, daily unbearable pain, and previous surgeries require a careful design and planning of how to exercise
[10]. Moreover, healthcare experts may lack time or expertise to address problems of physical
inactivity among their older patients. Such experts often lack information about quality programs, materials, and how to make referrals to community resources [11].
Home environmental interventions that are based on different forms of assistive technology devices have, in this context, the potential to overcome some of the barriers to start training and
maintain physical independence for independent living elderly [12]. However, the effectiveness
of such approach has not yet been demonstrated to a large extent. Modern exercise equipment
may not always be suitable for elderly individuals, who might be concerned about the intensity
of training sessions and may rather express to have a preference for more traditional therapy approaches [13].
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The objective of this thesis is to assist and motivate independently living and healthy elderly to
perform strength and balance exercises autonomously at home.
This thesis is a collaboration effort between the LifeParticipation research group2 of the University of Trento (UNITN), Italy and the Institute of Human Movement Sciences and Sport (IHMS),
Department Health Science and Technology, “Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule” (ETH)
Zürich, Switzerland3. The ETH human movement experts provided the necessary expertise in
strength-balance training plans for elderly people, and in physical home environmental interventions. Our research group designed, developed, and tested a persuasive software application to
enable and motivate independently living and healthy elderly people to perform balance and
strength trainings autonomously at home.

1.2. Research Objectives and Challenges
The objective of this research is to identify how, through IT or IT-mediated persuasive software
applications, we can enable independently living and healthy elderly people to perform balance
and strength trainings plans autonomously at home and keep them motivated, in order to increase their compliance toward the plans.
The objective encompasses the following sub-objectives:
-

To understand strengths and weaknesses of balance and strength training software and of
IT or IT-mediated persuasive motivation strategies in previous studies;

-

To create a software application to support users to performance balance and strength exercises training sessions autonomously at home. Having elderly as target users is a challenging task. Elderly possibly suffer from cognitive impairments and have few or no
computer skills (e.g., typically elderly people might not hear and see well, they may have
difficulty to interpret charts, or to navigate through the Internet). Hence, the software’s
user interface has to be simple enough to be used by elderly without previous computer
experience, and, at the same time, be attractive and stimulating for the expert ones;

-

To equip the software application with IT or IT-mediated persuasive technologies, specially social persuasion strategies, to increase elderly’s motivation to exercise, and consequently their compliance toward the physical training. For that, it is necessary to under-

2
3

LifeParticipation website: lifeparticion.org
IHMS, ETH – Zürich website: www.ibws.ethz.ch
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stand the complex and large sociological and psychological motivation aspects in order to
select and design a set of persuasive technologies for elderly, which also need to cope
with their possible cognitive impairments and lack of computer skills, and yet being instigating for computer expert and mentally sharp elderly users; and
-

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the persuasive motivation strategies and the effectiveness of IT-assisted home training by the challenging task of designing and performing
a physical intervention study with real elderly users.

1.3. Solution: ActiveLifestyle
In order to enable independently living and healthy elderly people to perform balance and
strength training plans autonomously at home, the first step is to conceptualize the problem scenario and the possible software solution. The intuition is to design a tablet application, since tablets are relatively robust, and using fingers instead of a mouse or a touch pad make them much
more intuitive and easy to use by elderly compared to smartphones, notebooks, and desktops.
We followed a mockup-based and interactive designed methodology for the development of our
solution. In a first moment, we designed and created static mockups of the tablet application and
validated them internally in our research group and with the ETH experts. In a second moment,
more advanced mockups running on a hardcoded tablet application were presented to elderly users. After this incremental designing process, we reached the first stable version of a tablet application prototype, which followed, in addition to the ETH experts and the potential users tips,
some well-known Human Interaction Computer (HCI) usability goals (i.e., effectiveness, efficiency, utility, learnability, and memorability). The design of the application followed a simple
and intuitive user interface logic, containing video and audio features to guide the users through
the workout sessions. In addition, it is important to use big font sizes and larger buttons, together
with intuitive and well-designed icons in order to allow the users to easily navigate through the
different menu options.
Regarding the motivation, the approach is to leverage on individual and social persuasive motivation instruments to increase the elderly’s training compliance. Individual motivation strategies
aim to convince someone to do something because it is inherently enjoyable for this person, independently of any social pressure (e.g., Conditioning through positive and negative reinforcement, Goal-setting, Self-monitoring, and Awareness). Social motivation strategies are built on
17
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social psychology. An individual’s social network (other trainees) may act as source of motivation (e.g., Comparison, External Monitoring, Emotional Support, and Collaboration4). All the
motivation strategies are explained and illustrated in [14]. In order to test the persuasive instruments, the approach is to divide the application in two versions. The Individual version contains
only the above mentioned individual motivation strategies. The Social version supports the
aforementioned individual and social motivation strategies, and, in addition, a virtual training
plan community (i.e., other users following the same training plans) and communication features.
The goal of this work is to support three levels of balance and strength training plans (a detailed
description of each level is documented in [14]). The complete training plan procedure, as well
as the whole set of strength and balance exercises are available on YouTube5,6.
We implement all these concepts and design approaches into ActiveLifestyle, a software for active ageing, aiming at assisting, monitoring and motivating elderly during autonomous homebased physical workouts [14][15][16]. The software takes usability aspects into account, to ensure that users can use it independently and adopts motivation strategies to stimulate elderly users to exercise regularly.
ActiveLifestyle was tested twice with real users. At the first time, during a Pilot Study, 13 independently living and healthy elderly followed autonomously at home a 2-weeks strength and balance training plan supported by our tablet application. The main objective of this first study was
to investigate the feasibility of ActiveLifestyle for assisting the autonomous physical training of
independently living elderly. This pilot was essential to confirm our impression that ActiveLifestyle was indeed useful to support elderly people to perform strength and balance training plan
autonomously at home. In addition, it was very useful to detect some development problems and
design limitations. And, even more, it was very important to receive encouraging and supportive
comments from our elderly participants who really enjoyed this initial experience. The complete
description of our first and exciting study with real elderly users, as well as its main findings and
lessons learned are documented in [16]. In addition, some supplementary and interesting material
about this Pilot study are available on the Internet:

4

Video introducing the ActiveLifestyle collaboration game: y2u.be/21ffbRcMCa0
ActiveLifestyle training plan procedure: youtu.be/XSFjHcUtt_A
6
Balance and Strength exercises videos: www.youtube.com/user/psilvieraf81?feature=results_main
5
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- A video showing the first reaction of an elderly woman (89 years old) with no previous
computer experience using ActiveLifestyle7;
- A video showing the previous and reduced version of ActiveLifestyle used during the Pilot study8 (such version does not support most of the social motivation instruments);
- A video showing the participants attending the classes before the Pilot study physical intervention9; and
- Paper news at Höfner Volksblatt advertising our study in Wollerau, Switzerland10.
The second test, a Controlled Clinical Trial, was 12 weeks long and involved 44 independently
living and healthy elderly participants divided in three groups: i) using ActiveLifestyle and its
individual persuasive motivation instruments, ii) using ActiveLifestyle and its social and individual persuasive motivation instruments, and iii) following the training plan with a printed
guideline and with no motivation instruments. The main objective of this study was to investigate which IT-mediated persuasive strategies increase compliance to physical exercise training
plans in elderly, as well as to discover whether ActiveLifestyle induces physical activity behaviour change; and whether the ActiveLifestyle training improves gait speed11. As the Pilot study,
this experience was very rewarding and stimulating, most of the participants presented physical
improvements and felt motivated by using ActiveLifestyle. A complete description of this Controlled Clinical Trial physical intervention, encompassing its research methods, statistical analyses, outcome measure and results, as well as the elderly comments about the study are documented in [14]. As before, some complementary material about this second study is available on
the Internet:
- A video showing the social version of ActiveLifestyle used during this Controlled Clinical Trial12;
- A video showing part of the participants attending the classes before the physical intervention study13;

7

Old woman testing ActiveLifestyle for the first time: y2u.be/bapMu6WlUhw
ActiveLifestyle version used on the Pilot Study: y2u.be/ahc-bqiCpV4
9
Elderly participants during the initial classes of ActiveLifestyle Pilot study: y2u.be/pgyYSjAR6h4
10
Paper news about ActiveLifestyle: www.lifeparticipation.org/images/news/patriciaLarge.jpg
11
Gait speed is a clinically relevant indicator of functional status associated with important geriatric
health outcomes (i.e., impact healthcare activities have on people) [1][18]
12
ActiveLifestyle version used on the Clinical Controlled Trial: y2u.be/XSFjHcUtt_A
13
Elderly participants during the initial classes of ActiveLifestyle Controlled Clinical Trial:
y2u.be/mNaIOYqN6tU
8
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- Paper news advertising our study in Horgen and Zürich, Switzerland14,15,16; and
- A report on a dedicated Swiss elderly website, named SeniorWeb17.
This second test was more challenging than the Pilot study for many aspects. First of all, it was
much longer (12 weeks) and involved a larger sample of participants (44 independently living
elderly residing in small cities around Zürich, Switzerland), which increased the amount of effort
to prepare the physical intervention (e.g., set and install the software in the tablets; buy and distribute the physical training material, which consists of ankle weights, Pilates ball, and resistance
band; print all the user guides and evaluation questionnaires, and perform the pre and post physical evaluation tests for all the participants).

1.4. Research Contributions and Results
The design, development, and assessment of ActiveLifestyle embraces the following scientific
contributions:
-

The design and implementation of an easy to use and intuitive tablet application to
assist independently living elderly people to perform strength and balance exercises
autonomously at home. All the participants of our both studies, even the ones without
previous computer experiences, were able to follow the training plan using the application [16][14]. According to the usability aspects of the application explored in the
Pilot study [16], all the participants said ActiveLifestyle was easy to use. All the participants were able to read messages on the Bulletin board, and most of them (90.9%)
were able to navigate through the Bulletin board (i.e., scrolling it up and down).
However, due to shyness and some difficulties to use the tablet keyboard, approximately half of the participants were able to send private messages (63.3%) and write
on the Bulletin board (45.5%). More details about these usability aspects as well as
the intention of use of our participants are described in [14][16];

-

The design and implementation of a private and public communication channel
among elderly users and their healthcare experts. ActiveLifestyle supports two important communication features. One is the Bulletin board an open and social com-

14

Zürichsee-Zeitung: www.lifeparticipation.org/images/2012-zsl-ZSLX_005_1306.png
Neue Zuercher Zeitung:
www.lifeparticipation.org/images/Neue_Zuercher_Zeitung_vom_04.09_Senioren_mit_iPad.pdf
16
Zürichsee-Zeitung: www.lifeparticipation.org/images/2012-zsl-ZSLX_005_0711.pdf
17
SeniorWeb report: www.seniorweb.ch/type/magazine-story/2012-07-24-fit-bis-ins-hohe-alter
15
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munication channel where all the participants of the training plan community can
send and receive written messages to/from other participants and to/from the
healthcare and IT experts (e.g., the last in case of technical problems). The other is
the inBox a private bidirectional communication channel, where the participants can
send and receive written messages to or from a specific person without sharing its
content with the rest of the group. Both features were described and tested in
[14][16];
-

A software application able to promote new social ties. ActiveLifestyle was able to
extend the virtual training plan community to the real life. During the Controlled
Clinical Trial study [14] some participants, who did not know each other before,
started to meet to perform the workout sessions together or to help each other with the
tablet;

-

The design, development, and validation of a set of individual and social persuasion
technologies able to motivate elderly people to follow balance and strength training
plan autonomously at home. The findings of both of our studies [14] support the notion that it is advantageous to combine physical training with specifically targeted IT
motivation instruments that offer the possibility to socialize in a group in clinical
practice. The combination seems to have a positive influence on older adults’ training
compliance in comparison to more traditional exercise. Typical physical interventions
present 10% of attrition rate18, while the group following the training plan with the
social version of ActiveLifestyle presented 8% of attrition. Moreover, the compliance
to the training plan was higher than in the traditional physical interventions that typically reach 50% of compliance. The ActiveLifestyle Social group reached 73% and
Individual 68%, while the Control group 54%. The complete statistical analysis of the
results are available in [14];

-

A set of social persuasion instruments that seemed to change the physical behavior of
the participants. At the end of the physical intervention described in [14], 50% of the
participants following the training plan using the tablet application with social persuasion technologies changed their behaviour according to the Trans-Theoretical
Model – which assesses how people modify or acquire behaviour as described in [17].

18

Number of participants lost at final follow-up
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At the beginning these participants were at the Contemplation or Preparation stages
(thinking about or already being somewhat physically active), and they were classified as being on the Maintenance stage (making physical activity a habit) by the end.
However, a further longitudinal study with a bigger sample, and counting with evaluation after the end of the intervention is required to ensure change of physical behaviour; and
-

The physical exercise training plans supported by ActiveLifestyle are effective to improve the participants’ lower body muscle strength and balance, and consequently
their preferred and fast gait speed, which may reduce their risk of falling. In average
our participants improved 0.152 m.s-1 for preferred and 0.135m.s-1 fast gait speed,
which are good results for a short 12 weeks physical intervention. Large epidemiological studies reveal that significant increments of 0.1 m.s-1 in walking speed are related
to a 12% decrease in mortality [18].

It is important to keep in mind that such results were obtained from a rather small sample of elderly users, due to that we can only point out tendencies. Further longitudinal studies with more
significant samples of users are required in order to state more concrete results.

1.5. Conclusions
ActiveLifestyle successfully enables and motivates independently living elderly people to perform balance and strength trainings autonomously at home and keeps them motivated, in order to
increase their compliance towards the training plans.

1.5.1. ActiveLifestyle at Apple’s App Store

The final version of ActiveLifestyle can be downloaded for free from Apple’s App Store19, as illustrated in Figure 1. Its current version supports multiple languages (i.e., English, Italian, and
German), different levels of strength and balance training plans (i.e., Beginner, Intermediate, and
Advance), and two user interfaces (i.e., one with individual persuasion strategies, and another
with individual and social strategies). In order to follow balance and strength training plans autonomously at home, using ActiveLifestyle, the user requires: an iPad with iOS 6.0 or more, a

19

ActiveLifestyle at Apple’s App Store: itunes.apple.com/it/app/it4lifeactivelifestyle/id465295073?l=it&ls=1&mt=8
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Google Gmail and an Apple-ID accounts, an Internet connection (either 3G or Wi-Fi), and training equipment (e.g., a resistance band, a Pilates ball, and, in case of an advanced training plan, a
pair of ankle weights).

Figure 1 Final version of ActiveLifestyle available at Apple’s App Store.

1.5.2. Lessons Learned
The whole ActiveLifestyle design, development and testing period was very exciting and rewarding. The opportunity to involve not only real, but also elderly, users to test the system and
see their happiness, motivation, and, even more, their physical improvement, was by far the best
part of our work. In addition, such experience was also an excellent opportunity to learn that:
-

A Controlled Clinical Trial involving assistive technology devices, like ActiveLifestyle, demands a 24 hours technical and dedicated support. Elderly users are very sensible and can easily get stressed when technical devices do not work as expected. So,
it is very important to avoid additional stress associated to technical failures and mistakes, since they are already overwhelmed and possibly stressed dealing with the new
device and its learning process;

-

Tablets are highly recommended for elderly people, they are by far easier to use than
normal computers that leverages on touch pads or mouse. However, they are not so
23
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intuitive as we originally imagined. Regarding the iPad, it was possible to identify the
following usability problems: difficulties to understand all the steps required to create
an apple-ID and a valid password, distinct iOS versions present different graphical interfaces that caused some confusion (e.g., different accessibility options, for example,
to share a picture; different icons);
-

The virtual community supported by the Social version of ActiveLifestyle was an opportunity to improve social ties among the participants outside the virtual world.
Some trainees started to visit each other for training or spend time together. However,
most of the participants are against famous networking tools as Facebook mainly due
to privacy and usability issues, which gives space to further researches for social networks specially designed for elderly people;

-

Interestingly, even if most of the participants felt motivated for being part of a training community, a small portion does not want to socialize and share their workout
sessions and thoughts with strangers. It may happen because they already have strong
social ties, or the other way around, they might face difficulties to socialize (e.g., fear
of being rejected, lack of self-efficacy, shyness) which gives space to further investigation about how to socially integrate these people not only to motivate them to follow a medical advice, like physical exercises, but also to improve their connectedness
and well-being; and

-

In addition to the physical improvement supported by the current version of ActiveLifestyle aiming at preventing diseases and the risk of fall with injuries, it is equally
important to maintaining elderly’s mind sharp to also prolong their independence, and
avoid, or at least, reduce the risk of diseases. For instance, dedicated cognitive training plans seemed to be effective to improve reaction time, processing speed, working
memory, executive function, visual spatial ability, and attention [19].

1.5.3. ActiveLifestyle Limitation
This thesis has several limitations. One of them is the rather small sample size in both physical intervention studies. This thesis, therefore, reveals in a first moment the feasibility to adopt a
tablet application to support physical home interventions, followed by first estimates for gait
speed measures and stages of behaviour change, and warrants further research in larger popula24
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tions. However, both physical interventions served the purpose of Phase III trials [20], which is
to provide preliminary evidence on the clinical efficacy of an intervention as discussed in the
limitation section of our scientific contributions [14].
Regarding the physical intervention method, it would be preferable to have different group of
researches to apply the final questionnaires and collect feedback, in order to avoid any biased results. However, due to the reduced number of researchers and collaborators, it was not possible.
Another limitation is the high fitness level of the participants of the Controlled Clinical Trial
physical intervention. Such participants can be classified as normal walkers with a preferred gait
speed between 1.0 and 1.4 m.s-1. Future studies with community dwelling populations that exhibit mildly abnormal (0.6-1.0 m.s-1) or seriously abnormal gait speed (below 0.6 m.s-1) [18] should
be performed to investigate whether similar or even better results in physical performance variables can be obtained.
About the ActiveLifestyle usability we are aware that elderly users without previous computer
knowledge might face problems to complete the setup phase required by our application (e.g.,
create a Gmail e-mail account, create an apple-ID, and download the app from the Apple’s App
Store).

1.5.4. Looking ahead
ActiveLifestyle was a successful endeavor to support independently and healthy elderly users to
follow dedicated balance and strength training plans autonomously at home. However, there are
a variety of useful and interesting features that are good for elderly people and that can be easily
implemented having ActiveLifestyle already in place. For instance, as future work we envision:
- To extend the set of training plans offered by ActiveLifestyle to include games or exercises to improve cognition, which is also an important factor to prolong independence by
improving motor control and divided attention, which might reduce the risk of falls and
further injures due to that;
- To make ActiveLifestyle more configurable to allow elderly users, healthcare experts, or
caregivers to create dedicated training plans according the elderly user’s needs and health
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conditions, transforming ActiveLifestyle into a real assistive technology device for physical home interventions, not only a prototype;
- To increase the customization of the user interface features of ActiveLifestyle according
different tastes (e.g., music preferences, motivation instruments), computer skills (e.g.,
ability to interpret charts, navigation), and impairments (e.g., hearing and vision problems, shaking hands) of our target users. The current version of ActiveLifestyle successfully reaches its initial goal of being very simple to use for non computer experts, and at
the same time being interesting and motiving for the expert ones. However, there is still
place for improvements;
- To test ActiveLifestyle during a longer period in order to investigate its effectiveness to
change physical behavior and prevent falls. Due to time constraints, we decided to initially evaluate gait speed that only requires minimum of 12 weeks physical intervention, instead of going directly for a large longitudinal study without knowing the actual physical
benefits supported by ActiveLifestyle; and
- To investigate how elderly users from other countries react to the same motivation instruments, design and training structure supported by ActiveLifestyle, in order to discover
whether well-known cultural idiosyncrasies are associated with different attrition rates
and training plan compliance levels.
We used to think of old age as the frail line dividing the good times from those inactive last years
of our lives, where we would depend on the care of others without contributing much more to
society. However, these thoughts are falling behind, elderly individuals are progressively adopting a new way of living, enjoying as much as possible without ever stopping to size opportunities
and contributing to society. Being old is no longer seen as ”the end of the road” and there is a
new understanding of the process of ageing, with a focus on opportunities and how to fulfill
them, which gives a lot of space for innovative ICT solutions, like ActiveLifestyle, aiming at
making elderly’s life a little bit better.
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The road to ActiveLifestyle
2.1. Introduction
This Ph.D. research started by designing and developing solutions to measure, monitor and report on business process compliance (Section 2.2), which gave us the conceptual and technical
knowhow to apply compliance governance in other fields e.g., healthcare. Our first endeavour in
the healthcare field was a platform (Section 2.3) able to offer medical advice (i.e., physical training plan) to adults aiming at running a half marathon, based on their health condition and lifestyle habits. The platform also motivates and monitors the adults’ compliance toward the plan
aiming at promoting the adoption and maintenance of healthier lifestyles. Both background experiences were essential to assist the conceptualization, design, and development of ActiveLifestyle
as discussed at the end of this section.
Before presenting the background experiences mentioned above, we offer a roadmap (Figure 2)
of our scientific and peer-reviewed publications20 describing the evolution of our work in chronological order from the backgrounds to ActiveLifestyle. All the papers illustrated in the figure
are attached in the appendix section of this document.

2.2. Background: Compliance Governance
During the initial 30 months of my Ph.D. program, I actively participated in the COMPAS project (Compliance-driven Models, Languages, and Architectures for Services21), a 36 months project (from February 2008 to January 2011) composed of 11 partners (8 European research institutions and 3 industrial partners) and sponsored by the 7th Framework Programme of the
European Commission. The objective of the COMPAS was to design and implement novel models, languages, and an architectural framework to enable organizations develop business compliance solutions in an easier and faster way.
Compliance generally refers to the conformance to a set of laws, regulations, policies, best practices, or service-level agreements. Compliance governance refers to the set of procedures, methodologies, and technologies put in place by a corporation to carry out, monitor, and manage
compliance.
20
21

The work [14] is not yet published, it was submitted to the Journal of Internet Medical Research
COMPAS Project website: www.compas-ict.eu
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Figure 2 Peer-reviewed publications22 describing the evolution of our work in chronological order from
the backgrounds to ActiveLifestyle.

Compliance governance is an important, expensive, and complex problem to deal with as we described in [21][22]. To deal with these challenges, COMPAS proposed a complete end-to-end
framework that enables a company to express, implement, monitor, and govern compliance concerns, which are all well documented and described in many scientific contributions published
along the project23. In this executive summary we concentrate on our contributions inside the
COMPAS project.
Our work inside the COMPAS project concentrates on reporting on compliance through dashboards, which design and implementation are not trivial [23][24]. Reporting on compliance involves the following challenging tasks:

22

The work documented in [14] is not yet published. It was submitted to the Journal of Internet Medical
Research and is waiting for review.
23
COMPAS Publications website: www.compas-ict.eu/compasPublications.php
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-

To identify what information to report on the compliance governance dashboard considering different users and their respective interests and expertise. For instance,
CIOs and CFOs typically want to see key performance indicators and have few or no
technical skills. Auditors usually have to investigate whether certain compliance concerns are met, which may vary according to the laws and policies that rule the company. In addition, external auditors are not used to the internal technical development
details of a company, which might complicate their work of identifying noncompliant
and even compliant behaviour. Finally, internal compliance experts try to discover
possible non-compliant behaviours aiming at avoiding or, at least, reducing the risk of
penalties and loss of reputation;

-

To create a solution to report on compliance able to be applied in different business
process scenarios controlled by different types of laws and regulations;

-

To understand how large amounts of data can be visualized in an effective manner,
and how such data can be meaningfully grouped and summarized according to i) different laws and regulations from which compliance concerns are derived, and ii) different phases and levels of business process development and execution;

-

To identify the right level of abstraction for the information to be shown and how to
structure it into multiple pages, that is, how to interactively and intuitively guide the
user through the wealth of information. Each page of the dashboard should be concise
and intuitive, yet complete and expressive;

-

To find how to collect, process, and store raw business execution data in order to allow further business intelligence analyses, also taking into account possible changes
in the business process, and on the compliance requirements;

-

To deal with the data integration issues. To report on compliance is necessary to collect data from a variety of heterogeneous sources, which typically contain their own
idiosyncrasies, e.g., data format and access requirements; and

-

To choose which graphical components to report on compliance and how to dispose
them on a web page in order to highlight the most important information to the user.
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The following list summarizes our scientific contributions during the COMPAS project to deal
with the challenges described above:
-

The definition of a conceptual model for reporting on compliance using dashboards
that covers a broad class of compliance issues and identifies the key abstractions and
their relationships. Otherwise the dashboard loses its value of single entry point for
compliance assessment. The description and illustration of this conceptual model are
documented in [21][22];

-

A user interaction and navigation model that captures the way the different kinds of
users can interact with the dashboard, minimizing the access time spent in getting the
information users need and making sure that key problems do not remain unnoticed.
References [21][22] contain the conceptual and implementation description of such
model, as well as its graphical representation with meaningful examples;

-

The definition of Key Compliance Indicators (KCIs), which are metric values that
can be used to quantify compliance performance in a pre-determined time interval
compared to internal targets, in order to give evidence of the level of compliance performance. In addition, to the design of a graphical representation to abstract KCIs using taxonomies and colours able to report on compliance at-a-glance. The initial
mock-up of the KCIs is illustrated in [21], their final implementation is documented
in [22], and their adoption in two different compliance governance scenarios, in a
drug reimbursement process and in telecom services, are respectively presented in
[21][22][25] and [26][27][28];

-

The design of the compliance governance dashboard i) to support different summarization levels and perspectives of analysis, ii) to enable compliance drill-down units
(i.e., move through the different compliance units, from summary information to detailed data) and KCIs rendered according to the users’ roles, e.g., violation details
(low level) to internal auditors or IT personnel for root-cause analysis, and iii) to
main KCIs to external auditors as a start point for the auditing process. The initial
mock-ups of the compliance governance dashboards are introduced in [21], their implementation details are documented in [22], and their adoption are described in two
different compliance governance scenario, in a drug reimbursement process and in
telecom services. Both scenarios are respectively presented in [21][22][25] and
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[26][27][28]. More details about the compliance governance dashboards are available
online24; and
-

The design and development of a data warehouse environment to collect business
events generated by the execution of business processes and by the compliance monitoring components, to process and store them for further business intelligence analyses reported in the compliance governance dashboards. The following research
works [21][22][25] introduce the conceptual and implementation details of the data
warehouse environment, while references [26][27][28] show how such environment
is embedded inside the COMPAS end-to-end framework.

The working experience in the COMPAS project was a fruitful period in my research career.
During the project, we had the opportunity of:
-

Understanding the importance of an automated ICT approach to monitor and report
on compliance in order to support compliance governance. In addition to the reduction of the side effects associated to manual tasks (i.e., error prone, laborious and time
consuming), an automated approach supports near to real time detection of noncompliant behaviours and, consequently, fast reaction time in order to avoid or, at
least, reduce the risk of financial loss (i.e., lost of clients, payment of fees). Though, it
is important to highlight that the reliability of an automated ICT approach like COMPAS to monitor and to report on compliance directly depends on the correct interpretations of the compliance regulations by the business analysts, and their ability and
deep knowledge to model business processed and annotate them properly in order to
allow the detection of non-compliant behaviours, as well as to transform high level
and complex compliance rules into a programming language (i.e., designed to communicate instructions to a machine, particularly a computer); and

-

Participating in the design and development of a research solution that may be adopted, with minor adaptations, in a real business process execution scenario to support
compliance governance. The event driven, service oriented, and open source characteristics of the runtime monitoring and reporting components of COMPAS make the

24

CGDs website: compas.disi.unitn.it/CGD/home.html
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whole approach portable and easily replicable in different and heterogeneous compliance governance scenarios.
However, despite the vigorous conceptualization and prototyping of significant scientific contributions in the field of compliance governance, the COMPAS approach presented as limitation
the lack of a final testing and evaluation phase in an auditing and industrial scenario with real users. Such test would be useful to estimate the amount of work required to reuse the approach, to
improve and/or detected possible problems, and to give continuity to the work.

2.3. Background: a platform to support and motivate adults’ compliance to a training plan
In a past collaboration effort, the Ospedale San Raffaele di Milano25 and UNITN together with
the Italian Cycling Federation developed a GPS-based monitoring application for cyclists called
Pinkr26, which is able to track live the position of individual cyclists, to compute their instant
power output and overall energy consumption, to share those data with others in real-time, and to
provide nutrition advices to bikers. From this experience we learned three key lessons: First,
sports people – even amateurs – are incredibly competitive, and they like to monitor their performance. Second, training for competitions and sharing of performances with other people (e.g.,
friends or trainers) and obtaining feedback boosts motivation. Third, they are very open to advices and willing to follow them to improve their performance.
This pushed us to extend Pinkr to support a personal health and lifestyle record (PHLR), which
is an extension of the traditional personal health records (PHRs) containing a set of habits that
characterize the individual’s lifestyle at a given time (e.g., being a beginning runner or a light
smoker.). In addition, our new approach supports a Personal Health and Lifestyle (PHL) that
monitors and assesses an individual’s lifestyle and provides personalized advice on how to improve that lifestyle (or makes it easier for health professionals to provide such advice). The platform currently supports a physical training scenario, in which healthy adults are willing to train
for a marathon.

25

Ospedale San Raffaele di Milano website: www.sanraffaele.org
Live broadcast in National television of Pinkr at work during the Maratona dles Dolomites, Italy’s most
important international competition for amateur cyclists: y2u.be/lzL_gcydjMc
26
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Currently a variety of workout tracking self-monitoring solutions is available on the marker. For
instance, solutions like NikePlus27 and RunKeeper28 to monitor running workouts sessions, or
Vivago29 to assess and monitor body signals. Similarly, a large variety of Personal Health Records (PHRs) to integrate, store, manage, and share personal health information from different
sources are also available. Unfortunately, PHR solutions tend to benefit health professionals,
such as doctors or therapists, more than the individual who must maintain the record. Both types
of solutions are useful for their particular function, though none of these approaches integrates
collected data in a wider vision, models or tracks a person’s lifestyle, or provides automated, remote health suggestions.
Our research solution abstracts sensor data into life events in order to assess a person’s lifestyle
habits, and use such habits information to extend the traditional PHRs. Thus, based on the combination of heath and lifestyle data we aim at providing (of facilitating health professionals in
proving) dedicated pieces of advice on how to improve one’s lifestyles. In addition, we aim to
motivate people to improve their lifestyles by making them aware about how they can manage
and modify their lifestyles in order to preserve health and wellbeing.
Due to our fruitful experience with Pinkr, we investigate the context of physical training (i.e., a
half marathon training) in which physical daily events of healthy adults are captured from a
training watch instrumented with sensors. Supporting such context means taking over the role of
the expert who advises the training plan and aiding runners in tracking their progress, which
means solving a set of peculiar research challenges:
- We need to be able to provide (semi-)automated health advice (the training plan), starting
from an individual’s physical and health conditions. This also means that we need to be
able to represent and match different kinds of advice;
- Doing so requires being able to store and maintain a Personal Health and Lifestyle Record (PHLR), which integrates health data, as can be found in traditional PHRs, with lifestyles and habits that may change over time;

27

NikePlus website: www.nikerunning.nike.com
RunKeeper website: runkeeper.com
29
Vivago website: www.istsec.fi
28
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- We need to be able to automatically identify lifestyles or habits from low-level events.
For instance, identify if a person willing to train for a marathon is a runner beginner
based on the workout logs obtained from a person’s training watch, but more in general
also identify drinking, sleeping, or smoking habits from daily events;
- Therefore, we need to be able to model habits and to express the necessary evaluation
logic. Particularly challenging is to come up with a model that can easily be understood
and operated also by non-IT people, e.g., a trainer or doctor, in order to facilitate
knowledge transfer into the platform; and
- Finally, we need to be able to monitor the compliance, better known as adherence in the
healthcare field, with the advice, in order to track progress, and to share this information
with others, possibly allowing them to comment on a friend’s performance and to provide
feedback.
The scientific contributions in terms of concepts, designs, and prototypes to develop the Personal Health and Lifestyle (PHL) platform to solve the above challenges can be summarized as follows:
-

Conceptual Model for the PHL platform: providing lifestyle-driven advice asks for features that go beyond conventional PHRs and, in particular, support multiple user roles,
lifestyle data, habits, events, and active advice provisioning. The conceptual model underlies our PHL platform and addresses these issues. The description and graphical representation of the conceptual model is documented in [29];

-

PHL models: proving medical advice based on lifestyle and health data requires the definition of three formal models, namely PHL models, and their operational semantics to
enable the customization of the health monitoring features: habit models, advice trigger
models, and advice models. These models express, respectively, how to aggregate daily
events into habits (i.e., how to rank the running performance of a person: beginner, intermediate, or advanced runner), how to decide when to give an advice (i.e., how suggest
a basic, intermediate, or advance training plan for a half marathon), and how to monitor
the compliance to a given advice – all by looking at both the data we have in the PHLR
and at the life events tracked for each individual person. All models, as well as their operational semantics are described with meaningful examples of our physical training sce34
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nario in [29];
-

Generic PHL platform: for abstracting data from heterogeneous sources (e.g., on-line
forms, training watches, mobile applications) into life events, use such information to assess and monitor a person’s lifestyle habits, which are further used respectively to derive
pieces of medical advice for this person and to report on the person’s compliance to such
advice. The complete version of the architecture and its components are introduced in
[29]; and

-

PHL platform prototype: supporting the half marathon training plan scenario, in which
healthy adults willing to run a half marathon, inform their physical daily life events collected with a training watch, and inform their health conditions though on-line forms.
Based on such information, the prototype provides pieces of health advice (i.e., a half
marathon training plan) according to users’ lifestyle and health conditions. In order to
motivate its users, the prototype offers updated information about the user’s physical performance and compliance to the training plan. The PHL prototype in available online30.

The PHL platform monitors and assesses an individual’s lifestyle and provides personalized advice on how to improve that lifestyle (or makes it easier for health professionals to provide such
advice). We leverage on the data stored in a typical PHR and equip such with environmental and
sensor data that enable us to monitor and analyse an individual’s habits and compliance to the
medical advice. Sharing habits and advices with doctors and friends allows them and the individual to become wellness co-producers and leads to a PHLR that is indeed useful to the individual maintaining it. The entirely details of the PHL platform are described in [29], which is attached at the end of this document as Appendix G as illustrated in Figure 2.
The development of the PHL was an excellent opportunity to learn:
-

The high potential of the PHL platform to support self-monitoring in order to improve
awareness of the improvements caused by a better lifestyle, which can be a stronger motivator to improve one’s health and quality of life. Most of the on the shelf tracking solutions target a specific activity (e.g., diet, physical activity, or sleeping habits), but lack its
correlation with health and wellness aspects. For instance, how does the practice of regu-

30

Prototype of the PHL platform: compas.disi.unitn.it:8080/PHLEngine/lifestyle.jsp.
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lar physical activities interfere in a person’s blood pressure or sugar level? Can regular
physical exercises improve a person’s sleep patterns?;
-

The large potential impact of both social interaction and of continuous monitoring as persuasive techniques in lifestyle management and improvement as showed in the Pinkr experience in the area of amateur cycling; and

-

The large dissemination of sensors and mobile applications to track daily life habits can
contribute to the creation of a rich source of data, which through large-scale data collection and mining can support the validation of the PHL models (which in essence derive
from medical knowledge in a given health or wellness domain) as well as the discovery
of new models from life events and of interesting correlations between lifestyles and noncommunicable diseases.

PHL presents as a limitation the lack of further longitudinal studies with real users to better investigate the effectiveness of the PHLRs to motivate not only trainers, but people in general, to
adopt a healthier lifestyle and how this can prevent the development of diseases.
Interestingly, reporting on whether a person adheres to a pre-defined medical advice is very similar to reporting on whether the execution of business processes is compliant with a set of laws,
regulations, policies, best practices, or service-level agreements. However, instead of monitoring
business events, it is necessary to monitor daily life events to check whether a person properly
follows a medical advice recommended by healthcare experts to stay healthy and prevent diseases. And, in addition and even more important, in the healthcare scenario it is essential to find
ways to motivate people to follow the medical advice, differently from the business scenario
where the motivation is to prevent loss and reputation damage. Motivating people is far from
easy and involves many subjective psychological and social aspects.
The PHL platform is our first endeavour to use ICT solutions to monitor and motivate people to
adopted healthier lifestyles (i.e., train for a half marathon). The conceptual and prototype work
developed behind such platform was important to give us the knowhow in creating, storing and
modelling physical training plans, as well as in collecting raw data of training workout sessions
to be further analysed in order to create meaning information to be used for reporting on a per-
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son’s compliance to the half marathon training plan. Hence, both background experiences contributed to and manifested in ActiveLifestyle.
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Appendix A
On the Design of Compliance Governance Dashboards for Effective
Compliance and Audit Management1
Patrícia Silveira, Carlos Rodríguez, Fabio Casati, Florian Daniel,
Vincenzo D’Andrea, Claire Worledge, Zouhair Taheri
Abstract. Assessing whether a company’s business practices conform to laws and regulations
and follow standards, i.e., compliance governance, is a complex and costly task. Few software
tools aiding compliance governance exist; however, they typically do not address the needs of
who is in charge of assessing and controlling compliance, that is, compliance experts and auditors. We advocate the use of compliance governance dashboards, whose design and implementation is however challenging for these reasons: (i) it is fundamental to identify the right level of
abstraction for the information to be shown; (ii) it is not trivial to visualize distinct analysis perspectives; and (iii) it is difficult to manage the large amount of involved concepts, instruments,
and data. This paper shows how to address these issues, which concepts and models underlie the
problem, and, how IT can effectively support compliance analysis in SOAs.

1 Introduction
Compliance is a term generally used to refer to the conformance to a set of laws, regulations,
policies, or best practices. Compliance governance refers to the set of procedures, methodologies, and technologies put in place by a corporation to carry out, monitor, and manage compliance.
Compliance governance is an important, expensive, and complex problem to deal with: It is
important because there is increasing regulatory pressure on companies to meet a variety of policies and laws (e.g., Basel II, SOX). This increase has been to a large extent fuelled by highprofile bankruptcy cases (Parmalat, WorldCom, the recent crisis) or safety mishaps (the April
2009 earthquake in Italy has already led to stricter rules and procedures for construction companies). Failing to meet these regulations means safety risks, hefty penalties, loss of reputation, or
even bankruptcy [9].
1

The original publication is available at www.springerlink.com, more specifically at
dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1926642
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Management
Managing and auditing/certifying compliance is a very expensive endeavour. A report by
AMR Research [5] estimates that companies will spend US$32B only on governance, compliance, and risk in 2008 and more than US$33B in 2009. Audits are themselves expensive and invasive activities, costly not only in terms of auditors’ salaries but also in terms of internal costs
for preparing for and assisting the audit – not to mention the cost of non-compliance in terms of
penalties and reputation.
Finally, the problem is complex because each corporation has to face a large set of compliance
requirements in the various business segments, from how internal IT is managed to how personnel is trained, how product safety is ensured, or how (and how promptly) information is provided
to shareholders. As a result, compliance governance requires understanding/interpreting requirements and implementing and managing a large number of control actions on a variety of
procedures across the business units of a company. Each compliance regulation and procedure
may require its own control mechanism and its own set of indicators to assess the compliance
status of the procedure [1]. Today, compliance is to a large extent managed by the various business units in rather ad-hoc ways (each unit, line of business, or even each business process has its
own methodology, policy, controls, and technology for managing compliance). Hence, it is very
hard for any CFO or CIO to answer questions such as [16]: Which rules does my company have
to comply with? Which processes are following regulations? Where do violations occur? Which
processes do we have under control? Even more, it is hard to do so from a perspective that not
only satisfies the company but also the company’s auditors, since they are the ones that certify
compliance.
This paper presents a conceptual model for compliance and for compliance governance dashboards (CGD), along with a dashboard architecture and a prototype implementation. The aim of
our CGD is to report on compliance, to create an awareness of possible problems/ violations, and
to facilitate the identification of root-causes for non-compliant situations. The dashboard is targeted at several classes of users: chief officers of a company, line of business managers, internal
auditors, and external auditors (certification agencies). Typically, the two latter focus on a narrow set of processes and historical data to verify non-compliant situations and how they have
been dealt with. Via the CGD, they also have access to key compliance indicators (KCIs). Managers are interested in a much broader set of compliance regulations and at quasi-real time compliance information that allows them to detect problems (unsatisfactory KCIs) as they happen
and identify the causes (drill-down to the root of the problem), so that they can take decisions before they become (significant) violations. They have access and navigate through the entire set of
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regulations, business processes, and business units and also observe the overall compliance status (through KCIs).
Technically, building a dashboard that shows a bunch of indicators and allows drill-downs is
easy. Indeed, the main challenges are conceptual more than technological [15] and constitute the
contributions of this paper as follows:
1.

Provide a conceptual model for compliance and for compliance dashboards that covers a

broad class of compliance issues. It is important to identify the key abstractions and their relationships; otherwise the dashboard loses its value of single entry point for compliance assessment.
2.

Combine the above broadness with simplicity and effectiveness. The challenge here is to

derive a model that, despite being broad, remains simple and useful. If the abstractions are not
carefully crafted and kept to a minimum, the dashboard will be too complex and remain unused. As we have experienced, this problem may seem easy but is instead rather complex, up
to the point that discussions on the conceptual model in the projects took well over a year.
There is no clarity in this area, and this is demonstrated by the fact that while everybody talks
about compliance, there are no generic but simple compliance models available.
3.

Define a user interaction and navigation model that captures the way the different kinds

of users need to interact with the dashboard, to minimize the time to accesses spent in getting
the information users need and to make sure that key problems do not remain unnoticed.
4.

Derive a model aligned with the criteria and approach that auditors have to verify com-

pliance. In this paper, this latter is achieved “by design”, in that the model is derived via a
joint effort of two of the major auditing companies and reflects the desired method of understanding of and navigation among compliance concerns.

2 The Problem of Compliance Management
Despite the increasing awareness of compliance issues in companies and the recognition that part
of the compliance auditing task can be automated, i.e., assisted by software tools [9][12][13],
there is still a lot of confusion around. This is especially true for the IT community, which would
actually be in charge of aiding compliance governance with dedicated software. To help thinking
in terms of auditing, in the following we aim to abstract a wide class of compliance problems into a few key concepts that are also the ones understood by auditors. The resulting model (see Fig.
1) does not cover all possible compliance problems, but our goal is to strike a balance between
coverage and simplicity. So far, we didn’t find any such model in literature.
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At the top-left corner: The Regulation entity generalizes all documents that provide guidelines
for the good conduct of business in a given domain. Examples of regulations are legislations
(e.g., MiFID, The Electronic Commerce Directive), laws (e.g., SOX, HIPAA), standards (e.g.,
CoBIT, ISO-9001), and SLAs. Typically, a regulation defines a set of rules in natural language,
which constrain or guide the way business is conducted. Complying with a regulation means satisfying its rules. The selection of the pertaining ones represents the requirements for compliance
management, usually expressed in terms of control objectives and activities. A regulation expresses multiple requirements, and a requirement might relate to one or more regulations.
Assessing compliance demands for an interpretation and translation of the requirements provided
in natural language in an actionable rule description (especially in the case of principle-based
regulations) [7][8]. This is modelled by the Rule entity, which represents actionable rules expressed either in natural language (using the company’s terminology and telling exactly how to
perform work) or, as desirable in a formalism that facilitates its automated processing (e.g.,
Boolean expressions over events generated during business execution). Rules are then grouped
into policies, which are the company-internal documents that operatively describe how the company intends achieving compliance with the selected requirements. Typically, policies group requirements into topics, e.g., security policies, QoS policies, and similar.
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Figure. 1 Conceptual model of the compliance management problem.
At a strategic level, compliance is related to the concept of risk. Non-compliant situations expose a company to risks that might be mitigated (e.g., a non-encrypted message that is sent
through the network might violate a security compliance rule, which might put at risk sensitive
information). Risk mitigation is the actual driver for internal compliance auditing. The Risk entity represents the risks a company wants to monitor; risks are associated with compliance re46
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quirements. For the evaluation of whether business execution is compliant, we must know which
rules must be evaluated in which business context. We therefore assume that we can associate
policies with specific business processes. Processes are composed of activities, which represent
the atomic work items in a process.
The actual evaluation of compliance rules is not performed on business processes (that is, on
their models) but on their concrete executions (their instances). Executing a business process
means performing activities, invoking services, and produced business data (captured by the Execution data entity). In addition, e.g., separation of duties, it is necessary to track the actors and
roles of execution of activities. When evaluation of a rule for a process/activity instance is negative, it corresponds to violations, which are the core for assessing compliance level and computing KCIs.
The model in Figure 1 puts into context the most important concepts auditors are interested in
when auditing a company. Indeed, the typical auditing process looks at the company and decides
which regulations are pertaining, how it implements its business processes, how it checks for violations, and so on. In short, the auditing process is embedded in a so-called compliance management life cycle [18].

3 Designing Compliance Governance Dashboards (CGD)
To aid the internal evaluation and to help a company pass external audits, a concise and intuitive
visualization of its compliance state is paramount. To report on compliance, we advocate the use
of a web-based CGD, whose good design is not trivial [4][14]. It is important to understand how:
i) the information auditors expect to find look like; ii) large amounts of data can be visualized in
an effective manner, and how data can be meaningfully grouped and summarized; and iii) to
structure the available information into multiple pages, that is, how to intuitively guide the user
through the wealth of information. Each page of the dashboard should be concise and intuitive,
yet complete and expressive. It is important that users are immediately able to identify the key
information in a page, but that there are also facilities to drill-down to details.
Designing a CGD requires mastering some new concepts in addition to those discussed above.
Then, the new concepts must be equipped with a well-thought navigation structure to effectively
convey the necessary information. Here, we do not focus on how data are stored and how rules
are evaluated; several proposals and approaches have been conceived so far for that (see Section
4), and we build on top of them.
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3.1 A Conceptual Model for CGD
In Figure 2 we extend the conceptual model (Figure 1) to capture the necessary constructs for the
development of a CGD (bold lines represent new entities and their respective interrelations). The
extensions aim at (i) providing different analysis perspectives, (ii) summarizing data at different
levels of abstraction, and (iii) enabling drill-down/roll-up features (from aggregated data to detailed data, and vice versa).
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Figure. 2 Conceptual model for CGD (dashboard-specific constructs are in bold).
The Dashboard view entity represents individual views over the compliance status of the
company. A view is characterized by the user role that accesses it, e.g., IT specialists, compliance experts, or managers. Each of these roles has different needs and rights. For instance, managers are more interested in aggregated data, risk levels, and long time horizons (to take decisions); IT personnel are interested in instance-level data and short time spans (to fix violations).
A view is further characterized by the time interval considered for showing data (e.g., day or
year), also providing for the historical analysis (e.g., last year) and supporting different reporting
purposes (operative, tactical, strategic). Finally, a view might be restricted to some of the company’s business units, based on the role of the user. In summary, views support distinct summarization levels of the available data, ranging over multiple granularity levels.
Effective summarization of data is one of the most challenging aspects in the design of a CGD
instrumented with indicators [11]. An indicator is a quantitative summarization of a particular
aspect of interest in the business, i.e., a metric of how well an objective is being reached. Typically, KPIs (key performance indicators), are used to summarize the level at which business ob-
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jectives are reached. In our context, we speak about KCIs, referring to the achievement of the
stated compliance objectives (e.g., the number of unauthorized accesses to our payroll data).
In general, indicators are computed out of a variety of data and functions; in the context of
compliance assessment, however, indicators can typically be related to the ratio of encountered
violations vs. compliant instances of a process or activity. As an abstraction of indicator values,
we can define taxonomies (e.g., low, medium, high) and use colours (e.g., red, yellow, green) for
their intuitive visualization.

3.2 Navigation Design
After discussing the static aspects of the design of CGD, we now focus on the dynamic aspect,
i.e., on how to structure the interaction of users with the dashboard, and on how users can explore the data underlying the dashboard application. Specifically, on top of the conceptual model
for CGD we now describe how complex data can be organized into hypertext pages and which
navigation paths are important.
For this purpose, we adopt the Web Modeling Language (WebML [2]), a conceptual modelling notation and methodology for the development of data-intensive web applications. We use
the language for the purpose of illustration only (we show a simplified, not executable WebML
schema) and intuitively introduce all the necessary constructs along with the description of the
actual CGD navigation structure.
The WebML hypertext schema (Figure 3) describes the organization of our ideal CGD. It
consists of five pages (the boxes with the name labels in the upper left corner), Compliance
Home being the home page. Each page contains a number of content units, which represent the
publication of contents from the data schema in Figure 2 (the selector condition below the units
indicates the source data entity). Usually, there are many hyperlinks (the arrows) in a hypertext
schema, representing the navigations a user might perform, but, for simplicity, we limit our explanation to only those links that represent the main navigation flow. Links carry parameters,
which represent the selection done by the user when activating a link (e.g., the selection of a process from a list). For the purpose of reporting on compliance, we define a new content unit (not
part of WebML), the compliance drill-down unit, which allows us to show compliance data in a
table-like structure (see the screenshots in Figure 4).
Let’s examine the CGD’s structure (Figure 3): The home page of the CGD provides insight into
the compliance state of the company at a glance. It shows the set of most important indicators
(Main indicators multidata unit) and a set of indicators grouped by policy (IndByPolicy hierarchical index unit). Then, we show the (BUnits/Regul.) unit that allows the user to drill-down
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from business units to processes and from regulations to policies. A click on one of: i) the processes lead the user to the Regulations by Activity page; ii) regulations leads her to the Rules by
BusinessUnits page; and iii) the cell of the table leads her to the Rules by Activity page. After
the selection of a process, in the Regulations by Activity page the user can inspect the compliance state of each activity of the selected process with the given regulations and policies (Reg
ByActivity), a set of related indicators (BPIndicators unit; the unit consumes the Process parameter), and the details of the selected process (Process data unit). Similar details are shown for
policies in the Rules by BusinessUnits page, which allows the user to inspect the satisfaction of
individual compliance rules at business unit or process level (RulesByBU).
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Compliance drill-down unit:
The unit allows a user to explore bidimensional
and hierarchically organized data for compliance
assessment. The selector condition of the unit
specifies the two dimensions and the hierarchical
nesting of concepts (NEST operator). Cells in the
table represent the level of compliance of the
first dimension with the second dimension;
compliance levels are computed based on
detected violations and represented by means of
different colors.
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Figure. 3 WebML hypertext schema structuring the navigation of CGD concepts and data.
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A further selection in the compliance drill-down units in these last two pages or the selection
of a cell in the BUnits/Regul. unit in the home page leads the user to the Rules by Activity page,
which provides the user with the lowest level of aggregated information. It visualizes the satisfaction of the compliance rules of the chosen policy by the individual activities of the chosen
process (RulesByActivity), along with the details of the chosen policy and process and their respective indicators. A further selection in this page leads the user to the Compliance violations
page, which shows the details of the violations related to the chosen process/policy combination
at an instance level in the Violations index unit.
The navigation structure in Figure 3 shows one of the possible views over the data in Figure
2, e.g., the one of the internal compliance expert. Other views can easily be added by restraining
access to data and defining alternative navigation structures. Each page provides a distinct summarization level from high-level information to low-level details. The time interval for the visualization can be chosen in each of the pages.

3.3 CGD in Practice
In Figure 4 we illustrate some screenshots from our prototype CGD, in order to illustrate its look
and feel. The screenshots show views that consistently present our ideal CGD. Figure 4(a) shows
the Compliance Home page, Figure 4(b) the Rules by Activity page, and Figure 4(c) the Compliance violations page.
Compliance Home concentrates on the most important information at a glance, condensed into just one page. The five coloured indicators (top left) are the most relevant, showing the most
critical non-compliant regulations. The grey indicators (right) report on the compliance with the
three main policies. In the bottom, there is the interactive compliance drill-down table containing
the compliance performance of business units and processes (rows) in relation to regulations and
policies (columns).
The user can easily reach lower levels of granularity by drilling down on the table. For instance, the Rules by Activity page condenses lower level information concerning a combination
of Business Process 1.1 and the company’s SOX policy. The colours of the cells represent the
compliance performance of each combination (e.g., the Business activity 32.1 presents a critical
situation regarding Rule 3 of SOX - Section 301 (red cell) and weak performance regarding Rule
5, and Rule 6 (yellow cells)).
A drill-down on the red cell, for instance, leads us to the Compliance violations page, which
provides the lowest level of abstraction in form of a table of event violations of the selected rule.
The page illustrates the main information that must be reported to assist internal and external au51
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ditors. The data in the particular page reports all violations of one activity in Business Process
1.1 of Business Unit 1, detected considering Rule 3 of SOX - Section 301. Each row of the table
represents a distinct violation and the columns contain the typical information required by auditors, e.g., responsible of activity, timestamps, mitigation action, cause of violation.
The amount and position of the graphical widgets for indicators, tables, summaries, and so on
are chosen in accordance with our short-term memory and the convention of most western languages that are read from left to right and from top to bottom [4].

(a) Compliance	
  Home	
  page
of the CGD with graphical
widgets for the
visualization of indicators
and the compliance drilldown table.

(b) Rules	
  by	
  Activity	
  page with
process-specific indicators and
activity-level compliance info.

(c) Compliance	
  violations	
  
page with low-level details
about individual violations
for business processes and
activities.

Figure. 4 Example CGD screenshots of our prototype implementation.
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4 Relate Work
To the best of our knowledge, there are only few works that deal with the problem we address in
this paper. For example, [1] studies the problem of designing visualizations (i.e., the representation of data through visual languages) for risk and compliance management. Such study focuses
on capturing the information required by users and on providing visual metaphors for satisfying
those requirements. In [3], the performance reporting is provided in a model-driven fashion. The
framework provides four models: data, navigation, report template, and access control, which
jointly help designing a business performance dashboard.
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) has gained attention in the last decade, and many tools
support it. BAM aims at providing aggregated information suitable for performing analysis on
data obtained from the execution of business activities. For example, tools such as Oracle BAM,
Nimbus and IBM Tivoli aim at providing its users with real-time visual information and alerts
based on business events in a SOA. The information provided to users comes in the form of
dashboards for reporting on KPIs and SLA violations. The compliance management part of these
tools (if any) comes in the form of monitoring of SLA violations, which need the SLA formal
specifications as one of its inputs. In our work, we take a more general view on compliance (beyond SLAs, which are a special case to us) and cover the whole lifecycle of compliance governance, including a suitable CGD for reporting purposes.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we discussed a relevant aspect in modern business software systems, i.e., compliance governance. Increasingly, industry and academia are investing money and efforts into the
development of compliance governance solutions. Yet, we believe CGD in particular, probably
the most effective means for visualizing and reporting on compliance, have mostly been neglected so far. It is important to implement sophisticated solutions to check compliance, but it is at
least as important (if not even more) to effectively convey the results of the compliance checks
to a variety of different actors, ranging from IT specialists to senior managers.
Our contribution is a conceptualization of the issues involved in the design of CGD in service- and process-centric systems, the definition of a navigation structure that supports drilldown/roll-up features at adequate levels of detail and complexity, and a set of examples that
demonstrate the concepts at work. Our aim was to devise a solution with in mind the real needs
of auditors and – more importantly – with the help of people who are indeed involved every day
in the auditing.
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Root-Cause Analysis and Prediction1
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Abstract. Automatically monitoring and enforcing compliance of service-based business processes with laws, regulations, standards, contracts, or policies is a hot issue in both industry and
research. Little attention has however been paid to the problem of understanding noncompliance and improving business practices to prevent non-compliance in the future, a task that
typically still requires human interpretation and intervention. Building upon work on automated
detection of non-compliant situations, in this paper we propose a technique for the root-cause
analysis of encountered problems and for the prediction of likely compliance states of running
processes that leverages (i) on event-based service infrastructures, in order to collect execution
evidence, and (ii) on the concept of key compliance indicator, in order to focus the analysis on
the right data. We validate our ideas and algorithms on real data from an internal process of a
hospital.

1 Introduction
Compliance means conformance with laws, regulations, standards, contracts, policies, or similar
sources of requirements on how to run business. Effective compliance management, i.e., the
practice of assuring compliance, is an increasingly more important concern in today’s companies, since the set of compliance requirements a company has to implement grows fast and their
effect on the “traditional” business practices in a company may be considerable. Despite its increasing importance, compliance is however to a large extent still managed in rather ad-hoc ways
and with little or no IT support. As a result, today it is very hard for any CFO or CIO to answer
questions like: Which requirements does my company have to comply with? Which processes
should obey which requirements? Which processes are following a given regulation? Where do
violations occur? Which processes do we have under control? And so on.
While IT has been supporting (in more or less automated fashions) the execution of business
processes for long time now, in the past the adoption of ad-hoc and monolithic software solu1
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tions did not provide the necessary insight into how processes were executed and into their
runtime state, preventing the adoption of IT also for compliance assessment. The advent of
workflow management systems and, especially today, of web service-based business interactions
and the service-oriented architecture (SOA) have changed this shortcoming, turning business
processes into well-structured, modular, and distributed software artefacts that provide insight
into their internals, e.g., in terms of execution events for tasks, service calls, exchanged SOAP
messages, control flow decisions, or data flows. All these pieces of information can be used for
online monitoring or enforcement of compliant process behaviours or they can be logged for later assessment. Unfortunately, however, the resulting amount of data may be huge (in large companies, hundreds of events may be generated per minute!), and – especially in terms of reporting
and analysis – it is not trivial to understand which data to focus on and how to get useful information out of them.
Doing so is challenging and requires answering questions like how to collect and store evidence for compliance assessment in service-based business processes, how to report on the compliance state, and how to support the analysis of non-compliant situations. But more than these,
the challenges this paper aims to solve are how to collect evidence in a way that is as less intrusive as possible, how to devise solutions that are as useful as possible, yet – at the same time – as
generic as possible and independent of the particular IT system to be analyzed, and, finally, how
to provide compliance experts with information that is as useful and expressive as possible. In
light of these challenges, this paper provides the following contributions:
− A method for the definition and a dashboard for the visualization of so-called Key Compliance Indicators (KCIs) for at-a-glance reporting on compliance;
− An algorithm and a tool for the mining of decision trees from process execution logs that
particularly look at data from the perspective of compliance;
− An application of the algorithm mining approach to real-world data stemming from a typical business process running in a large Italian hospital.
In the next section we provide the necessary details about this process and highlight its compliance requirements, so as to derive the requirements for this paper in Section 3. In Section 4
and 5, we then discuss how to report on compliance and how to analyze non-compliance, respectively. In Section 6 we discuss some related works, and in Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2 Scenario: Drug Reimbursement in Hospitals
Let us consider the case of a drug reimbursement process in the healthcare domain. The process
is the case study in one of our EU projects, where we cooperate with Hospital San Raffaele (Mi56
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lan, Italy), which runs the process shown in Figure 1. The overall purpose of this process, from
the hospital’s point of view, is to obtain reimbursements from the Italian Health Authority for the
drugs dispensed to outpatients (i.e., patients that are not hospitalized). In order to obtain the reimbursement, there are many compliance requirements imposed by the Health Authority, among
which we mention privacy preservation in personal information processing, separation of duties,
and the adherence of standard template of dispensation reports.
The core process that generates the information that needs to be sent to the Health Authority
occurs inside the Ward. The process starts when a patient visits the hospital’s ward to consult a
doctor. After diagnosing the patient, the doctor prepares a drug prescription that is delivered to a
nurse, who is in charge of dispensing the prescribed drugs to the patient. If the amount of drugs
is going below a certain threshold, the nurse issues a drug request to the central pharmacy of the
hospital, which must replenish the ward’s drug stock in no later than 48 hours. The execution of
this process is fully supported by the ward’s SOA-based information system, and all progress
events generated during process executions are recorded in an event log for later inspection.

Hospital Domain
Ward
Prescribe drugs
Ask for
diagnosis

Doctor

Drug depot
Ministry of
Health

Prescription
Collect
prescriptions

Dispense drugs

Patient

Request
drugs

Pharmacy

Nurse
FileF records

Get drugs
Replenish stock

Drug Stock
Accounting
Dispensation
Office

Regional Healthcare
Authority

reports

Figure. 1 Summary of the direct drug reimbursement process.
While the process above is executed daily, the preparation of dispensation reports for drug reimbursement is a monthly task. That is, at the end of each month, the records of drug dispensations are collected from the various wards of the hospital and the corresponding dispensation reports to be sent to the Health Authority are created. These reports consist in simple text files
(known as FileF) in which data about the dispensations are included. Examples of data included
in these files are hospital identification, patient, doctor, dispensed drug and quantity, and
amount in Euros. Whenever the report is ready it is sent to the Health Authority, which checks
the quality of the report against some compliance requirements imposed on dispensation reports.
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For instance, one compliance requirement that decides whether a dispensation can be reimbursed
or not regards the completeness and correctness of records: no null or incorrect data are tolerated
in any field. If there are such problems in the report, the Health Authority sends a feedback to the
hospital indicating the number and type of errors found for each record of the file, and, in turn,
the hospital must correct them so as to get the reimbursement.
The complete reimbursement process is complex, and not complying with the applicable requirements can be costly. Therefore, in order to better control the compliance of the reimbursement process, the hospital wants to implement an early warning system that allows the hospital’s
compliance expert to have updated information on daily compliance issues, e.g., in form of indicators, reports, or predictions on the compliance of its processes. In addition, in case of repeated
problems, it is important to understand why they happen and how they can be solved for the future. However, manually analyzing the data in the event log is time consuming and also errorprone but, still, the hospital wants to improve its compliance in order not to lose money for not
reimbursed drug dispensations.

3 Service-Oriented Compliance Management: Requirements
The above scenario describes a service-based business process that is distributed over the hospital’s ward and the drug depot and that asks for proper compliance management, that is, compliance assessment, reporting, and analysis.
As this paper has its roots in two EU FP7 research projects, i.e., Compas and Master, that
both assist compliance assessment in the SOA, here we do not propose a new assessment technique and rather rely on the techniques proposed there: Compas (www.compas-ict.eu) strongly
focuses on model-driven development of compliant processes and proposes a compliance checking approach that is based on (i) compliance requirements expressed in logical rules or process
fragments and (ii) complex event processing (CEP) and business protocol monitoring to detect
non-compliance with requirements. Master (www.master-fp7.eu), instead, specifically focuses
on the security domain and proposes a two-layered approach to compliance assessment: first, it
supports the CEP-based monitoring of running processes and the enforcement of individual
rules; then, offline, it checks compliance of executed processes by assessing their conformance
to a so-called ideal process model. Both approaches have in common the use of an instrumented
service orchestration engine for the execution of business processes and the generation/logging
of suitable execution events, starting from a signaling policy that specifies which events are necessary for compliance assessment.
Building on this background, reporting on the state of compliance requires being able to
store process execution and compliance data and to develop a reporting dashboard on top, a
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task that we partly approached in [1]. But we also need to devise a method for the easy specification and, then, automated computation of key compliance indicators (KCIs), in order to visualize
them in the dashboard. Next, the analysis of root-causes for non-compliance requires selecting
a suitable analysis algorithm and – more importantly – understanding which data to look at, out
of the huge amount of data that is available for this task, and to validate the algorithm in the context of the described scenario.

4 Reporting on Compliance
In order report on the compliance of business processes, the common approach is to visualize the
compliance status at a high-level of abstraction, for instance, by means of KCIs that are graphically rendered in a compliance governance dashboard (CGD) [1]. KCIs support compliance experts with an overview of the compliance performance of business processes and can be seen as
particular type of KPIs (key performance indicators) that specifically measures how compliant a
process is with given requirements. A typical KCI may, for example, measure how many process
instances, out of all the executed ones, satisfy a separation of duties requirement; but also a traditional QoS indicator (e.g., the average process execution time) can be seen as KCI, if we are subject to a compliance requirement regarding QoS (e.g., deriving from a contract with the customer). As we will see, KCIs also provide a starting point for finding the root-causes of noncompliance. This section explains how we store process execution data, specify and compute
KCIs, and visualize them through effective visual metaphors

4.1 Storing Process Execution and Compliance Data
The main sources of process execution and compliance data are the event logs generated by the
execution of service-based business processes. Therefore, let us first conceptualize the key ingredients characterizing event logs, as we perceive them for our analysis. An event is a tuple e =
<t, s, ts, d, p1,…, pn, B>, where t is the type of the event (e.g., ProcessStart, ActivityExecuted,
Violation), s is the source that generates the event, ts is a timestamp, p1,…, pn is a set of properties (e.g., event message header properties such as correlation data, process instance identifier or
similar), and B is the body of the event message (e.g., containing business data needed for the
computation of an indicator). Using this data, events can be grouped together by their process instance and ordered by timestamp, forming this way traces. A trace is a sequence of events
Ti=<ei1, ei2, …, ein>, where i refers to a process instance identifier and n is the number of events
that compose the process instance. This way, an event log can be expressed as a set of traces
L={T1, T2, …, Tk}, where k is the total number of traces.
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The events in the log are processed by Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) flows, in order to
store them into a data warehouse (DW), which is modeled using a compliance-oriented dimensional data model. The reason for doing this is that we aim at leveraging the capability of dimensional models for keeping a conciliated view on the process execution and compliance data, and
for supporting further analysis, e.g., by means of root-cause analysis algorithms or Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) tools. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the schema of the DW. The tables
in white are the dimensional tables that allow us to slice and dice through the fact tables (shaded
in gray). The fact table F_Event stores the events as they come from the event log, F_KCI stores
the computed values of indicators, F_BPInstance, the instances of processes, and
F_ComplianceEval, the compliance status of process instances as computed, for instance, by the
compliance checking algorithms adopted in the context of the Compas or Master projects.
F_Event
EventID
DateID
ActorID
ProcessInstanceID
ProcessDimensionID
TimeID
OcurrenceDateTime
RepeatCount
SequenceNumber
AvailabilityDisposition
Category
Message
Payload
…
F_ComplianceEval

D_KCI
D_Date
D_Time
D_Process
D_Component

D_Actor
D_ComplianceReq
D_BPInstance

F_KCI
KeyIndicatorValueFactID
ProcessDimensionID
KeyIndicatorDimensionID
DateID
TimeID
FromDateID
ToDateID
FromTimeID
ToTimeID
TimestampComputation
Value
Sigma
Confidence
Completeness
F_BPInstance
InstanceID
ProcInstDimensionID
ProcessDimensionID
Parameter1
Parameter2
Parameter3
….

ComplianceEvalID
InstanceID
ComplianceReqID
ProcInstDimensionID
ComplianceStatus
EvaluationTimeStamp
….

Figure. 2 Simplified schema of the data warehouse model.
The F_BPInstance table deserves a further explanation, as it constitutes an abstraction of the
process execution data, and the basis for computing indicators and performing root-cause analysis. In our DW model, each business process BP has its own F_BPInstance table, or, as we call it,
process instance table (e.g., in our scenario we have a F_DrugDispensationInstance table). In
these tables, each row corresponds to an instance of the associated process, while columns (i.e.,
parameters of the process instance table) correspond to business data that are of interest for the
analysis of each process. Table 1 shows a conceptual view on the process instance table for the
drug dispensation process, where each row corresponds to a single drug dispensation. The
DrugType column refers to the type of drug, ErrPerData indicates whether there was an error in
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the information about the patient, ErrCompData tells us if there was an error in any other complementary data, and Compliant tells us whether the dispensation was free of error. These parameters are obtained from the attributes of the events that are part of the event trace. Sometimes, the parameter values can be directly extracted from events without modifications (e.g., the
DrugType parameter), while in other cases the values are obtained by performing aggregation/computations over a set of events and attributes of process instances (e.g., the Compliant parameter).
Table 1: Example of a process instance table for the drug dispensation process.
InstanceID DrugType ErrPerData ErrCompData … Compliant
38769
1
False
False
…
True
32537
6
True
False
…
False
27657
1
False
False
…
True
32547
2
False
True
…
False
35340
1
False
False
…
True
….
….
….
….
…
….
Finally, it is worth to mention that in order to populate the DW, the ETL usually needs to
access other sources of data such as user management systems and human task managers, which
are the main data providers for dimension tables, as opposed to event logs, which provide mostly
the evidences of process executions.

4.2 Specifying and Computing Key Compliance Indicators
Generally, indicators are computed out of a variety of data and by means of different functions,
ranging from the lowest business data granularity to the highest business goals. In the context of
compliance assessment, a KCI is a measure (i.e., a numeric value) that quantifies compliance
performance against compliance targets in a pre-determined time interval. For instance, one of
the compliance requirements imposed by the Healthcare Authority is that of sending drug dispensation reports without errors in the data about dispensed drugs and patients. Whenever there
is an erroneous record of drug dispensation, the corresponding drug is not reimbursed to the hospital, and, thus, it is important for the hospital to keep an eye on the accomplishment of this
compliance requirement. KCIs are therefore useful means to assist this task.
KCIs can be easily specified by using the available information in Table 1. For example, a
KCI may be defined as the percentage of non-compliant process instances out of all instances in
the DW (and the reporting time interval). More precisely, we can use the Compliant column of a
process instance table to compute KCIs, and we can express their respective formulas using
standard SQL queries. SQL has been designed also as a language for computing aggregates and
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is well known, understood, and supported, so there was no reason to come up with another language. Yet, the ease with which we are able to express KCIs stems from the abstraction we made
on the process execution data by using the so called process instance tables.

4.3 Compliance Governance Dashboard
Finally, KCIs are rendered to the compliance experts by means of a CGD, such as the one depicted in Figure 3 [1]. The CGD features are a graphical representation of KCIs and serves as
start point for further root-cause analysis. More specifically, the CGD creates an awareness of
possible violations and concentrates the most important information to be evaluated at-a-glance.
The interactive table (at the front in Figure 3) provides a drill-down and roll-up mechanism for
the compliance status, for example, for the different drug dispensation locations controlled by the
hospital (i.e., clinics, laboratories, dispensaries), according to two main analysis perspectives
(compliance performance vs. process performance), down to the individual event level (e.g., the
list of incomplete records associated to a drug (background of Figure 3).

Figure. 3 CGD with KCIs and the interactive table for drill-down and roll-up [1].
5 Analyzing Non-Compliance
While checking the compliance of business process instances means determining whether the
process instances are compliant or not at the individual event trace level, analyzing noncompliance of business process executions, i.e., understanding and explaining the underlying
reasons of non-compliance, needs to be performed over a set of traces in order to be able to derive meaningful knowledge that can be used to improve processes for future executions.
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Incidentally, labeling event traces as compliant or non-compliant, which is the main goal of
compliance checking, is very similar to classifying data tuples, a data mining practice that is
well-studied in literature [20]. There are several algorithms that can help in performing this analysis, among which we choose decision trees, as they are good for knowledge discovery where
neither complex settings nor assumptions are required [20], and they are easy to interpret and analyze. In this section, we discuss how we address the issue of compliance analysis through decision trees, going from data preparation to the actual building and interpretation of the decision
tree.

5.1 Preparing the Analysis
In Section 4.1, we introduced our DW model, which constitutes the basis for our CGD and the
root-cause analysis. Preparing the analysis therefore means selecting which data, out of the huge
amount of events stored in the DW, are suitable for identifying root-causes for non-compliance.
In the same section, we also introduced the idea of having process instance tables, one per process, in which we store those process parameters that are used for computing indicators. Recall
that each tuple in a process instance table represents a particular instantiation of the process under consideration and that each instance comes with its compliance label. Now, considering that
we are interested in analyzing non-compliance problems for process instances, it is interesting to
note that the process instance tables initially conceived for the computation of indicators also
contain the data we are searching for. In fact, by defining a set of indicators for each process
(and the events and data attributes that are necessary to compute them), the compliance expert
implicitly performs a pre-selection of the data that are most likely to be related with compliance
issues. The availability of the compliance label for each instance indicates that the best choice
for the root-cause analysis is to use the process instance tables to feed the decision tree-mining
algorithm, as their data naturally fits the typical input format of these kinds of algorithms.
For instance, considering again the process instance table shown in Table 1, one way of
building the training tuples for the decision tree is to use the Compliant column as the class attribute (leaf nodes) for the decision tree, while ErrPerData and ErrCompData can be used as the
attributes on which the algorithm defines the split points (for internal nodes). This way, the training tuples can be represented as
<ErrPerData, ErrCompData, Compliant>
The set of training tuples can be easily obtained through trivial SQL queries, and the retrieved result set can be used directly to feed the decision tree algorithm. Note that, as in the case
of the specification and computation of the KCIs, the task of building the training tuples is great63
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ly facilitated by the abstraction provided by the process instance tables.

5.2 Understanding Key Factors
The algorithm we use in our prototype implementation for building decision trees extends the
C4.5 algorithm to handle uncertain data [21]. In this paper we do not discuss the uncertainty aspect in mining data. However, our prototypes are equipped to handle uncertainty in the event
logs we use for analyzing business process executions (for details on how uncertainty in event
logs can be handled, see [6]). Instead, here we focus more on the aspect of discovering and understanding the key factors that affect the compliance of business executions.
As in any decision tree, the internal nodes contain the criteria used for classifying tuples.
The leaf nodes, instead, contain the classes to which tuples are classified. For instance, if we
choose the Compliant column of Table 1 as the class attribute, we will obtain a decision tree
where the leaf nodes contain the compliance outcomes for the paths drawn from the root of the
tree. However, nothing prevents us from choosing any other parameter of the process instance
table as the class attribute when searching for the root-causes of non-compliant process executions.

Figure. 4 Decision tree computed over non-compliant instances of the drug dispensation process.
For instance, as part of the validation of this approach, we performed experiments on a dataset of more than 30000 drug dispensations performed between January and April of 2009 in the
hospital described in the scenario (Section 2). To this end, a process instance table with around
25 relevant parameters was build for the drug dispensation process, among which the parameters
shown in Table 1 were included. Since the dependence of the Compliance column on the ErrPerData and ErrCompData columns was fairly obvious (but still, proven with our tools), we
narrowed our analysis by considering only those process instances that were not compliant. After
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exploring some combinations of parameters, we found out that there was a relation between the
ErrCompData and DrugType parameters. More precisely, we found that 393 drugs dispensations
out of around 30000 had some error, among which 173 had errors of the type ErrCompData and
220 errors of the type ErrPerData. While the decision tree was not able to tell us anything that
was really significant about errors of the type ErrPerData, it was able to find something useful
for the errors of the type ErrCompData, as shown in Figure 4. More precisely, the decision tree
discovered that 137 out of 173 (79%) erroneous process instances corresponded to drugs of the
type 2 (DrugType=2), which are drugs for ambulatory usage, while the rest (21%) corresponded
to drugs of the type 6, 9 and 11.
Since the ErrCompData refers to error in the dispensation data (such as the drug code, quantity and unitary price), this may be an indication that, for example, this type of drugs is dispensed
at ease, and thus, a better monitoring or compliance enforcement need to be carried out on the
controls related to this compliance requirement.

5.3 Predicting Compliance States
While decision trees are generally perceived as simple classifiers, we however use them rather
for discovering and understanding better the root-causes of undesirable behaviors. Furthermore,
we advocate the use of decision trees also for predicting the potential outcomes of process instances that are still running. In fact, each decision point in a tree corresponds to an event (or better to an attribute of an event). So, if during process execution an event that corresponds to a decision point is generated, this allows performing predictions on the likely outcome (in terms of
compliance) of the process instance: it suffices to inspect the path in the tree determined by the
registered event to identify the instances’ likely compliance label.
Thus, in the case of predictions of non-compliant behaviors, enforcement actions can be enacted in order to align process executions, whenever possible, to the corresponding compliance
requirements. This is particularly useful in cases when the process has several tasks and long
running times that span, e.g., over several hours. Also, the prediction is particularly useful in the
case compliance is enforced manually, because it allows the compliance expert to better focus
his effort on those process instances that are likely to be non-compliant, leaving out compliance
ones.

6 Related Work
The major part of compliance management approaches focuses on the business process modeling
aspect at design time [7-9]. Typically, they are based on formal languages to express compliance
requirements (e.g., Business Property Specification Language, Linear Temporal Logic) and sim65
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ulations to prevent errors at runtime (e.g., finite state machine, Petri nets). In this context, just
few approaches address compliance monitoring at runtime. For instance, Trinh et. al. [10] monitor time constraints during the execution of process activities, using UML Timing Diagrams to
specify constraints and Aspect Oriented Programming to control executions. Chung et. al. [11]
check if the user-defined process is compliant to pre-defined ontology and a specific model, in
which compliance requirements are described. An IBM research group [12] advocates the use of
the REALM (Regulations Expressed As Logical Models) metamodel to define temporal compliance rules and the Active Correlation Technology to check them. That way, it can detect duplicate events or compute a user-definable function, which checks whether a function exceeds some
threshold.
Concurrently, commercial Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) solutions have been developed to support compliance management (e.g., IBM Tivoli, HP Business Availability Center,
Nimbus, Oracle Business Activity Monitoring). Although, such tools still do not have the capability to process and interpret generic events (e.g., user-defined business or compliance-related
events). They only support the definition of thresholds for parameters or SLAs to be monitored.
Also, the ability to compare monitored business process executions or, more in general, business
patterns with expected execution behaviors is not supported.
Regarding reporting on compliance and KCIs, few works address this aspect and they do it
partially. For example, [18] studies the representation of data through visual languages for risk
and compliance management. In [19], the authors purpose a model-driven fashion approach to
report on business performance and design dashboards.
To the best of our knowledge, no mining approaches have been specifically proposed to understand the root-cause of the compliance violations. However, few related approaches for the
mining of business processes are in place [3-5][14-16]. Similar to our solution, they adopted log
files and a consolidated warehouse containing business and process historical data, from where
data subsets are extracted and used as input to mining algorithms in order to predict or understand the origin of undesired business process execution behaviors.
Finally, we can conclude that Compas and Master have been done significant contributions
in all the fields mentioned in this section, since they provide solutions to manage, monitor and
report on compliance based on generic events. For instance, [2][13] provide approaches to the
management of the compliance monitoring at runtime, [17] states how to compute uncertain key
indicators from uncertain data, [1] presents CGD to report on compliance and this paper presents
root-cause analysis based on data mining techniques to understand non-compliant business processes.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper, we leverage on automated compliance checking techniques and complement them
with a tactical perspective that targets compliance experts, which are accountable for assuring
and improving compliance. We assist them by automating the analysis of the huge amount of data that is produced during process execution and specifically provide (i) a reporting dashboard
with KCIs and KPIs to assess the state of compliance, (ii) a root-cause analysis technique to understand non-compliance. Our experiments with real data from a major Italian hospital show that
the developed dashboard is effective in highlighting encountered problems and that the proposed
abstractions and selection of data indeed allow us to identify also unexpected causes for noncompliant situations out of a large amounts of data.
It is important to note that, although in this paper we focused on the case of compliance, the
ideas and solutions we propose are of general nature and can, for instance, easily be applied to
the computation and analysis of KPIs. Similarly, we are not limited to process engine event as
only source of information; events may also stem from web services, human task managers, or
similar – if suitably instrumented.
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Abstract: In response to recent financial scandals (e.g. those involving Enron, Fortis, Parmalat),
new regulations for protecting the society from financial and operational risks of the companies
have been introduced. Therefore, companies are required to assure compliance of their operations with those new regulations as well as those already in place. Regulations are only one example of compliance sources modern organizations deal with every day. Other sources of compliance include licenses of business partners and other contracts, internal policies, and
international standards. The diversity of compliance sources introduces the problem of compliance governance in an organization. In this paper, we propose an integrated solution for runtime
compliance governance in Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs). We show how the proposed
solution supports the whole cycle of compliance management: from modeling compliance requirements in domain-specific languages through monitoring them during process execution to
displaying information about the current state of compliance in dashboards. We focus on the
runtime part of the proposed solution and describe it in detail. We apply the developed framework in a real case study coming from EU FP7 project COMPAS and this case study is used
through the paper to illustrate our solution.

1 Introduction
During the last decade several companies, such as Enron in US, Fortis and Parmalat in Europe,
unexpectedly collapsed. In response to those events, new regulations for protecting society from
financial and operational risks of companies have been introduced. The goal of those regulations
is to avoid similar bankruptcies in the future, and companies must comply with them. Compliance becomes more and more important in modern organizations [12]. In this paper, we use the
term \compliance" in the sense of the conformance of a company in fulfilling compliance requirements, i.e. constraints or assertions that are the results of the interpretation of the compliance sources. Modern organizations deal with three main types of compliance sources: legisla1
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ture and regulatory bodies (e.g., Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Basel II, Solvency II), standards and codes
of practice (e.g., ISO9000, ISO/IEC 27002, internal regulations), and business partner contracts
(e.g., licenses of service providers).
The diversity of compliance sources introduces the problem of compliance governance in an
organization. Compliance governance refers to the overall management approach for controlling
the state of compliance in the entire organization and, in general, consists of: (1) selecting the
sources to be compliant with and designing corresponding compliance requirements; (2) (re)designing business processes compliant with the selected requirements; (3) monitoring compliance of processes during their execution; (4) informing interested parties (managers, auditors) on
the current state of compliance; (5) taking specific actions or changing the processes in cases of
(predicted or happened) non-compliance.
There are solutions for automating one or several steps of the compliance governance, i.e.
deriving requirements from sources (Global Information Rules Database2), modeling and automating design time compliance checks [10], monitoring [17] and informing interested parties
[20]. However, the existing approaches rarely deal with different types of compliance sources
and cover only a few steps of the compliance governance.
There are several research challenges arising when speaking about an integrated solution for
compliance governance: (i) Is it possible to create a system dealing with the whole process of
compliance management, from selecting compliance sources to dealing with cases of noncompliance? (ii) Is the service-oriented technology mature enough to be used as the basis for
such a solution? (iii) Can we reuse the knowledge about achieving compliance within the company, or, even, across companies?
With the research challenges above in mind, we propose an integrated solution for runtime
compliance governance in SOA. The framework is based on the service-oriented technology and
includes tools for: modeling compliance requirements for different compliance sources; linking
the requirements to the business processes; monitoring process execution using Complex Event
Processing (CEP); displaying the current state of compliance in a Compliance Governance
Dashboard (CGD) and analyzing cases of non-compliance in order to find what causes such situations. In the description of framework we focus on the runtime aspects, such as process execution and monitoring, but the design-time aspects (modeling processes and requirements) are also
briefly described. For a number of issues (besides technical issues there are also organizational
issues, legal responsibility, acceptance of an active role of the technology in the work practices),
in this paper, we do not address the issue of taking specific actions for achieving compliance (al2

http://www.grcroundtable.org/grc-grid.htm
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so known as enforcement) and process re-design. This topic deserves dedicated research. Therefore, our framework covers selection and modeling compliance requirements and business processes, monitoring the compliance at runtime and informing interesting parties on the state of
compliance. The framework and the prototypes of the licensing Domain-Specific Language
(DSL) for expressing compliance requirements, the business process engine, CEP-based monitoring tool, the warehouse, the dashboard, etc. have been applied in a real case study in the context of the EU FP7 project COMPAS3 (Compliance-driven Models, Languages, and Architectures for Services). The case study focuses on checking compliance of telecom service provider
to licenses of its business patterns.
This paper is continuation of our work on the compliance governance. Previously, we introduced: compliance governance lifecycle and conceptual model [9], which we adapt in the presented framework; a model-aware repository and service environment (MORSE) [25], a licensing DSL [3], an approach for developing compliance governance dashboards [20], and
algorithms for root-cause analysis [7], which are used within the proposed framework. This paper connects the proposed pieces within an integral runtime compliance governance framework
and shows how the whole framework is applied in the case study scenario.
The paper has the following structure: in Section 2 we review existing approaches for compliance governance in SOA. Section 3 introduces the scenario we use through the paper to illustrate our solution. Section 4 presents the compliance governance lifecycle in an organization,
while Section 5 presents our solution for runtime compliance governance, according to the considered lifecycle. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work
Our approach is different from related work as it enables the adaption to various domains of
compliance by extending the conceptual model for compliance governance introduced in [9] and
customizing the related components in the compliance governance architecture accordingly. We
deal with the domains of Quality of Service (QoS), security, and licensing, while most of the existing approaches in the field of compliance governance in SOAs are focusing on one single specific compliance domain. For example, the approach presented by Kuster et al. [13] is limited to
the compliance of business processes with respect to data object lifecycles. A data object lifecycle is specified as a model, which captures allowed states and state transitions for a particular data object. The generated process model complies to the object lifecycle based on automata theory.
3
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Most of the scientific publications regarding compliance involves annotation of business
processes. For instance, Wolter and Schaad [27] investigated an extension for the Business Process Model And Notation (BPMN) [19], enabling the modeling of task-based authorization constraints and supporting resource allocation patterns such as separation of duties and role-task assignments. In contrast to our approach, this later focuses on task-based access control, which is a
subtopic of the compliance domain regarding business process security. Sadiq [23] presents an
approach based on a formal contract language to specify and describe compliance constraints,
and to define compliance rules to annotate business processes. Namiri et al. [18] propose a semantic-based approach for modeling and implementation of internal controls in business processes, focusing on the separation of business and internal control processes. An approach focusing on the integration of semantic constraints in process management systems and its usage for
the verification of the integrated semantic constraints is introduced in [14]. Those approaches only consider the modeling phase of compliance constrains or controls, lacking support for runtime
compliance checking and monitoring.
The current studies involving policy-based frameworks are also restrict to the modeling
phase and far from having a full and well defined framework to manage compliance. They have
been extending and integrating semantic of business process and compliance policies in the form
of ontologies in order to provide compliant business process [15], [16]. In fact, the same lack of
completeness is also present when policy frameworks (e.g., IETF, Ponder, KAoS, Rei and WSPolicy) are adopted to manage compliance in SOA as describe in this survey [26]. Hence, a lot of
open issues are still around in the compliance field.
The work of Governatori et al. [10] checks compliance of business process to regulations.
They propose a framework for assessing if a given business process complies with a set of regulatory control objectives. The compliance governance framework proposed in this paper aims at
an integral management of compliance of all business processes in an organization. Differently
from Governatori et al., whose framework provides diagnostic support for business process design, our framework focuses on the aspect of compliance of process instances, with the current
status of compliance being updated on dedicated CGDs.
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) aims at providing aggregated information suitable for
performing various types of analysis on data obtained from the execution of business activities.
For example, tools such as Oracle BAM, Nimbus and IBM Tivoli aim at providing their users
with real-time visual information and alerts based on business events in a SOA environment. The
information provided to users comes in the form of dashboards for reporting on key performance
indicators (KPIs) and violations of service level agreements (SLAs). The compliance manage72
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ment part of these tools, if any, comes in the form of monitoring of SLA violations, which need
the SLA formal specifications as one of its inputs.
In the context of our research it is worth to mention event-based related work, since our
framework checks compliance taking in consideration the content of the events produced during
the execution of business processes or as a result of CEP. The following works present solutions
to monitor and evaluate process events, but not taking into account their compliance. Michelson
et al. [17] presented a complete report overview about event-driven architecture (EDA) in SOA
environments. Their content is composed of many definitions and concepts involving events, as
well as strategies to process them in a SOA. Additionally, they also describe event ows and the
main components expected in an EDA. Many of those components are presented in our solution
(e.g., repositories, events, process engine). However, even if with some similarities, the approaches are different, in the sense that Michelsons work does not focus on and mention compliance in its work. Sriraman et al. [24] also claim the business utility and agility provided by the
union of SOA, EDA and model driven architecture (MDA). They present different perspectives
containing SOA, EAD, and MDA together with different domains (e.g., user, development, business) and views (e.g., user centric view). They also show how to implement the proposed architectures in Java. However, also this work does not explicitly comment or focus on event-based
compliance monitoring. Still, both paper are important to understand the role of events and how
they can be useful in a business process environment.
Giblin et al. [6] propose a compliance meta-model for uniform description and management
of compliance policies and show how subsets of compliance sources, expressed in terms of the
meta-model, can be (semi-) automatically transformed into event monitoring rules. While the
experience of authors in generation of rules from requirement is definitely useful for this step in
our framework, we go beyond this, providing runtime monitoring and informing interested parties on the state of compliance.
Robinson [22] proposes a generic framework for defining, monitoring, and modifying
(based on feedback) requirements in information systems. This work lies in the area of system
verification, while our framework rather deals with compliance to requirements coming from different sources.

3 Motivating scenario: Advanced Telecom Service
In this section, we describe the Advanced Telecom Services scenario we use through the paper to
illustrate our solution. This scenario is one of the case studies of the EU FP7 project COMPAS.
The scenario deals with a service “WatchMe” that provides customers with on-demand aggre73
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gated audio and video streaming content. Service clients can use the service to see videos with
soundtracks in different languages. This service is provided by a fictitious company called Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO).
The case study focuses on particularly challenging environment: a provision of advanced
telecom services by a mobile operator that does not have its own network, but uses existing networks of other operators to provide services. Therefore, network infrastructure and many applications that provide the MVNO service components are owned and managed by different enterprises, which include third party application providers, network carriers, and the MVNO
company. We place the proposed architecture inside the MNVO company for managing and
monitoring the compliance with the licenses of content providers.

Fig. 1. The business process of the WatchMe service
In this scenario, the WatchMe service serves as a content aggregator placed between customers (cellphone owners) and the audio and video streaming third party providers. For example,
customers access the WatchMe service to see sport events with audio comments in the language
they prefer. The service processes customer requests and provides streaming of the selected audio and video content. In the scenario, we assume the MVNO company is providing synchronization between video and audio. The process describing the services offered by the company
(presented in Figure 1) includes the following operations:
-

authorization of a customer,
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-

processing search queries for audio and video streams received from customers
and forwarding them to third party providers,

-

collecting the results of the queries from the providers,

-

merging all the results into a single list,

-

sending the merged list of results to the customer,

-

receiving requests for specific audio and video streaming content from the

-

customer,

-

acquiring requested video and audio endpoints from the selected providers,

-

receiving streams from the acquired endpoints, merging them online and

-

streaming the resulting content to the customer.

Compliance
Requirement
Pay-perview plan

Description of the
Compliance Requirement
When the WatchMe company subscribes for the Pay-per-view plan it
acquires a limited number of streams
based on the amount paid to the media
supplier.

Time-based plan

When the WatchMe company subscribes for the Time-based plan it acquires any number of times any possible streams in a certain period, based
on the amount paid to the media supplier.

Composition permission

Only pre-defined combinations of video and audio streams from providers
are allowed due to the licenses specified by the video provider.

Control
When the WatchMe company subscribes for the
Pay-per-view plan it has to
pay 29.90 euro first and
then receive 300 streams
from the media supplier.
When the WatchMe company subscribes for the
time-based plan it has to
pay 89.90 euro first and
then receive an unlimited
number of times any available stream from the media
suppler in a 30 days period
starting from the contract
start date.
Video streams from Football Games can be assembled with audios streams
from AudioSport or SportingAudio. Video from
VideoSport can only be assembled with audio
streams from AudioSport.

Table 1. Licensing compliance requirements of the Advanced Telecom Services scenario.
The terms and conditions of using the WatchMe service are regulated by appropriate licenses between MVNO (the WatchMe service provider) and its customers, and between the third party providers and MVNO. In this scenario, we focus on the latter, which is the compliance of
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MVNO to the licenses of third party providers. Licenses of audio and video providers specify
conditions related to various payment plans, as well as to types of allowed compositions of audio
and video streams. We consider two payment plans in this scenario. The Time-based plan allows
MVNO to acquire and resell any stream for an unlimited number of times in a certain period,
based on the amount paid to the media supplier. The Pay-per-view plan allows the company to
acquire and resell a certain number of streams based on the amount paid to the supplier, without
time constraints. In both plans, the composition permission specifies predefined combinations of
video and audio providers, i.e., video streams from VideoSport can only be combined with audio
streams from AudioSport, a company from the same media group.
All licensing compliance requirements for the business process of the WatchMe service are
listed and described in Table 1. For each requirement we list the control, which describes what
has to be done to realize the corresponding compliance requirement. The compliance sources
from where requirements have been derived are licenses of the content providers. In order to
model the requirements, we use Licensing DSL, developed in COMPAS [3]. For the sake of
simplicity we focus on the composition permission compliance requirement throughout this paper and use it to show the application of our framework to the Advanced Telecom Services scenario.

4 Compliance governance lifecycle
Figure 2 shows the overall compliance governance lifecycle considered in the COMPAS project.
The compliance governance lifecycle starts with the step of internalization of the external compliance sources, such as regulations, business contracts, standards. This step is performed by a
compliance officer.
The next step is the design or modeling of business processes and compliance requirements
that must be met by the processes. At this step, requirements are derived from internalized external sources and also from internal policies defined by the organization. This step involves a process analyst, a compliance officer and a technical specialist.
In COMPAS the compliance requirements are modeled in DSLs [1] using the corresponding
DSL Editors. For instance, in the Advanced Telecom Services scenario we use the Licensing
DSL [3], which is an extension of the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [21], for modeling
the composition permission compliance requirement. Other DSLs include QoS [1] and Security
[4] DSLs. The processes are specified using the View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF) [11],
which is a Model-driven Software Development (MDSD) software framework based on the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF). The EMF Models specifying the business process as well
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as the compliance requirements specified in the corresponding DSLs are the input for the Code
Generator, a component integrated in VbMF to generate (semi-automatically) business processes
defined in BPEL. In addition to the BPEL process the configuration artifacts, e.g., CEP rules for
monitoring components are generated depending on the concrete compliance requirements the
execution of the business process has to conform to. The framework currently does not deal with
the problem of conflicts and redundancy among the selected requirements, introduced in [5], but,
rather, aims at fulfilling all specified compliance requirements. Conflicts and redundancy can be
detected at later stages, for instance, applying root-cause analysis.

Fig. 2. The compliance governance lifecycle.
All artifacts used for the generation of the compliant business process and the configuration
artifacts such as compliance requirements, the EMF models, and process models are stored in the
Model Repository, which is part of the Model-Aware Service Environment (MORSE) [25]. For
the unique identification of each artifact stored in the Model Repository we use Universal
Unique Identifier (UUID). Thus this important information might be requested for finding the
cause in case a compliance violation is detected during compliance monitoring, by querying the
Web service interface of the Model Repository. Finally, the compliant BPEL process containing
the UUIDs is deployed in the process engine and the configuration artifacts containing UUIDs
are deployed to the corresponding compliance monitoring and checking components.
The third step of the lifecycle is business execution, where employees participate in execution of a business process. During such execution, the process emits events that are used for the
monitoring, and also produces data about process execution. Such data, together with models of
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the business processes and compliance requirements is used by a process manager or a compliance officer at the fourth step: internal evaluation. During this step the compliance of the process
is assessed and the data is analyzed in order to find what causes non-compliance. The results of
the analysis assist an auditor and can be also used for process re-engineering and re-thinking of
initial requirements. These two latter steps are out of the scope of this paper.
The reader can find the detailed definitions of terms and concepts of the compliance governance in COMPAS, stemming from an effort of the whole team of the COMPAS project at
http://www.compas-ict.eu/terminology.php. An initial version of the compliance management
lifecycle and of the terminology has been presented in [9].

5 Runtime compliance governance framework
In this section we describe the compliance governance framework for monitoring the compliance
of business processes at runtime and show how to apply it in the Advanced Telecom Services
scenario.

5.1 Runtime compliance governance architecture
Figure 3 shows the components of the runtime compliance governance architecture, described in
the following. Runtime governance starts with deploying a BPEL business process that contains
the UUIDs of the process model and those of the activities relevant for monitoring and checking
of the compliance requirements to the Extended Process Engine Apache ODE. After the deployment a Process Deployed system-level event containing the BPEL file of the process including UUIDs is emitted and published to the Java Message Service Topic named Process Engine
Output within the Enterprise Service Bus Apache ActiveMQ, used as messaging infrastructure.
The Advanced Telecom Service Custom Controller (ATSCC) is subscribed to this JMS-Topic
and therefore receives all events emitted by the Apache ODE. The purpose of the ATSCC is to
select pre-defined events, e.g., Activity Completed system-level events, emitted by the engine
that are related to the deployed process.
The system-level events augmented with the corresponding UUIDs passing the ATSCC internal event filter are published to the JMS-Topic named Compliance Governance Input. Both
the Event Log and the CEP Engine Esper are subscribed to this topic to receive all system-level
events relevant to runtime compliance monitoring and checking. The goal of CEP is to provide
the possibility for finding complex event patterns within the low-level streams of events generated by the Business Process Engine or/and other Business Activity Monitoring tools. The CEP
Engine Esper processes system-level events to create higher-level business-level events, for in78
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stance, subtracting timestamp of ActivityStarted event from the timestamp of ActivityFinished
event for the calculation of the duration of an activity. The resulting business-level events also
contain UUIDs, which are UUIDs of the CEP rules and generated semi-automatically during design phase using VbMF. Due to the fact that one business process may have to be compliant to
several different compliance requirements affecting not necessarily a disjoint set of activities the
UUIDs of the monitoring artifacts, e.g., CEP rules are additionally required for the sufficient
querying of the Model Repository for drill-down. This enables a unique identification, because
the relationship between a concrete compliance requirement and the corresponding CEP rule is
always one-to-one as specified in the conceptual model [9]. The results of CEP are shown on the
online tab of the Compliance Governance Dashboard, allowing for near real-time detection of
violation patterns of events, which could lead to violation of any of the licenses signed with their
contractors. Therefore, the runtime overhead of using CEP is required for the fast detection of
patterns of events leading to violations. Such detection might prevent major financial losses for
the company.

Fig. 3. Runtime compliance governance architecture
The Business Level Events augmented with UUIDs are published to the JMS-Topic named
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CEP Engine Output. The Event Log storing the system-level events augmented with UUIDs and
Business Level Events containing UUIDs is subscribed to both JMS-Topics Compliance Governance Input and CEP Engine Output. The ETL extracts, transforms and loads the data including UUIDs from the Event Log and stores it in the Data Warehouse. After this the Analysis/Business Intelligence component retrieves the data from the Data Warehouse and executes
the analysis on the data. In case a compliance violation is detected the Model Repository might
be queried for drill-down to retrieve the corresponding compliance requirements, EMF models,
and CEP rules uniquely identified by the corresponding UUIDs. Finally, the results of the offline
compliance monitoring and checking are displayed in the Compliance Governance Dashboard.

5.2

Compliance governance in the Advanced Telecom Services

In the following, we use the four steps of compliance governance to explain how our framework
is applied in the Advanced Telecom Services scenario.
Step 1. Selecting compliance sources and compliance requirements Figure 4 shows how the
composition permission requirement (selected for the running example, as we discussed in Section 3), is modeled in the Licensing DSL.
Step 2. Designing business processes compliant with the selected requirements The business
process is modeled in EMF using the VbMF [1, 2]. This EMF model as well as the composition
permission compliance requirement modeled in Licensing DSL, as shown in Figure 4, serves as
input for the Code Generator component, which is integrated in VbMF.
This step is still under development in COMPAS, the goal is to have a process model annotated with events that will be emitted during the execution. Such events will be used during the
execution to check compliance. Currently, attaching events and generating rules requiring to
monitor the compliance requirements is done manually. The result of the semi-automatic generation is the business process in BPEL containing the UUIDs of the process model itself as well as
of the activities relevant for compliance checking. Moreover the CEP rules will be generated for
processing the corresponding system-level events for creation of business-level events. Additionally the configuration file for the ATSCC specifying the type of events not to be filtered out
and the configuration artifacts for the Analysis/Business Intelligence component are generated.
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Fig. 4. The composition permission expressed in the Licensing DSL for the VideoSport provider.
Step 3. Monitoring compliance of processes during their execution In order to be able to
quickly react to any compliance violation, it is essential to monitor business processes online.
For this purpose we chose CEP as a perfect solution for efficient and fast detection of events that
match violation patterns. Business process engine generates the events at every step of process
execution, according to the annotations. A specialized CEP engine catches and uses them for the
evaluation of predefined rules. The rules can be used to specify any complex patterns (including
temporal logic), various operators (mathematical, logical) and operations for filtering and aggregation. Finally the configuration artifacts are deployed on the corresponding component involved
in compliance monitoring and checking and the BPEL process is deployed on the extended
Apache ODE.
The following rule for monitoring violations of composition permission is used to detect patterns of video and audio request events that are not compliant with a license.
select * from pattern [ every ( VidProvVideoSport = Event
(name = 'WatchMeGetVideoStreamEvent' AND VideoProviderID= 'VideoSport' )
AND ( AudProvAudioSport = Event ( name = 'WatchMeGetAudioStreamEvent'
AND NOT (AudioProviderID = 'AudioSport'))))]
where AudProvAudioSport.sessionID =VidProvVideoSport.sessionID
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In this case, the pattern includes combinations of WatchMeGetAudioStream events from the
audio stream of AudioSport and from the video stream of VideoSport for a given session. The
query has to match only the events related to the same session (matching is done by “sessionID”
property of the events). The system-level events emitted by the ATSCC as well as the Business
Level Events generated and emitted by the CEP Engine are afterwards stored in the Event Log as
described in Section 5.1. The ETL component extracts the data from the Event Log and loads it
into the Data Warehouse. Then the Analysis/Business Intelligence component checks compliance based on the data. In case a compliance violation is detected the Model Repository may be
queried in order to perform a drill-down.
Step 4. Informing interested parties on the current state of compliance The current state of
compliance of the processes of the organization is shown in offline and online dashboards. Using
the monitoring table in the online view, it is possible to verify event violations detected on the y
and take actions to avoid violations in the future. Such view is mainly used by technical project
resources that could change the business process implementation to correct wrong behaviors. Using the offline view, composed of Key Compliance Indicators (KCIs) widgets and an interactive
table, it is possible to quickly check violations in different perspectives (e.g., business or compliance) and summarization levels (e.g., compliance source, requirement, or policies, which group
related requirements, such as licensing requirements). In our example of monitoring the composition permission, ad-hoc KCIs can be defined and their values will be displayed in the dashboard. Having both business and compliance perspective and different summarization levels, it is
possible to show high-level information (e.g., KCIs of compliance sources) useful for CEOs and
CFOs and low-level information (e.g., list of events violations per compliance requirement) to
technical experts. Figure 5 (a) illustrates the KCIs of the different compliance sources from the
Advanced Telecom Services scenario in descendant order, where the first widget always contains
the compliance source with the highest compliance performance (the worst case). CGD also provides indicators for the compliance requirements concerning licensing (Figure 5 (b)) and an interactive table (Figure 5 (c)). The later also allows users to drill-down KCIs from the highest level information until the lowest level. The values showed by the KCIs are calculated based on the
data stored into the Data Warehouse (DW), which were previously temporally stored into the
Event log. More details about the CGD design and implementation are available in [20] or at the
CGD website4.

4

http://compas.disi.unitn.it/CGD/home.html
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Fig. 5. The current state of compliance of the WatchMe Business Process displayed at the dashboard.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an integral framework for runtime compliance governance supporting all the
steps of the compliance governance lifecycle: from selecting compliance sources to runtime
monitoring and reporting on violations. This ad- dresses the first research question posed in the
introduction: (i) Is it possible to create a system dealing with the whole process of compliance
management, from selecting compliance sources to dealing with cases of non-compliance? In
this paper we presented runtime aspects of such a system, while design aspects have been presented in [1-2]. Since the solution is service-oriented, we also address the second question: (ii)
Is the service-oriented technology is mature enough to be used as the basis for such a solution?
The service-oriented technology seems to be capable of dealing with the matter, since the solution has been tested in a real case study and we are currently working on testing it in another real
case study dealing with the loan approval scenario.
Future work includes support of other compliance domains, such as compliance to security
or QoS requirements and addressing the third research question: (iii) Can we reuse the
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knowledge about achieving compliance within the company, or, even, across companies? In this
regard, we are studying the application of business process fragments [8]. We are also planning
applying the presented solution in different settings in order to evaluate its performance and feasibility for real-time business processes.
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Abstract: Compliance governance in organizations has been recently gaining importance because of new regulations and the diversity of compliance sources. In this demo we will show an
integrated solution for runtime compliance governance in Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOAs). The proposed solution supports the whole cycle of compliance management and has
been tested in a real world case study.

1 Introduction
Compliance governance refers to the overall management approach for controlling the state of
compliance in the entire organization and, in general, consists of: (1) selecting the sources to be
compliant with and designing corresponding compliance requirements; (2) (re-)designing business processes compliant with the selected requirements; (3) monitoring compliance of processes
during their execution; (4) informing interested parties (managers, auditors) on the current state
of compliance; (5) taking specific actions or changing the processes in cases of (predicted or
happened) non-compliance. Compliance governance has been gaining importance in organizations because of new regulations appeared recently (e.g., Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Basel III, Solvency II), non-compliance bringing money loss and reputation damage, and the diversity of compliance sources: business owners consider legislature and regulatory bodies, standards and codes of
practice, business partner contracts. Existing approaches rarely deal with different types of compliance sources and cover only few steps of the compliance governance.
In this demo we will show how service-oriented technology can be used as the basis for an integrated solution for runtime compliance governance in a company.
The framework includes tools for: modeling compliance requirements for different compliance sources in domain-specific languages; linking the requirements to the business processes;
monitoring process execution using Complex Event Processing (CEP); displaying the current
state of compliance in dashboards, and analyzing cases of non-compliance to find what caused
1

The original publication is available at www.springerlink.com, more specifically at
link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978-3-642-17358-5_65
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them. The framework is targeted at people dealing with compliance in an organization, ranging
from people specifying compliance requirements (process analysts, compliance officers, technical specialists) to those controlling the compliance (managers, auditors) and it helps them to
deal with various compliance aspects in a uniform and automated manner. The framework has
been applied in a real case study in the context of the EU FP7 project COMPAS2 (Compliancedriven Models, Languages, and Architectures for Services). The case study focuses on the compliance of telecom service provider to licenses of its business partners. The framework provides
the following unique contributions:
–

handling requirements from different source in a uniform manner within an integrated solution;

–

covering whole compliance governance lifecycle;

–

the model-driven approach reduces user inputs by transforming information defined
in requirements to further steps - up to monitoring;

–

supporting traceability and access to information during runtime execution, monitoring and mining, thus enabling drill-down in non-compliant cases.

2 Demonstration Storyboard
The live demonstration introduces the contributions of the compliance governance framework by
means of a joint use of slides (for the conceptual aspects) and hands-on framework demos (for
the practical aspects):
1. Advanced Telecom Services scenario: a company provides customers with on-demand
aggregated audio/video streaming by combining services from different providers
3. Design aspects: identifying compliance sources and requirements, modeling business
process, expressing compliance requirements in QoS and Licensing Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs), generating events and CEP rules for monitoring.
3. Runtime aspects: deployment of the process in the process engine, executing the process, showing the use of the online dashboard for monitoring and the offline dashboard for
the historical analysis of the processes.
4. Runtime Compliance Governance architecture: explanation of the architecture and
showing that framework in general is more than what is shown in the demo.
The video illustrating this demo is available at http://disi.unitn.it/~birukou/2010runtime-compasdemo.zip
2

http://www.compas-ict.eu
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Abstract: It is significant for companies to ensure their businesses conforming to relevant policies, laws, and regulations as the consequences of infringement can be serious. Unfortunately,
the divergence and frequent changes of different compliance sources make it hard to systematically and quickly accommodate new compliance requirements due to the lack of an adequate
methodology for system and compliance engineering. In addition, the difference of perception
and expertise of multiple stakeholders involving in system and compliance engineering further
complicates the analyzing, implementing, and assessing of compliance. For these reasons, in
many cases, business compliance today is reached on a per-case basis by using ad hoc, handcrafted solutions for specific rules to which they must comply. This leads in the long run to problems regarding complexity, understandability, and maintainability of compliance concerns in a
SOA. To address the aforementioned challenges, we present in this invited paper a comprehensive SOA business compliance software framework that enables a business to express, implement, monitor, and govern compliance concerns.

1 Introduction
A service is a distributed object that is accessible via the network and has certain characteristics:
The service offers a public interface and is both platform- and protocol independent. Serviceoriented Computing (SOC) is the paradigm in which services are used as the main constructs for
composing distributed systems. Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) is the main architectural
style for SOC. In this paper we focus on a particular kind of SOAs, which is process-driven. In a
process-driven SOA, a process engine is used to orchestrate services in order to implement business processes.
This paper deals with issues of compliance in process driven SOAs. IT compliance means in
general complying with laws and regulations applying to an IT system, such as the Basel II Ac1

The final publication is available at dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1957121
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cord2, the International Financial Reporting Standards3, the French financial security law4, and
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act5. Laws and regulations are, however, just one example of compliance
concerns that occur in process-driven SOAs. There are many other rules and constraints in a
SOA that have similar characteristics. Some examples are service composition and deployment
rules, service execution order rules, security policies, quality of services (QoS) rules, or licenses.
In the ideal case, a software framework for automatically dealing with all kinds of compliance
would be provided. Unfortunately, there is the problem that it is almost impossible to formalize
all details of a jurisdictional text, as they are usually subject to interpretation by domain experts
or judicial experts and typically contain complex references to other (jurisdictional) texts. For
this and other reasons, today, in many cases, compliance is reached on a per-case basis using
hard-coded solutions that span diverse components of the SOA.
The consequence is that systems containing implementations of compliance concerns are hard
to maintain, hard to evolve or change, hard to reuse, and hard to understand. It is difficult to ensure guaranteed compliance to a given set of rules and regulations, as well as to keep up with
constant changes in regulations and laws. In many cases, domain experts are not involved
enough in the system design, and hence often compliance implementations are missing important
domain aspects.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end approach to business compliance to overcome these
issues in the domain of process-driven SOAs. In particular, our approach offers novel techniques
for the whole software and compliance life cycle including modeling, implementing, monitoring,
and governance. At design time, the view-based modeling framework, domain-specific languages tooling, and model repositories shall support the development and modeling of processes
and compliance concerns. During run-time, the compliance governance framework shall provide
mechanisms for monitoring compliance concerns, detecting compliance violations, and reporting
to stakeholders.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a Mobile Virtual Network
Operator process extracted from a real industrial case study is exemplified to illustrate our approach and the realization of our approach. Section 3 describes the overall architecture of the
proposed end-to-end business compliance framework. The view-based modeling framework,
domain-specific languages tooling, and a model-aware service environment are presented in Section 4 whilst the compliance governance framework is elaborated in Section 5. Section 6 dis2

http://bis.org/publ/bcbs107.htm
http://www.ifrs.org/IFRSs
4
http://senat.fr/leg/pjl02-166.html
5
http://gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-107publ204/content-detail.html
3
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cusses the relevant literature. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Case Study
Modern mobile telecommunication infrastructures are rapidly expanding into SOAs. This is motivated by the need for delivery of advanced multimedia voice and video services to the users
through new telecom service delivery platforms. It is crucial to provide real-time monitoring of
such services (e.g. the services’ QoS parameters and licensing clauses) and adaptability mechanisms to react to any compliance violations.
In this paper, we demonstrate our approach in a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO)
process that provides advanced telecom services such as on-demand aggregated audio and video
streaming content (see Figure 1). The MVNO process, which is offered by a fictitious company,
namely, WatchMe, shall serve as a proxy between customers and audio and video streaming
providers. As the MVNO process executes, a customer can log in and search for the audio and
video content of his choice. As the search complete successfully, the customer is provided the
requested media streams. In this way, the MVNO process enables the customers to watch, for
example, a selected sport event with an audio commentary in the chosen language.

Fig. 1. The scenario of the MVNO case study.
There are several business compliance requirements that the MVNO process must comply
with. For instance, the MVNO process must ensure particular quality levels of provided services,
the protection of customer personal and payment data, the compliance with the licenses of con91
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tent providers, and so forth. The terms and conditions of the offered services are regulated by
appropriate Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that contain various compliance requirements. In
this paper, we illustrate our approach with two compliance concerns that are quality of services
(QoS) and licensing. Nevertheless, our approach is applicable to other compliance concerns as
well.
As illustrated in Table 1, there are many QoS and licensing compliance requirements associated with the MVNO process and accompanying services to ensure that the process is compliant
to the negotiated SLAs. It is crucial to monitor and avoid any potential compliance violations,
which lower the services’ quality offered to its customers. Monitoring any performance drops of
the quality of the third parties’ services is also important because these can impact the overall
performance of the MVNO process. In addition, some licensing compliance requirements must
be satisfied in order to ensure that the data streams are properly delivered to the customers according to the contract established between the WatchMe company and the content providers.
Compliance Concern
QoS: Availability
QoS: Processing-Time
QoS: Minimal-FrameRate
Licensing: Composition
permission
Licensing: Pay-perview
plan
Licensing: Timebased plan

Example Compliance Requirements
The availability of the Login and Search services must be more
than 99%.
The Search service must return useful searching results within
less than 2 minutes.
The minimal frame rate that the Stream service provides is at
least 15 frames per second (fps).
Only pre-defined combinations of video and audio providers are
allowed due to the licenses specified by the video provider.
The WatchMe enterprise acquires a limited number of streams
based on the amount paid to the media supplier.
The WatchMe enterprise acquires any number of times any possible streams in a certain period, based on the amount paid to the
media supplier.

Table 1. Excerpt of compliance requirement of the MVNO process.

3 Conceptual Architecture
Our end-to-end approach to business compliance is achieved through a conceptual architecture
illustrated in Figure 2. This architecture covers the whole life cycle of business compliance at
design time and runtime.
At design time, the View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF) along with the domainspecific language (DSL) tooling and model repository enable modeling and sharing processdriven SOAs and compliance concerns that we would like to address. The models capture a process driven SOA in form of architectural views, with each view providing a distinct perspective
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(concern) of the SOA [8, 11, 20, 21]. The domain-specific languages complement these view
models with the specifications of compliance concerns. Finally, the design time components
generate code that is deployed to the various platforms to be executed.

Fig. 2. Overview of the Architecture.
At runtime we have the execution environment to which code is deployed, for example, business processes are executed by a process engine. Dynamic verification and validation at run-time
are performed by rule-based event-driven monitoring. The runtime compliance monitoring component can query the Model-Aware Repository and Service Environment (MORSE) to leverage
models for runtime analysis and reasoning [9]. The monitoring results are assembled for comprehensive reporting on a compliance governance dashboard.

4 Process-driven SOAs development and compliance modeling

4.1 View-based Modeling Framework
The View-based Modeling Framework (VbMF) [20, 21] exploits the notion of architectural
views [11] to reduce the complexity of software development in processdriven SOAs. In our approach, each view model is a (semi-)formalized representation of a particular processdriven SOA
concern such as the control flow, service interactions, data handling, message exchange, or hu93
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man interaction [8, 14, 20–23]. All VbMF view models are built up around a Core model as
shown in Figure 3. The Core model plays an important role in our approach because it provides
essential concepts for extending and integrating view models, and establishing and maintaining
the dependencies between view models [20–23]. A new concern, for instance, a certain compliance concern, can be integrated into our approach by using a corresponding New-Concern-View
model that extends the concepts of the Core model and defines additional (and/or domainspecific) concepts of that concern.

Fig. 3. Overview of the View-based Modeling Framework.
In addition, VbMF facilitates the model-driven development (MDD) paradigm to offer view
models tailored to particular expertise and interests of the involving stakeholders at different abstraction levels. Views belonging to the abstract layer represent high-level or domain concepts
that the business and domain experts can understand and manipulate. Then, the IT experts can
refine or map these abstract concepts into the platform- and technology-specific views (see Figure 3) that enrich the abstract view models with more technology-specific details [20, 21]. Last
but not least, VbMF provides code generations that take these views as inputs and generate process implementations and deployment configurations. In addition, VbMF code generators can also insert appropriate traceability meta-data in the generated process descriptions and/or configurations in order to enable the tracing from the running process to the corresponding process
models. This will be elaborated in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4 shows the MVNO process implemented using VbMF. The business and domain experts sketch out the fundamental behavior of the MVNO process to achieve the business goal using the Flow view as well as define high-level business objects such as customer requests using
the abstract Information view. The IT experts will refine these concepts in the low-level views
that are specific to the BPEL and Web services technology. The process implementation in form
of Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)6 and Web Services Description Language
(WSDL)7 code can be quickly generated out of the aforementioned views for deploying and testing.

4.2 QuaLa: A DSL for Specifying QoS Compliance Concerns
So far we have presented the development of process driven SOAs via the view-based modeling
framework (i.e., the left part of Figure 3). Next, we elaborate the DSL tooling for modeling compliance requirements relating to process driven SOA concepts and elements along with a model
repository for storing, sharing, and inquiring about process and compliance models.
To offer expressive and convenient languages for the different stakeholders, our approach
provides a separation of DSLs into multiple sub-languages, where each sub-language is tailored
for the appropriate stakeholders [17]. We divide our Quality of Service Language (QuaLa) into
two sublanguages. The first language, the high-level QuaLa, is tailored for experts of the QoS
domain and offers expressive notations for specifying the required QoS compliance concerns.
Hence, the high-level QuaLa serves for specifying which QoS compliance concerns to monitor.
In Figure 5(a) we illustrate an example of specifying one of service’s QoS constraints presented
in Table I using our high-level QuaLa.
The second language, the low-level QuaLa, extends the high-level QuaLa for specifying the
required technological aspects that are needed for monitoring the QoS constraints during the
runtime of the system. Hence, the low-level QuaLa serves for specifying how to monitor the corresponding QoS compliance concerns. In Figure 5(b) we present our low-level QuaLa and how
to use it for specifying the technological aspects.
Based on the high- and low-level specifications, the QuaLa code generator generates interceptors for measuring the services’ QoS properties at runtime. The interceptors send events to the
runtime compliance governance components, which are responsible for checking the QoS compliance concerns.

6
7

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/2.0/wsbpel-v2.0.html
http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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Fig. 4. MVNO process development in VbMF: (1) The FlowView, (2-3) The high-level CollaborationView and InformationView, and (4-5) The low-level, technology-specific BpelCollaborationView and BpelInformationView.

Fig. 5. Quality of service language (QuaLa).

4.3

Model-Aware Repository and Service-Environment
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In our approach, all models (i.e., meta-models and conforming models (cf. [4]) are stored in a
model repository. For this we have employed MORSE [9, 10] as a central component of the architecture as shown in Figure 2. For the compliance monitoring of the business processes, different services in the SOA reflect on models. Using MORSE they can look-up these models and related models dynamically and in a service-oriented fashion at runtime.
Our approach applies the MDD paradigm to generate service description, process code, deployment artifacts, and monitoring directives out of the VbMF view models. In a typical MDD
approach, there are no backward or traceability links in the sense that the generated source code
“knows” from which model it has been created. For correlating model instances or code at
runtime with source models or model instances, respectively, traceability of model transformations is essential.

Listing 1. MVNO BPEL process with extensions for MORSE traceability.
To overcome this limitation in order to achieve traceability, models (as the output of the generator) can hold a reference to their source models. As MDD artifacts in MORSE repositories are
identifiable by Universally Unique Identifiers (UUIDs)8, MORSE annotates the destination models with the UUIDs of the models. The VbMF code generators automatically insert references to
these UUIDs into the generated source code or configuration directives, so that the correspond8

http://itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/oid/X.667-E.pdf
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ing models can be identified and accessed from the running system. The code in Listing 1 shows
a generated BPEL process description that contains traceability information as a BPEL extension. The BPEL process engine shall emit events for, e.g., the process activities that contain
matching UUIDs. Finally, the events will be processed by the monitoring and governance infrastructure.

5 Run-time compliance governance
In this section we present the compliance governance framework for monitoring the compliance
of business processes at runtime. It is the bottom part of the architecture depicted in Figure 2,
and its detailed view is provided in Figure 6. Runtime governance starts with deploying a BPEL
business process to the Apache ODE process engine. The process contains the UUIDs of the
process model and the UUIDs of the activities relevant for monitoring compliance requirements.
After the deployment a Process Deployed system-level event is emitted in the Apache ActiveMQ
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
Both the Event Log and the Complex Event Processing (CEP) engine are subscribed to the
ESB to receive all system-level events relevant to runtime compliance monitoring. The goal of
CEP is to detected violations (complex event patterns) within the low-level streams of events
generated by the process engine. The results of CEP will be shown in the Compliance Governance Dashboard, allowing for near real-time detection of violation patterns of events, which
could lead to violations of the licenses of the content providers. Hence, it is possible to verify
event violations detected on the fly and take actions to avoid such violations in the future. In this
way, the dashboard allows business process experts to react quickly and efficiently to violations.
The Event Log stores all low- and high-level events. The Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL)
routines extract the data from the Event Log and load them into the Data Warehouse. The Analysis/Business Intelligence component is used to perform advanced off-line analysis of the historical data about compliance violations to raise awareness of the overall compliance status of the
company. The MORSE repository may be queried in order to perform drill-down analysis to see
in detail what at lower levels led to violations. The results of the off-line compliance monitoring
of all compliance requirements (e.g., QoS and Licensing) are shown on the Compliance Governance Dashboard. Section V-B describes the use of the dashboard in the MVNO scenario. In the
subsequent sections, we describe the major components of the runtime compliance governance
framework including the Rule-based, Event-driven Compliance Monitoring component and the
Compliance Governance Dashboard. For further details of the rest of the runtime compliance
governance framework, please consult our previous work in [5].
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Fig. 6. Runtime compliance governance architecture.

5.1

Rule-based Event-driven Compliance Monitoring

In order to be able to quickly react to compliance violations, it is important to conduct the online
monitoring of process execution. In our approach, we realize the runtime monitoring using complex event processing (CEP) for efficient and fast detection of events that match violation patterns. The process engine generates events during the course of process execution. The CEP engine aggregates the events and evaluates them according to a number of predefined rules. Listing
2 presents an excerpt of the event based rules for monitoring the violations of the composition
permission licensing concern shown in Table 1. Those rules are used by the CEP engine to detect
patterns of video and audio request events that are not compliant with a certain license.
In this case, the pattern includes combinations of Watch-MeGetAudioStream events from
the audio stream of AudioSport and from the video stream of VideoSport in a certain session.
The query has to match only the events related to the same session (matching is done by the
“sessionID ” property of the events). CEP allows for constant, real-time accumulation of events
collected to evaluate the event patterns specified within the rules. Thus, any compliance violation
specified by the CEP rule is evaluated in real-time, i.e., just in time when the last event required
to match the event pattern arrives. When the rule is positively evaluated, the proper notification
of compliance violation is immediately sent to run-time compliance dashboard. The notifications
are also stored for off-line processing and analysis.
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Listing 2. An example of event monitoring rules in the MVNO process.

5.2

Compliance Governance Dashboard

The current state of compliance of the organization’s business processes is shown in the Compliance Governance Dashboard (CGD) that comprises a number of Key Compliance Indicators
(KCIs) widgets and interactive tables. It is possible to quickly check violations in different perspectives (e.g., business vs. compliance) and summarization levels (e.g., compliance source, requirement, or policies, which group related requirements, such as licensing requirements). In our
approach, KCIs are defined and their values are displayed in the dashboard. Having both business and compliance perspective and different summarization levels, it is possible to show highlevel information (e.g., KCIs of compliance sources) useful for CEOs and CFOs and low-level
information (e.g., list of violations events per compliance requirement) useful to technical experts.
Figure 7 shows the monitoring of compliance requirements in the MVNO process. The top
left part contains the KCIs of different business process activities in descendant order, where the
first widget shows the compliance source or activities with the lowest compliance performance
(the worst case). The results of monitoring QoS compliance requirements from Table I are reported in the top right part of the CGD. In addition, the CGD also offers interactive tables (the
bottom part) that enable users to inspect the details of KCIs from the highest-level information to
the lowest level. The values showed by the KCIs are calculated based on the compliance requirements and the data stored into the Data Warehouse. For example, looking at the interactive
table the business and domain experts can see the high-level KCIs showing that the Composition
permission concern is 100 % compliant whilst the monitoring of QoS concerns shows unexpected results that need to be investigated and addressed. Furthermore, the IT experts can click
on these high-level KCIs to drill down and investigate the root causes and technical details of the
compliance results. For more technical details about the CGD design and implementation, we
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recommend the readers to consult [18] and the CGD website9.

Fig. 7. Monitoring compliance using the Compliance Governance Dashboard.

6 Related work
In this section, we discuss the major related works in the area of an end-to-end framework for
business compliance in general as well as model repositories and compliance runtime monitoring
and governance. We categorize compliance into two main strategies: “compliance at design
time”, i.e., the implementation of compliance through designing it into a system, and “compliance at detection runtime ”, i.e., the implementation of compliance by monitoring a system’s
compliance state.
For checking “compliance at design time”, most of the existing approaches focus on one single specific compliance domain. For example, the European MASTER project [13] introduces a
full life cycle for modeling, assessing, and monitoring security related business compliance concerns. We deal with multiple domains, especially in this work with QoS and licensing. Our approach enables the adaptation to various domains of compliance by extending the conceptual
model for compliance governance. Daniel et al. [7] introduce the related components in the compliance governance architecture accordingly.
Namiri et al. [16] support compliance experts to add control patterns to the business process
models to make the processes compliant. In our work, we concentrate to support the stakeholders
with tailored model-driven DSLs that automatically transform the compliance requirements into
rules that are checked during the system’s runtime.

9

http://compas.disi.unitn.it/CGD/home.html
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AMOR [1], Odyssey-VCS 2 [15], and EMFStore [12] are model repositories that follow a
similar approach to our MORSE approach. These repositories have a focus on the versioning aspect of model management (see also [2]). In contrast, MORSE abstracts from modeling technologies and its UUID-based implementation allows for a straightforward identification of models
and model elements. None of the mentioned model repositories offers an integration scheme for
runtime events, like our approach, or automated model generation and deployment capabilities.
For checking “compliance at runtime”, Sriraman et al. [19] focus on business utility and agility provided by the union of SOA, event-driven architecture and model-driven architecture. The
approach does not consider monitoring and reasoning business compliance. During the last decade Business Activity Monitoring has gained a lot of attention, and dedicated tools have been
proposed to support it (e.g., Oracle Business Activity Monitoring, HP Business Availability Center, Nimbus IBM Tivoli, among others). The compliance management part of these tools, if any,
comes in the form of monitoring of SLA violations, which need the SLA formal specifications as
one of their inputs. In our research, we adopt a more general view on compliance (beyond SLAs,
which are a special case to us) and cover the whole life cycle of compliance governance, including an appropriate dashboard for reporting purposes. Such tools still do not have the capability to
process and interpret generic events. They only support the definition of thresholds for parameters or SLAs to be monitored. Also, the ability to compare monitored business process executions or, more in general, business patterns with expected execution behaviors is not supported.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no research approaches that specifically address the
issue of visualizing compliance concerns using dashboards. Existing approaches, such as described in [3] or [6], do not provide suitable navigation models supporting different analysis perspectives, summarization levels, and user roles.

7 Conclusions
In this invited paper, we have presented an end-to-en approach and architecture for dealing with
business compliance in process-driven SOAs. In summary, our approach supports stakeholders
to deal with the variety of compliance requirements, including, but not limited to, QoS policies
or license policies. The presented view-based, model-driven framework lays a solid foundation
for modeling processdriven SOAs and compliance engineering. DSLs and view models together
can be tailored to present compliance concerns to each stakeholder in an understandable form.
During the course of process execution, a runtime governance infrastructure enacts the detection
of compliance violations and compliance reporting according to the monitoring directives generated from the compliance DSL models. For this, traceability information emitted in process
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events is used and dynamic model look-up is supported through a model-aware service environment that consolidates design- and runtime use and management of models. Finally, the stakeholders, such as business analysts, IT experts, and end-users, can use the compliance governance
dashboard to observe and analyze the current status of software systems’ compliance, the root
cause of any compliance violations, and so forth.
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Aiding Compliance Governance in Service-Based
Business Processes
Patrícia Silveira, Carlos Rodríguez, Aliaksandr Birukou, Fabio Casati, Florian Daniel, Vincenzo D’Andrea, Claire Worledge, Zouhair Taheri
Abstract: Assessing whether a company’s business practices conform to laws and regulations
and follow standards and SLAs, i.e., compliance management, is a complex and costly task. Few
software tools aiding compliance management exist; yet, they typically do not address the needs
of who is actually in charge of assessing and understanding compliance. We advocate the use of
a compliance governance dashboard and suitable root cause analysis techniques that are specifically tailored to the needs of compliance experts and auditors. The design and implementation of
these instruments are challenging for at least three reasons: (i) it is fundamental to identify the
right level of abstraction for the information to be shown; (ii) it is not trivial to visualize different
analysis perspectives; and (iii) it is difficult to manage and analyze the large amount of involved
concepts, instruments, and data. This chapter shows how to address these issues, which concepts
and models underlie the problem, and, eventually, how IT can effectively support compliance
analysis in Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs).

Due to copyright issues this full paper cannot be attached to this document, however the original
and full version is available at hwww.igi-global.com/chapter/aiding-compliance-governance-servicebased/60900.

Appendix G
Improving Health, Not Just Tracking It: A Personal Health and
Lifestyle Platform1
Florian Daniel, Fabio Casati, Patrícia Silveira, Monica Verga and Marco Nalin
Abstract: We propose a personal health and lifestyle platform, that is, an active, social instrument to maintain an own, Personal Health and Lifestyle Record (PHLR) and to obtain personalized, lifestyle-related advice to improve health by changing daily habits. We leverage on the data
stored in a typical PHR and equip such with environmental and sensor data that enable us to
monitor and analyze an individual’s habits. Sharing habits and advices with doctors and friends
allows them and the individual to become wellness co-producers and leads to a PHLR that is indeed useful to the individual maintaining it.

1 Introduction
Modern medical practices have long recognized the importance of prevention as a means to
maintain the health of an aging modern society and to cope with the growing burden on public
healthcare systems. Especially in the context of so-called non-communicable diseases (NCDs),
such as cancer, depression, diabetes, or cardiovascular diseases, prevention specifically focuses
on improving the way people live their daily life [1] e.g., in terms of diet, physical activity,
smoking, alcohol consumption, sleep patterns, and stress. That is, prevention is a matter of lifestyle.
In the EU FP7 project Preve2 we are studying how individuals can be empowered with personal IT solutions and services that motivate them to manage and modify their lifestyles, in order
to preserve health and wellbeing. Results so far clearly show that changing and maintaining new
habits requires guidance and support. Such help is most effective when it comes from a variety
of actors (we call them co-producers), such as healthcare professionals, but also friends, family,
employers, schools, restaurants, or food markets, which, by pursuing their own goals, implicitly
also support the individual.

1

The original publication is available at www.computer.org/csdl/mags/ic/2011/04/mic2011040014abs.html
2

http://www.preve-eu.org
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One of the IT instruments available are Personal Health Records (PHRs), which allow individuals to integrate, store, manage, and share their personal health information coming from different sources. Given that the actual producers of the different pieces of information, e.g., the
health institutions, would never actively share “their” information with anybody else, maintaining a PHR is typically a labor-intensive, manual burden on the individual. Interestingly, however, a PHR targets health professionals like doctors or therapists and provides only little benefit to
the individual who actually maintains the data.
In order to motivate individuals to improve their lifestyle, in this paper we propose a Personal
Health and Lifestyle Record (PHLR) and a corresponding Personal Health and Lifestyle (PHL)
platform that monitors and assesses lifestyles and provides (or facilitates health professionals in
providing) personalized advice on how to improve lifestyles. As for now, we investigate the context of physical activity, yet the final goal is to support NCD prevention.

2 Advising Health Improvements: Scenario and Challenges
The initial steps of this work started as a joint effort with the Italian Cycling Federation by developing a GPS-based monitoring application for cyclists called Pinkr3, which is able to track
live the position of individual cyclists, to compute their instant power output and overall energy
consumption, to share those data with others in real-time, and to provide nutrition advices to bikers. From this experience we learned three key lessons: First, sports people – even amateurs – are
incredibly competitive, and they like to monitor their performance. Second, training for competitions and sharing of performances with other people (e.g., friends or trainers) and obtaining
feedback boosts motivation. Third, they are very open to advices and willing to follow them to
improve their performance.
This pushed us to extend Pinkr to support the following scenario: Alice is a young woman
who likes to run occasionally. However so far she has neither been constant in her training nor
did she have a particular goal in mind when running. She is rather healthy but affected by high
blood pressure. Lately, she has gained some weight, so she has decided to run more. For better
motivation, she has bet with a friend that she will be able to run a half marathon within four
months of training and she has bought a GPS-equipped training watch to track her workouts. Alice has never trained for an event like this, so she needs a personal training plan that tells her
which kind of workout she should do on which day of the week and for how many weeks, also in
consideration of her health conditions. Experts can derive such kind of training plan by taking

3

Live broadcast in National television of Pinkr at work during the Maratona dles Dolomites, Italy’s most important
international competition for amateur cyclists: www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzL_gcydjMc
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into account the training objective (running a half marathon), her current physical preparation
(beginner), and her health conditions. In order to track progress, it is important that Alice keeps a
logbook or diary of all her workouts, considering that she will not always be able to train or to
train on the planned day. In order to show her friend how close she is to winning the bet, Alice
would like to allow her friend to have access to her progress.
Supporting this scenario means taking over the role of the expert who advises the training
plan and aiding Alice in tracking her progress, which means solving a set of peculiar research
challenges:
•

We need to be able to provide (semi-)automated health advice (the training plan), starting
from an individual’s physical and health conditions. This also means that we need to be
able to represent and match different kinds of advice.

•

Doing so requires being able to store and maintain a Personal Health and Lifestyle Record (PHLR), which integrates health data, as can be found in traditional PHRs, with lifestyles and habits that may change over time.

•

We need to be able to automatically identify lifestyles or habits (in this scenario that Alice is a beginner, but more in general this can refer to drinking, sleeping, or smoking habits for example) from low-level events, such as the workout logs that can be obtained
from Alice’s training watch.

•

Therefore, we need to be able to model habits and to express the necessary evaluation
logic. Particularly challenging is to come up with a model that can easily be understood
and operated also by non-IT people, e.g., a trainer or doctor, in order to facilitate
knowledge transfer into the platform.

•

Finally, we need to be able to monitor adherence with the advice, in order to track progress, and to share this information with others, possibly allowing them to comment on
Alice’s performance and to provide feedback.

The PHL platform introduced in this article provides answers to these challenges and lays the
foundation for lifestyle-oriented wellness and prevention, at the same time fostering and extending the idea of PHR.

3 State of the Art
PHRs [2] or Health Portals have been growing in the last years. Typically, current solutions allow users to view common sense information about diseases, participate in chats/forums with
other users, receive exams results, and perform quick illness diagnosis tests. Examples of generic
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PHRs are WebMD (www. webmd.com), Google Health (www.google.com/health), and Microsoft HealthVault (www.healthvault. com), this latter, for instance, providing features like
Lose Weight (captures weight directly from the balance, processes it, and produces charts); Get
Fit (captures data on pulse and run distances from training watches and graphically shows the
performance); or Manage Blood Pressure (reads metrics from a blood pressure monitor and
shows diabetes indicators). Solutions like Vivago (www.istsec.fi) for body signal monitoring or
Polar (www.polar.fi) and Nike Plus (nikerunning.nike.com) for workout monitoring, instead,
specifically focus on individual aspects only. Telemedicine [3] mostly focuses on cardiovascular
diseases, e.g., on ECG monitoring. None of these approaches integrates collected data in a wider
vision, models or tracks a person’s lifestyle, or provides automated, remote health suggestions.
Integrating health data is a hard and critical task. Traditionally, health data have been collected via questionnaires, whereas recently large amounts of data are also obtained via sensors [4-6].
Sensor data typically are streaming data, raising new issues regarding their processing and integration. While there are generic middleware solutions for data stream processing, such as Hermes, ARMADA, Echo, and IBM’s Gryphon, in the healthcare domain there are dedicated solutions like ReMoteCare [7] HARMONI [8], and Health Care Monitoring of Mobile Patients [9]
Going beyond the mere integration of data, we aim to abstract sensor data into life events, in order to simplify data integration and to enable domain experts to operate such data at the right
level of abstraction.

4 The Personal Health and Lifestyle Platform
We have seen that providing lifestyle-driven advice asks for features that go beyond conventional PHRs and, in particular, support multiple user roles, lifestyle data, habits, events, and active
advice provisioning. Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual model (an extended UML class diagram)
that underlies our PHL platform and addresses these issues. In the model, we distinguish between common practice (solid black lines) and the novelties introduced by the PHL platform
(dashed orange and dotted blue lines).
According to the model, we define the core concepts of the PHL platform as follows:
A Personal Health Record (PHR) is a collection that contains a profile of the person maintaining the PHR (e.g., comprising weight, height, gender, age), a set of
medical facts (e.g., results of exams, surgeries, and the like), and a set of diagnoses
(e.g., allergies, diseases, etc.).
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A Lifestyle Record (LR) is a collection that contains a set of habits (like being a beginner in running or a light smoker) that characterizes the person’s lifestyle at a
given point in time. That is, a lifestyle is defined by a set of habits (in practice, a set
of text labels).
A Personal Health and Lifestyle Record (PHLR) is the integration of a person’s
PHR with its LR.

Habits may be associated to a person either automatically, by deriving them from a set of life
events measured on a person depending on the sensors available (they can range from simple
sensors like GPS devices to monitor physical activities to more complex ones such as sleep sensors) or by having the person filling information manually. Habits are derived based on habit
models, that describe how to aggregate life events (e.g., Alice’s workouts) into actionable
knowledge, i.e., habits.
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Figure 1 Concepts and features of the Personal Health and Lifestyle Platform.
The PHLR is used as input for providing lifestyle advices. Advices can be for the sake of prevention of NCDs that are strongly correlated with lifestyles may aim at achieving a certain physical goal in a manner that is mindful of health conditions. This is the case of Alice who wants to
train for a half marathon, who is a beginner, and has high pressure. In this case the advice takes
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the form of a training or a nutrition plan. Advices can be given manually by advisors (a doctor
or trainer) or automatically by an advice engine. The engine operates based on advice trigger
models that are conceptually similar to sophisticated condition-action rules that monitor when a
condition is verified on the PHLR (either a lifestyle condition or a lifestyle plus a goal as in the
case of Alice) and trigger advices.
Once given, advices can be monitored via advice models, which are similar to habit models
and allow the platform to correlate raw life events with the given advice. The goal is to automatically monitor how well the person is actually following a given advice or medical protocol or
progressing toward a certain goal. For instance, we want to monitor Alice’s progress toward her
final goal, the half marathon.
Finally, each person may allow other people (e.g., friends, trainers, or doctors) to access their
individual advices and possibly the related raw events (e.g., individual runs) and to comment on
them, turning the PHL platform into a social instrument. It is here where the platform enables
other people to become co-producers of health.

5 From Events to Habits to Giving and Monitoring Advice
While most of the concepts introduced above are either data artifacts (e.g., the PHR and the lifestyle record that jointly make up the PHLR) or actors (e.g., the advice engine and the doctor), the
PHL platform also leverages three models that enable the customization of its health monitoring
features: habit models, advice trigger models, and advice models. These models express, respectively, how to match habits, how to decide when to give an advice, and how to monitor a given
advice – all by looking at both the data we have in the PHLR and at the life events tracked for
each person. We collectively call these models PHL models. Via these models, the PHL platform
becomes extensible toward different lifestyle-related concerns, spanning from sports to the prevention of NCDs.
In Figure 2 we illustrate two PHL models for the half marathon training scenario: one habit
model (a) and one advice trigger model (b). The former expresses how to rank the running performance of a person; the latter decides which training plan is suitable for the person. The actual
advice, e.g., the training plan, is modeled similarly, enabling the monitoring of progress or conformance with the advice.
The graphical formalism of PHL models is oriented toward domain experts, such as doctors,
trainers, or dieticians, who have the actual knowledge necessary to characterize habits and advices, starting from a set of health conditions, habits, or life events. Yet, these are also people who
do not have the knowledge to implement the pieces of software that are necessary to automatical112
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ly evaluate such descriptions. This is a task that is performed by IT experts, who, by interacting
with the domain experts, turn the non-executable, graphical representation into an automatically
executable representation by implementing the necessary evaluation functions as web services or
web pages and by binding the model to them through suitable model annotations.
Formally, PHL models are similar to decision trees and have a structure that can be described
by the tuple Model = <Name, ModelType,{Nodei},{Arcj},{Eventk}>, where Name is the unique
name associated with the model, ModelType specifies whether the model is a “Habit”, “AdviceTrigger”, or “Advice” model, {Nodei} is the set of nodes of the tree, {Arcj} is the set of arcs connecting the nodes in the tree, and {Eventk} is the set of lifestyle events that may trigger the evaluation of the model.
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text label associated with the node (e.g., “Did you run in the last 30 days?”), NodeType is either
“InternalNode” or “LeafNode”, ResourceType is either “Service” (to invoke an evaluation function) or “WebPage” (to ask the user for explicit input via the PHL portal), the URL points to the
respective web service implementing the decision logic or the web page allowing the user to input the necessary data, HttpMethod specifies whether the service/page needs to be invoked via a
“Get”, “Post”, or “Put” operation (we use models only to create or update facts in the PHLR, so
we do not support delete operations), {Inputm} represents the set of input parameters of the service or page, and {Outputn} represents the set of output parameters. Intermediate nodes always
have at least one input parameter, i.e., the unique UserID of the user to be evaluated, and one
output parameter, i.e., the Result of the evaluation.
In order to clarify which data each of the internal nodes operates on and to show how the
evaluation of a PHL model may leverage on the integration of three types of data, i.e., PHR data,
lifestyle data, and user input, in Figure 2 we explicitly label each node (see the legend in the
lower-left corner of the figure). We use the labels only for presentation purpose, since in practice
each service knows which data to look at, while web pages always represent user inputs.
Arcs are of the form Arc = <Parent,Child,Condition>, where Parent is the parent node in the
tree, Child the child node, and Condition (label of the arch in the tree) allows the definition of a
condition over the arc’s parent’s evaluation output. Conditions can be composed of basic comparison operators (<, <=, =, >=, >) for numbers and of = or <> for strings. For instance, the label
“yes” after the first node in Figure 2(a) is to be interpreted as “Parent.Result = ‘yes’?”
The operational semantics of such a PHL model is as follows: The evaluation of the model
starts upon user request or in response to a triggering event. Then, starting from the root node,
for each internal node we invoke the respective web service or page and evaluate the node’s arcs
against the result. Only arcs whose conditions are true are followed. A correct definition of a
tree, therefore, requires the specification of mutually exclusive conditions for each arc. If a leaf
node is reached, its web service is invoked, and the processing of the tree terminates.
In the next section, we provide some insights into the technicalities of PHL models, while
from the domain expert’s point of view it is important to recognize that modeling habits and advices is far from being easy, since it is an innovative, subjective, and not ICT-exclusive theme. A
habit definition strongly depends on the doctor’s personal interpretation and specialization and
requires the cooperation of both the doctor and the IT expert. To carefully take into account each
individual’s needs and medical conditions, it might also be necessary to tailor PHL models to individuals.
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no well-defined literature on this, and the platform,
once multiple habit models are deployed, will allow us not only to monitor habits but also to validate the suitability of the deployed models. Experience will show which is the right level of
granularity to adequately model habits, advice triggers and advices, and whether dependencies
among models (e.g., between an advice and an advice trigger model of another advice) or more
complex evaluation logics (e.g., non-exclusive conditions) need to be taken into account. In the
training scenario considered so far this was not the case.

6 Architecture and Implementation
The PHLR and the PHL models are the core ingredients of our PHL platform, which enables individuals to keep their own PHR, to store lifestyle events, to have an automatically updated lifestyle record, to obtain and monitor health improvement advice, and to share their advices and
monitoring pages with their health co-producers. Figure 3(a) details the functional architecture of
the platform.

(b) Simplified, anonymized view over the
platform's internal database exposed to
evaluation functions for physical exercise
assessment and monitoring.
(a) Functional architecture of the
Personal Health and Lifestyle platform.
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Figure 3 Architecture of the PHL platform, integration with evaluation functions, and screenshots of the PHL portal at work.
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The core element of the platform is the PHL engine, i.e., the automated evaluator of PHL
models. For a model to be monitored and evaluated it must be deployed in the engine and bound
to its set of triggering life events. The engine constantly listens to the life events flowing through
the lifestyle event bus and starts the evaluation of a model upon reception of a respective triggering event or user request. Life events may come from a variety of sources, such as online forms,
training watches, mobile applications, electronic scales or glucometers, and similar, each of
which requiring a suitable event adapter (in our prototype, so far we support the first three
sources; for instance, a workout event is composed of its date, time, activity type, and the set of
GPS coordinates of the running track). The deployment or termination of a new model in the engine causes the generation of a life event that can be used to trigger other models. For instance,
Alice’s training plan is paired with a nutrition plan that considers her high-pressure condition.
Once instantiated, a model’s internal nodes are evaluated until a leaf node is reached. Each
node causes the engine to interact with either a web service or a web page, depending on their
annotation. Leaf nodes are associated only with services, i.e., either the habit tracker or the advice monitor. The former is in charge of adding and updating identified habits (e.g., if Alice advances from beginner to intermediate status). The latter is in charge of giving and monitoring
advice.
Internal nodes may be associated with a web page to collect user input or they may be associated with an evaluation function, i.e., either a built-in or an external RESTful web service. Builtin services (e.g., the ones to assist the training scenario) are stored in the platform’s evaluation
function pool, while external functions can run remotely. In order for a service to perform its
evaluation task, services have access to both the PHLR and the event log, providing a historical
view over past events. In order to perform their evaluation, evaluation functions can securely access a restricted view over. The two repositories can be accessed securely via a dedicated API,
which provides the evaluation functions with a restricted and anonymized view over them.
For instance, Figure 3(b) shows the read-only view that we use in the implementation of our
prototype. The core entity is the person, which does not unveil any private information and only
provides anonymous identifiers plus basic data that may be needed in the implementation of the
functions. The PHR comprises the entities Person, Weight, Height, and PHR_Entry (e.g., the diagnoses); the lifestyle record the entity Habit. The event log is represented by the entities
Workout (e.g., a run), Activity (e.g., running or cycling), Source (e.g., human input or sensor),
and Route (the GPS tracks of the workout). The advice is instead represented by the TrainingPlan and PlannedWorkout entities. Answering the question “Did you run in the last 30 days” in
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Figure 2(a), for instance, implies issuing to the view a query for workouts that have been registered in the last 30 days.
Once implemented, functions and PHL models are managed by the IT expert (via the evaluation function manager web application), who can store descriptors of the various evaluation
functions, both built-in and external ones, so as to make them available for model design in the
PHL model editor. Models are stored in an internal PHL model repository, which also supports
the deployment of models in the PHL engine. The actual users of the PHL platform interact with
the PHL portal, which is a web application providing access to all the platform’s features. For
instance, here Alice can manage her own PHR and upload her workouts, and she can inspect her
progress and share her training plan with her friends (Figure 3(c)).
As noted earlier, unlike habits, which are tracked in the lifestyle record, advices and advice
triggers may also require suitable web pages to gather user input and to communicate the advice
and support monitoring and sharing. As for now, the UIs in Figure 3 are still hardcoded, yet it is
our goal to enable the users themselves to visualize advice progress/conformance data via simple
graphical widgets and to compose them, leveraging on our research done in [10]. This will allow
us to fully decouple advice monitoring from its visualization.
Besides the PHL models themselves, the platform comes with three main extensibility points:
First, implementing custom evaluation functions allows the plugging in of custom decision logic.
Second, abstracting raw sensor data into life events enables the addition of new sensors and data
sources, given a respective event adapter. Third, it is possible to extend the platform’s internal
database structure, e.g., to accommodate new PHR data or new types of life events. While this
represents a more intrusive evolution, the sensible use of views to expose data limits the impact
of these kinds of changes to a minimum.
As a first step toward the prevention of generic diseases, we fully support the training scenario described in this paper, also going beyond current training software (e.g., with automated progress monitoring). The implementation of the PHR is based on our former work on digital sociosanitary records in the Province of Trento [11]. A continuously updated prototype of the PHL
platform is accessible at http://compas.disi.unitn.it:8080/PHLEngine/lifestyle.jsp.

7 Conclusion
The initial findings for this work, both in the Pinkr deployment and then in the context of the EU
projects Preve and Cilmi point to a very high potential for PHLRs and lifestyle engines. The
Pinkr experience in the area of amateur cycling has shown the large potential impact of both social interaction and of continuous monitoring as persuasive techniques in lifestyle management
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and improvement. These experiences also point at the habit and advice models as viable techniques for defining how to derive lifestyles and analyze progress toward advices. Yet, we recognize that collecting lifestyle events and integration health data is far from being easy in general,
from all the IT, the medical, and the legal perspectives, and that the prototype developed so far is
not be able to scale up to thousands of users (which is also not yet needed).
What comes next is the validation of the approach in the NCD domain. The most exciting aspect of all this, which will drive our work as more users and sensors are added, lies however in
enabling, through large-scale data collection and mining, the validation of the models (which in
essence derive from medical knowledge in a given health or wellness domain) and the discovery
of new models from life events and of interesting correlations between lifestyles and NCDs, as
well as between models themselves.
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Appendix H
ActiveLifestyle: an application to help elders stay physically and socially active1
Patrícia Silveira, Florian Daniel, Fabio Casati, Eva van het Reve, Eling D. de Bruin

Abstract: Age typically brings motor control impairments and loss of the lower body muscle
strength, which can lead to falls, injuries and, in the worst case, death. It is well know that the
practice of simple daily physical exercises can reduce the likelihood of falls, however, it is also
known that it is far from easy to motivate elders to exercise, especially autonomously at home.
To address this challenge, we have designed an app that not only makes it feasible and easier to
follow a training plan for physical exercises, but that also introduces individual and social motivational instruments to increase the adherence to a plan – everything inside a virtual community
composed of training partners, healthcare experts, and family members.

1 Introduction
The incidence of falls among older adults is high. Approximately 33% of the community-living
elders fall at least once a year in developed countries (Deandrea et al. 2010). This percentage increases to 50%-70% for elders over 85 years old living in the same conditions (Iinattiniemi et al.
2009; Yeom et al. 2011). Falls can lead to injures, fractures, dependency to perform daily living
activities, and, in the worst cases, to the elders' premature death.
As an attempt to decrease these numbers and promote elders’ health, wellbeing, and independence, the Healthcare Community (i.e., physicians, gerontologists, and human movement
scientists) strongly recommends a routine of physical exercises, more specifically strength and
balance (Sherrington et al, 2008).
It is well known that being physically and mentally active implies many benefits to a person’s
health, while inactivity is at the origin of several chronic diseases (Katzmarzyk & Janssen 2004).
However, people, and especially elders, typically don’t know how to include even simple exercises in their routines, and they lack motivation. E.g., in Korea, even with strong support from
the government and the healthcare system, only 9% of the elders practice vigorous physical ac1
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tivity, 10% practice moderate, and 48% practice walking (Yeom et al. 2011). Hence, the sole
availability of money and training plans is not enough and the need for further studies to discover how to motivate elders to follow physical activities remains.
We introduce an IT-based solution for active and healthy ageing, named ActiveLifestyle app,
that aims to improve elders' balance and strength and specifically aims to keep them motivated.
For that, we propose a pro-active software for physical training that assists and monitors elders.
The software comes with individual and social motivation features that aim to persuade elders to
keep a routine of training exercises. The software was specifically designed for elders and runs
on an iPad. The trainings and the design of the app were developed together with human movement scientists of the Institute of Human Movement Sciences and Sport at IBWS at ETH Zürich.

2 Example Scenario
As a fictitious scenario, let’s take Albertina (80), a healthy and alone living woman that has been
presenting some difficulties to stand up quickly and has fallen some times in the last year. In order to prolong her independence and avoid serious injuries, her doctor prescribes an 8 weeks
plan of balance and strength exercises.
According to the plan, the strength workout sessions must be done twice a week, starting with
6 warming-up, followed by 9 strength, and finalized by 3 stretching exercises. For each, she has
to do a minimum number of sets (1-3) and repetitions (10-15). In some exercises weights are required (2-6kgs). In practical terms, Albertina needs to know which exercises she has to do every
day and how (i.e., sets, repetitions or seconds, as well as the amount of weights). As Albertina is
not used with the exercises, she might have an easy way to learn/remember them2,3.
Albertina spends more than half an hour exercising the days she has to perform both sessions.
Sometimes, following the rather repetitive, mechanical exercises is boring, and only her goal to
remain independent is not always enough to maintain her motivation high. Supporting her to follow a plan of exercises autonomously at home therefore also means doing the work of a personal
trainer and taking over planning of exercises, but also helping her track her progress and motivate her

2
3

E.g. of balance exercise (Heel-to-toe walk) www.youtube.com/watch?v=krxw-1mfrDc
E.g. of strength exercise (Chair stand) www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTXDWiCpSZQ
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3 Requirements and Principles
The aforementioned barriers pushed us to extend our previous work (Daniel et al. 2011), developed to remotely assist and monitor runners during a marathon training plan, to support elders’
strength and balance training plans. For that, we need to:
- design an interactive and friendly UI to be easily understood and managed by elderly users
with no or only few computer skills;
- offer support for balance and strength training plans, informing the user when, what, and how
to do each exercise;
- collect, process, store and report information to allow healthcare experts to remotely monitor
the users’ performance and compliance with the plan, their mood, and also detect eventual
problems;
- allow remote communication between elders and healthcare experts;
- support motivation instruments to persuade elders to follow a plan.
Motivation is a very broad, multifaceted and complex topic that has been researched for ages
by psychologists and sociologists without reaching an agreement about the real factors that motivate someone. Though, it is common to find research where motivation instruments have been
successfully applied. In the IT field, we can mention the well-known work lead by Fogg
(captolgy.stanford.edu) to motivate people to follow a certain behavior. As a first attempt we decided to follow his intrinsic and extrinsic motivation strategies (Fogg 2008):
Intrinsic motivation strategies are based on trigging someone to do something because it is inherently enjoyable for this person, independently of any external pressure. For example, by
means of:
• goal-setting: establishing specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-targeted goals;
• self-monitoring: allowing people to monitor themselves to modify their attitudes and behaviors to achieve a predefined goal or outcome;
• creating awareness: showing the benefits of following a determined behavior or the progress
toward a plan;
• conditioning though positive and negative reinforcement: immediately offering a reward/praise for someone after an expected behavior to encourage it and as a result increase
the probability that it happens again, or the opposite, reprimanding whenever undesired behavior happened aiming to decrease the probability of a relapse.
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Extrinsic motivation strategies are build on social psychology, in which other people can be
the source of motivation. For example, by means of:
• competition: proposing a goal that can be shared and at least two parties strive to reach it;
• collaboration: offering a beneficial outcome that the involved parties con only achieve collaboratively;
• comparison: allowing a person to compare similarities and differences between two or more
parties, people tend to keep equity in their relationships.

Another important requirement is to facilitate human computer interaction, since our elderly
users not necessarily have computer and high cognition skills. Previous works pointed to the
mouse as the main barrier to computer adoption among such class of users (Loureiro et al. 2011;
Tsai & Shang 2009). To facilitate the adoption of our system, we have seen that the iPad as mobile device – if equipped with suitable, easy-to-use software – is very promising in the context of
elderly people (e.g., relatively robust, and using fingers instead of a mouse makes the iPad much
more intuitive and easy to use compared with smartphones, notebooks, or desktops).

4 Architecture and Implementation
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the ActiveLifestyle platform, and its main components are described in the paragraphs below.
The iPad ActiveLifestyle app is the core of the platform. It is responsible for the communication with the elder. The app supports the elder during the workout sessions (e.g., via videos and
written details about the correct movements), collects their feedback (e.g., the number of performed sets, repetitions, and used weights, as well as mood and additional comments) to be further remotely monitored by the expert and used as input to compute metrics and set the motivation instruments. Using this app, the elder can also send/receive messages to/from his/her
healthcare experts and friends. For more details watch our video available on the Web:
youtu.be/Akvs13UMvfc and youtu.be/ MT0UCQD5Odo.
The ActiveLifestyle web portal (test.lifeparticipation.org/ActiveLifestyleWebPortal) allows
healthcare experts to create training plans, associate them to users, manage communities, and
remotely monitor the users’ performance, as well as communicate to them whenever necessary
to send motivational feedbacks.
Finally, the iPhone ActiveLifestyle Friend app allows the elder’s friends to send and receive
messages. In addition, the app can show the elder’s performance, allowing the friends to monitor
the elder and to provide feedback.
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The applications and web portal invoke REST services and exchange JSON messages with
the IT4LifeParticipation APIs. The UM API deals with authentication and user management issues. The What’sUp API controls the communication and social aspects (e.g., communities,
messages exchange). Finally, the AL API manages the training plans, the motivation instruments, and the feedbacks of the users sessions. The event feeder consumes raw events (JSON
messages) containing the details of the performed activities, parses them according to an event
model, and transforms them into application events to be finally stored on the database.
The ActiveLifestyle platform makes part of the LifeParticipation project, which not only
aims to help elders to stay physically fit, but also to feel useful to society and be socially involved. More information about it and a complete state of the art is available on our website site
at lifeparticipation.org.

Fig. 1. a) Architecture of the ActiveLifestyle platform; b-c) Screen shots of the ActiveLifestyle
app; and d) Screen shots of the ActiveLifestyle web portal.

5 Evaluation and Conclusion
To evaluate the ActiveLifestyle app, two tests are planned. At the moment we started the Feasibility Test, in which 15 Swiss elders (76-84 year old) are using the app during two weeks4,5. The
test aims to evaluate the feasibility of the app and the iPad adoption by elders. To collect the results and evaluate our hypothesis we adopted three questionnaires (i.e., health, technology familiarity, and feasibility). The test is ongoing, but we are already very satisfied with the preliminary
results. Most of the participants have been doing the exercises and sending enthusiastic comments. For example: “I feel fine thanks to your help; “I have age. I did the exercises more bad
than good. Hope you all do it better”, “The right leg is much stronger than the left leg! I feel
4
5

Teaser of the Feasibility Test: www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgyYSjAR6h4
Höfner Volksblatt newspaper note: lifeparticipation.org/IT4LifeParticipation/news.pdf
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that the training is necessary”; “I'm glad my legs are not always so hard!”). Apart of that, the
participants already asked how to continue the exercises after the study, and one of them already
bought an own iPad. So far, our participants seem very enthusiast. If this paper gets accepted, we
will be able to present the complete results of our study in the final version and during the
presentation.
In the second round, Physical Test, 30 elders will follow the physical plans for 12 weeks. At
the first 6 weeks one sample will be supported by the app and the other not, and at the last 6
weeks we will switch this configuration to obtain a cross validated results. Apart from questionnaires, this second round includes a physical evaluation before and after the plan to measure their
fitness and improvements.
We are strongly confident about the possible physical and social improvements that can be
achieved with the ActiveLifestyle app. In the near feature, we will be working to add the missing
motivation instruments and to fix the eventual issues raised during the on-going study to have a
complete app for the second round of tests.
Acknowledgments Maria Messmer-Capaul of the Spitex Zürich and Corinne Heck of the Verenahof Informationsstelle für Altersfragem in Wollerau. At last, but not least, all the participants
of the feasibility test for their great enthusiasm and support.
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Appendix I
Motivating and Assisting Physical Exercise in Independently Living
Older Adults: A Pilot Study1
Patrícia Silveira, Eva van het Reve, Florian Daniel, Fabio Casati, Eling D. de Bruin
Abstract:
Background: With age, people tend to reduce their reaction time, coordination and cognition
power, which may lead to gait impairments, falls and injuries. To reduce this problem in elderly
and to improve health, wellbeing and independence, regular balance and strength exercises are
recommended. However, elderly face strong barriers to exercise.
Objective: We developed ActiveLifestyle, an IT-based system for active and healthy ageing
aiming to improve elderly’s’ balance and strength. ActiveLifestyle is a proactive training application, running on a tablet, which assists, monitors and motivates elderly to follow personalized
training plans autonomously at home, while integrating them socially. The objective is to run a
pilot study to investigate i) the feasibility of the ActiveLifestyle system for assisting the autonomous, physical training of independently living elderly, ii) the adherence of the participants to
the training plans, and iii) the effectiveness of the motivation instruments built into the system.
Methods: After three introductory meetings, 13 elderly adults followed personalized two-weeks
strength and balance training plans using the ActiveLifestyle app autonomously at home. Questionnaires were used to assess the technological familiarity of the participants, feasibility aspects
of the app, and the effectiveness of the motivation instruments. Adherence to the exercise plan
was evaluated using the performance data collected by the app during the study.
Results: A total of 13 participants were enrolled, of whom 11 (85%) completed the study (mean
age 77 ± 7 years); predominantly females (55%), vocational educated (64%), and their past profession requiring moderate physical activity (64%). The ActiveLifestyle app facilitated autonomous physical training at home (median=7 on a 7-point Likert scale), and participants expressed
a high intention to use the app also after the end of the study (median=7). Adherence with the
training plans was 73% (89% on the balance exercises and 60% on the strength exercises). Without the app, the participants did not feel motivated to perform exercises; with the support of the
app they felt more motivated (median=6). Participants were especially motivated by being part
1

The final publication is available at www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386505612002390
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of a virtual exercise group and by the capability to automatically monitor their performance (median=6 for both).
Conclusions: This study shows that the ActiveLifestyle app prototype has valuable potential to
support physical exercise practice at home and it is worthwhile to further develop it into a more
mature system. Furthermore, the results add to the knowledgebase into mobile-based applications for elderly, in that it shows that elderly users can learn to work with mobile-based systems.
The ActiveLifestyle app proved viable to support and motivate independently living elderly to
autonomously perform balance and strength exercises

1 Introduction
Health status is an important indicator of quality of life among older persons [1,2]. Especially
functional performance, chronic conditions, and diseases, which directly influence fitness, are related to the perceived health among middle-aged and older adults [2-4]. Chronic diseases are,
furthermore, leading causes of death and disability in both developed and developing countries
[5,6]. Inactivity is at the origin of several chronic diseases [7]. Regular physical activity or exercise substantially prevents the development and progression of most chronic degenerative diseases [8, 9, 10], is of benefit to frail and older persons, and is the only therapy found to consistently improve sarcopenia, physical function, cognitive performance and mood in both frail and
non-frail older adults [11]. For older people, a sedentary lifestyle also increases the risk of falls,
whereas physically active older people have a clear reduced risk of falls with injuries [12]. In
summary, it is evident that to increase older adults quality of life and fitness, we need to encourage the elderly to become more physically active [13].
There are, however, a variety of barriers that make it hard for elderly to maintain or increase
their physical activity level. Neighborhoods and communities may be poorly designed or perceived as being unsafe, thus preventing elderly from leaving home [14-15]. Older adults may also have trouble getting to specialized facilities (e.g., community center for the aged) and physical
training programs offered in such institutions [14-15]. General health care professionals (e.g.,
nurses, family physicians) may lack the time or expertise to address problems of physical inactivity among their older patients, and often lack information about quality programs, training materials, and how to make referrals to community resources [16]. Furthermore, elderly often express the desire for training support at home [17].
To promote health, wellbeing, and functional independence of the elderly, the specialized
healthcare professionals (i.e., sport medicine, gerontologists, physiotherapists and human movement scientists) strongly recommends physical training programs that especially focus on tradi128
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tional components of exercise such as muscle strength and balance [18]. Home environmental
interventions that are based on different forms of assistive technology devices have, in this context, the potential to overcome some of the barriers to start training and maintain physical independence for independent living elderly [19]. However, the effectiveness of such an approach
has not yet been demonstrated to a large extent. Modern exercise equipment may not always be
suitable for elderly individuals, who might be concerned about the intensity of training sessions
and may rather express to have a preference for more traditional therapy approaches [20]. New
treatments usually have to go through a series of phases to test whether they are feasible, safe
and effective [21]. It seems, therefore, necessary to perform a pilot study to assess the feasibility
of applying assistive technology devices in an elderly population with the aim to encourage performance of targeted physical exercise. Findings of such a study can inform a larger scale main
Phase III study [21].
The objective of this study is to run a Phase II pilot study according the model for complex interventions advocated by the British Medical Research Council [22] with an iPad-based app
(short for application) called ActiveLifestyle, a software for the autonomous physical training of
strength and balance for independently living elderly. We specifically aim to investigate i) the
feasibility of the ActiveLifestyle system ii) the adherence of the participants to the pre-defined
training plans, and iii) the effectiveness of the motivation instruments built into the system.

2 Methods

2.1 The ActiveLifestyle app
The ActiveLifestyle app is pro-active software for active and healthy ageing that assists and
monitors elderly during autonomous physical workout sessions at home [23][24]. The software
has been designed taking into account usability aspects to avoid frustration of non IT elderly experts users, and persuasive strategies to motivate elderly users to keep a routine of physical exercises.
Strength and Balance training plans are supported by the app. The Strength training should be
done twice a week; it starts with 6 warm-up exercises, and is followed by 9 strength and 3
stretching exercises. There is a minimum number of sets (1-3) and repetitions (15-30) for each
exercise. Some exercises also require the use of weights (2-6 kg). The Balance training should be
done five days per week. Each session is composed of 3 exercises, in which the elderly repeatedly (1-3 times) holds a certain position for the duration of several seconds (15-30 sec). The training program follows best practices recommendations [25] and important training principles (e.g.
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is progressive in nature) [26]. The training procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 and in a video
[27].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a) and (b) illustrate the Chair stand exercise (Strength); (c) shows the One leg stand
exercise (Balance).

Figure 2. Main screenshots of the training plan procedure.
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To motivate the elderly, the app supports individual and social motivation instruments [28].
Individual motivation strategies aim to convince someone to do something because it is inherently enjoyable for this person, independently of any social pressure. The app specifically supports:
• Conditioning through positive and negative reinforcement: that is, immediately offering a
reward/praise after an expected behavior to encourage the behavior and to increase the
probability that it happens again, or reprimanding whenever undesired behavior happened
aiming to decrease the probability of a reoccurrence of the behavior. We use metaphors for
positive and negative reinforcement, i.e., a flower that grows whenever a session is completed and that has a mood status that varies according to the person’s daily compliance to
the plan (see Figure 3.a), but the flower does not die or become ugly to avoid possible negative reactions on the users;
• Goal-setting: establishing specific, measurable, achievable, and time-targeted goals. In
our case, we communicate the goal by anticipating the best achievable growth of the flower metaphor (see Figure 3.b);
• Self-monitoring: allowing people to monitor themselves and to modify their attitudes and
behaviors. We show progress toward the goal by coloring the respective growth stage of
the flower (Figure 3.b)

a)

b)

Figure 3. Individual motivation instruments based on a flower metaphor.
Social motivation strategies are built on social psychology, in which an individual’s social
network (other trainees) is the source of motivation. For example, ActiveLifestyle uses:
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• Comparison: allowing a person to compare similarities and differences between two or
more parties, people tend to keep equality in their relationships. Whenever an old person
completes a workout session, an automatic message is posted on a Bulletin Board to inform the training plan community (i.e., other users following the same training plans). The
message also shows the status of the individual’s flower metaphor.
• External-Monitoring: allowing one party to monitor the behavior of another party to
modify behavior in a specific way. In ActiveLifestyle, healthcare and IT experts have access to data about the persons’ performance and compliance toward the plan. The elderly
users have access to their own flowers; however, they can also monitor the other flowers
and consequently can monitor their progress toward the plan.

2.2 Sample
Participants were 70 years or older; able to walk independently with or without walking aids;
able to follow instructions spoken in German, English, or Italian; and with no severe illness,
cognitive impairment, progressive neurological diseases, stroke, severe cardiac failure, or high
blood pressure.
2.3 Settings
Participants were recruited by convenience sampling from the “Informationsstelle fuer Altersfragen” in Wollerau, Switzerland. This institution, dedicated to deliver services and information related to ageing to the elderly population, issued 220 invitation letters, together with an information sheet outlining the research, inviting independently living elderly of the region to
participate. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the ETH Ethics Committee (EK
2011-N-64).

2.4 Interventions
During an initial meeting, all potential participants received information about the ActiveLifestyle app and about the study. Interested people filled a form and provided their personal contact
data.
During a second meeting, participants were taught how to use the iPad and the app. To ease
learning, user guides with written content, illustrations about the app and the iPad were provided.
During a third meeting, participants were taught how to perform the balance and strength exercises supported by the app. The same day, they also signed the consent form and replied health
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and technology familiarity questions. At the end of this meeting, participants received one resistance band, one Pilate’s ball, and one pair of ankle weights (2kg). iPads with 3G SIM-card
were borrowed to the participants.
After these three meetings, the participants started a two-weeks balance and strength training
autonomously at home. To settle possible remaining obscurities, an additional meeting was
scheduled on the second day of the training period. Contact information of our team members
was provided to all participants in case of further obscurities or problems.
At the end of the two-weeks training period, a final meeting was held to conclude the study
and collect the material previously borrowed. At this time, the participants replied questions regarding the feasibility, perceived usefulness, usability, visual attractiveness, and the effectiveness of the motivation instruments of the app.

2.5 Outcome Measures
The criteria for success, an important part of a pilot study [21], were based on the primary feasibility objective and focused on recruitment, attrition and adherence to the exercise. Values for
these parameters were compared with median rates in falls prevention interventions in community settings for clinical trials [29], in which recruitment of 70% of the residents that are eligible
for the training session, a 10% attrition rate, and 50% adherence to the individually targeted exercises were deemed acceptable.
For recruitment, data for the total sampling for inclusion in the trials were taken to assess
generalizability to all elderly individuals within the community. We measured the inclusion rate
— i.e. the proportion of participants invited to participate that enrolled into the study — and distinguished between those who refused, did not respond or who were willing but excluded (volunteered but did not meet the study inclusion criteria).
For attrition, we measured the number of participants lost at final follow-up.
For adherence to the intervention we recorded engagement with the intervention, e.g., compliance with all 4 strength and 10 balance training sessions. The adherence was computed by ActiveLifestyle during the intervention and stored into a central database.
The effectiveness of the motivation instruments built into the system were determined on the
basis of the participants’ feedback, collected with a 7-Point Likert Scale questionnaire at the end
of the intervention (Table 1).
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Statement

Median
(range)
The ActiveLifestyle app facilitates the performance of 7(6-7)
strength and balance exercises autonomously at home.
Use intention
I would use the app again.
7(6-7)
I would recommend the app to my friends and family.
6(6-7)
Perceived usefulness
The videos assisted to properly perform the exercises.
7(6-7)
The sound alarm helped to remind me about the planned 4(3-7)
workout sessions.
The calendar was useful to make me aware about which 7(6-7)
kind of workout session I need to perform every day.
Motivation
I usually don’t feel motivated to perform physical exer- 6(3-7)
cises, the app helped me.
It was funny to me to carry out the strength and balance 6(3-7)
exercises.
I like the pictures of the flower.
7(6-7)
I would prefer another picture instead of a flower.
5(2-7)
Individual Motivation Instruments
I felt motivated when I saw the plant growing due to my 6(4-7)
performance.
I felt motivated when I saw my progress on the bar.
6(4-7)
I felt motivated when I saw the emotional status of the 6(4-7)
flower.
Social Motivation Instruments
It motivated me to be part of a training group and to know 6(4-7)
that other people did the same exercises.
I usually compared my flower with others on the Bulletin 5(2-7)
Board.
I felt motivated to perform the plan because I knew that I 6(2-7)
was being monitored.
Usability
The operation of the application was easy.
6(5-7)
I was able to use the app.
7(6-7)
I was able to write messages on the Bulletin Board.
4(2-7)
I was able to read messages from the Bulletin Board.
6(6-7)
I was able to send messages to a person (InBox).
6(4-7)
I was able to receive messages from a person (InBox)
6(4-7)
I was able to navigate through the messages posted on the 7(4-7)
Bulletin Board using the scroll.
I felt nervous to use the app.
3(1-7)
The application worked without any problems.
6(2-7)

Percentage
Agreed
100
100
100
100
45.4
100
63.6
90.9
100
54.5
90.9
90.9
63.6
90.9
63.6
63.6
100
100
45.4
100
63.3
72.7
90.9
18.1
72.7

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants.
†A fall was defined as unintentionally coming to the ground or some lower level, excluding the consequence of
sustaining a violent blow, loss of consciousness, or sudden onset of paralysis, such as during a stroke or epileptic
seizure [30].
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2.5 Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics (Mann-Whitney U test) were used to assess baseline characteristics and analyze the questionnaires. All analyses were conducted using SPSS Version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Recommendations of items to include when reporting a pilot study [20] were
followed for describing the results of this pilot.

Female gender, n (%)
Mean/Median age [range] (years)
Vocational education, n (%)
Moderately physical activity past profession, n(%)
Health Questions, n (%)
Estimated good health
Estimated middle balance
Feeling daily pain
Fell in the last six months†
Leisure time walking at least twice a week
Practiced some sport in the past
Never practiced strength exercises
Wanted to improve fitness
Technology Familiarity, n (%)
Frequently use ATMs
Don’t use books on tape or CD
Sometimes use cellphones
Don’t use digital photography
Don’t use electronic book readers
Don’t use GPS
Don’t use automatic kiosks
Use a computer
Between 1-5 hours per week
Use the Internet
Between 1-5 hours per week

Intervention (n=11)
6/11(54.5)
77.2/76 [70-85]
7/11(63.6)
7/11(63.6)
7/11(63.6)
5/11(45.5)
5/11(45.5)
0/11(0)
11/11(100)
7/11(63.6)
9/11(81.8)
7/11(63.6)
9/11(81.8)
5/11(45.4)
6/11(54.5)
5/11(45.5)
5/11(45.5)
5/11(45.5)
6/11(54.5)
9/11(81.1)
4/11(36.3)
9/11(81.1)
5/11(45.5)

Table 2. Characteristics of the participants.
†A fall was defined as unintentionally coming to the ground or some lower level, excluding the consequence of sustaining a violent blow, loss of consciousness, or sudden onset of paralysis, such as during a
stroke or epileptic seizure [30].

3 Results

3.1 Participant Demographics
Detailed information about the participant demographics is summarized in Table 2.
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3.2 Feasibility of the ActiveLifestyle app
A total of 220 information letters were send. The first information session was held and visited
by fourteen residents, who were all eligible and invited to participate. Thirteen residents consented to join the study. This resulted in a recruitment rate of 7% for the total sample frame. The inclusion rate — fourteen invited to participate; thirteen enrolled — was 93%.
Eleven elderly individuals participated during two-weeks training plan, which resulted in a
16% attrition rate. Two individuals were lost; one was disappointed for not receiving the iPad after the second meeting and the other because Wi-Fi connection problems. For adherence to the
intervention we had 73% compliance with all 14 trainings (89% for balance and 60% for the
strength exercises). There were no reports on adverse events during the training.

3.3 Effectiveness of the ActiveLifestyle app
All participants affirmed that the ActiveLifestyle app facilitates the performance of balance and
strength exercises autonomously at home. This outcome is attested by their high intention to use
the app again or to recommend it to friends or family members (100%, range 6-7). Some of the
participants verbally expressed their disappointment with the end of the training period and the
impossibility to continue it in the near future (at the moment the app is not yet available on the
market).
The participants expressed a high-perceived usefulness of the training plan videos. According
to some feedbacks, the videos are “…absolutely great” and “…very helpful”, while others stated
“I adjusted my posture based on them” or “the exercises were easy with the videos”. One explanation for such high approval can be derived from the fact that most of the participants had never
performed strength exercises before (82%).
Differently from the Weekly Exercises Calendar — a menu option in which the user can
check the planned workout sessions on a weekly basis — considered useful by all users, the
sound alarm was useful only to a few users (46%).

3.4 Effectiveness of the motivation instruments
Most of the participants generally do not feel motivated to perform physical exercises, but they
felt motivated with the ActiveLifestyle app (64%). According to the participants, it was fun to
follow the exercises with the app (91%). Their mood after doing the exercises was mostly relaxed (41%) or happy (25%).
The individual motivation instruments were very effective. Most of the participants felt motivated when they saw the flower growing or could monitor their progress toward the plan (91%
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for both). At the end of the study, we noticed that the participants really appreciated the flower
metaphor. When filling the questionnaires, most of them made spontaneous comments saying
that it was lovely, “tender and cheerful”, or “a sunflower is funny, it makes you happy”. However, one woman suggested a racing car instead of the flower. According to her, the car is a perfect
metaphor, since it also needs to get warm to work properly. The same high motivation was not
achieved with the mood status of the flower (64%).
The social motivation instruments also achieved good results. The majority of the participants
felt motivated by being part of a training plan group (91%). “I’m happy to see others doing the
same exercises, I’m not a single athlete”. The monitoring and the flower comparison were similarly effective (64%). One woman said “I need someone to push me!”. Two participants checked
their friends’ flowers on the Bulletin Board every day and whether they did the exercises. However, another woman said “Of course not, I’m not nosy!” but she also told us “my husband and I
always looked at the Bulletin Board to see if there was something interesting to read”. The same
participants also reported “…after two days I could reach the same level of my husband, it made
me happy”. From such results, we understood that our participants felt motivated by being part
of a social group and by knowing that other people are doing the same exercises and facing the
same kind of problems (e.g., pain, difficulties to wear the ankle weights). It was however possible to notice their interest to know how others were doing and to compare their performance with
themselves, which can be explained by the human tendency to keep equality (Herzberg's equity
theory [31]).

3.5 Usability
All participants were able to use the ActiveLifestyle app and agreed that it is easy to use. The
scrolling and reading activities were performed by most of the participants. For instance, navigate through the messages posted on the Bulletin Board using the scroll (91%); read the posts
from the Bulletin Board (100%); and receive messages on the InBox (73%, some participants
never received a message, so they were not able to express their option about it). Although, the
writing activities showed the same high usage, not all were able to write private messages on the
Bulletin Board (64%) and public messages on the InBox (46%). Both messages are written following the same approach and appearance, the only difference is that the public messages can be
read by all the elderly participants, as opposed to the private messages that are only available for
selected persons.
Few participants felt anxious to use the app (19%). With further questions we discovered the
reasons: One woman had problems to use the app alone the first day; after the extra meeting she,
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however, learned the use and was comfortable with it. Another woman performed the exercises
very early in the morning when she usually has very cold fingers. Due to that, the tablet was not
very effective to react to her touches.

4 Discussion
The aim of the current study was to investigate i) the feasibility of the ActiveLifestyle system ii)
the adherence of the participants to the pre-defined training plans, and iii) the effectiveness of the
motivation instruments built into the system.
We demonstrated the feasibility of acquiring acceptable attrition and adherence rates for independent living elderly to the experimental training. Our target of about 70% recruitment rate for
the total sample frame was by far not met. Those individuals that responded and visited an information session, however, showed a large inclusion and adherence rate. These findings indicate the importance of recruitment strategies and information sessions for elderly individuals.
The differing adherence for the strength and balance training components should be addressed in
a revised version of our app. It might be that the balance part required less effort and was easier
to perform in contrast to the strength exercises. Many participants made remarks about the load
and the side effect of the strength exercises, e.g. some participants had difficulties to walk or had
had surgery on the knee or hip and, therefore, could not perform the recommended number of
sets.
The ankle weights were a stronger barrier to the adherence to the strength exercises. Apart
from the effort required to lift the weights, most participants reported difficulties to wear and
close them around their ankles. One man bought a new pair of weights that were easier to wear
and close. Another woman mentioned “tie the weights is almost the hardest!”
Compliance with the intervention was excellent. Eleven of initially thirteen included elderly
individuals completed the training. This is far more than the rate that could have been expected.
It should be noted, however, that the mean compliance rate for interventions in independent living elderly that was determined for several studies summarized in a systematic review [26] mainly focused on studies with far longer time periods. Our data should, therefore, be replicated in
another study where the intervention is applied during several training sessions over several
weeks. It can be expected that because of such a longitudinal design less favorable compliance
and retention rates are to be expected. Our findings warrant, however, such follow-up studies
based on these first results.
Regarding motivation, we noticed that all participants felt motivated by making something
grow with their effort and by receiving a simple reward (e.g., a new picture of the flower meta138
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phor). We infer that positive reinforcement using the growing flower metaphor worked successfully, even if approximately half of the participants (55%) would prefer another metaphors. The
selection of a metaphor is indeed very subjective and depends on the individual preferences of
each participant.
About the low rate of writing activities we hypothesize two possible reasons. Firstly, participants did not know each other, so they did not feel very comfortable to write. Secondly, a minor
part of them did not have good typing skills. For instance, one woman wrote once on the board
but the message was impossible to understand, since it was not correctly written. When she was
asked about the sending messages option, she said “I would write more, but for that I need to
learn how to do it better”, which is understandable, she is 81 years old and never used the Internet or a computer before.

4.1 Lessons learned
We conclude that the participants enjoyed and felt motivated to follow the training plans using
the ActiveLifestyle app and an iPad. At the final meeting we received encouraging and motivating comments from the participants, e.g. their desire to continue using the app, their disappointment for not being able to perform the exercises in the last days (the training plan finished on
Friday, and they tried to perform after that). One woman, used to perform exercises with a book
(“Fit after 40”), commented, “the app is much better”. For her the study was a motivating way to
exercise. She and her husband took notes to continue the exercises even after the study. Another
woman said that her doctor was impressed with the result of her cholesterol exam. The oldest
man sustained a heart attack two years ago and stopped doing sports. According to him, “this
was a great opportunity to reactivate” “…it was perfect. I noticed progress, especially on my balance”. One person bought a tablet after the third meeting, and two expressed their intention to
buy one soon and to install the app.
We learned that the motivations instruments worked. However, the social motivation instruments were not as effective as we expected. Most of our participants were not familiar with social networks and virtual friends. Due to that, they were initially not willing to share their
thoughts and life with strangers. However, we assume that if they learn how to use the app to
make friends, receive feedback from people experiencing the same aging effects, and find a way
to keep close and share their thoughts and life with old friends and family members, they might
change their attitude. For that we need to build additional motivation and encouragement (i.e.,
dedicated mechanisms or features, in which the elderly users have to reply questions, participate
in a collaborative activity or comment on a specific topic). Another important aspect is to enable
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communication and sharing of information between the elderly and their younger family members. During the intervention, we had only six comments on the Bulletin Board, of which three
were addressed to our IT expert. We received sixteen private messages with suggestions and
general comments about the exercises/app (e.g., “I'm glad, my legs are not always so hard!” “The
right leg is much stronger than the left leg! I feel that the training is necessary.”).
We also noticed that some of the participants felt very proud about using the tablet and shared
this experience with their families. One woman showed the tablet and the app to her grandchildren, who were impressed: “our grandma has an iPad, wow!!!” The oldest woman received hints
from her daughter about how to perform the heel-to-walk exercise; she had difficulties to walk
along a straight line. Finally, another participant invited her sister to perform the exercises together. These results reinforce our intention to allow family members to interact with the elderly
and to monitor their performance. We strongly believe that social and emotional support is a
strong motivation instrument. This is a point of attention for the revised version of our app.

4.2 Limitations
This study had several limitations that should be mentioned. This work is a pilot study to assess
the feasibility of our approach in a rather small sample, due to that we did not focus on recruitment strategies. For our experience we can conclude that sending letters to potentially qualifying
elderly was apparently not a good strategy.
We also decided to start with a short training period to avoid risks (e.g., late detection of bugs
that can cause a higher participants withdrawal, high investment to provide the tablets and 3G
SIM-card Internet connections) and to collect novel requirements. In the next study we will also
perform medical assessments of the physical conditions of participants before and after the
study.

5. Conclusions
We conclude that pilot studies with explicit feasibility objectives are important foundation steps
in preparing for large trials. On-going formal review of the multifaceted issues inherent in the
design and conduct of pilot studies can provide invaluable feasibility and scientific data for IT
developers and rehabilitation specialists alike, and may be highly relevant for furthering the development of theory driven mobile-based rehabilitation. This study shows that ActiveLifestyle
has valuable potential to support physical exercise at home and it is worthwhile to further develop it into a more mature system. Furthermore, the results add to the knowledgebase into mobilebased applications for elderly, in that it shows that elderly users can learn to work with mobile140
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based systems. The ActiveLifestyle app proves feasible to support and motivate independently
living elderly adults to autonomously perform balance and strength exercises at home. The app
in a main study is deemed feasible with some need for protocol modifications regarding recruitment strategies, motivational instruments and information on strength exercises. In our further
work we should more specifically examine the effectiveness of ActiveLifestyle on measures of
physical functioning, with a longer training period, and a larger set of participants.
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Tablet-based strength-balance training motivates and improves adherence to exercise in independently living elderly: a controlled clinical trial1
Patrícia Silveira, Rolf van de Langenberg, Eva van het Reve, Florian Daniel, Fabio Casati,
Eling D. de Bruin
Abstract:
Background: Reaction time, coordination and cognition power typically diminish when we
grow old, which may lead to gait impairments, falls and injuries. Regular strength-balance exercises are highly recommended to reduce this problem and to improve health, well-being, and independence at old age. However, many elderly face lack of motivation, in addition to other
strong barriers to exercise. We developed ActiveLifestyle, an IT-based system for active and
healthy ageing aiming at improving balance and strength. ActiveLifestyle is a training application that runs on a tablet and assists, monitors, and motivates elderly to follow personalized training plans autonomously at home.
Objectives: Run a 12-weeks study to investigate i) which IT-mediated motivation strategies increase adherence to physical exercise training plans in elderly; ii) whether ActiveLifestyle induces physical activity behaviour change; and iii) the effectiveness of the ActiveLifestyle training to improve gait speed.
Methods: 44 elderly adults followed personalized 12-weeks strength and balance training plans.
All participants performed the exercises autonomously at home. Questionnaires were used to assess the technological familiarity, stage of behaviour change, as well as the effectiveness of the
motivation instruments. Adherence to the exercise plan was evaluated using performance data
collected by the application and through information given by the participants during the study.
Pre- and post-tests were performed to evaluate gait speed of the participants before and after the
study.
Results: Participants were 75 ± 6 years; predominantly females (64%), vocational educated
(54%), and their past profession was in a sitting position (43%). A total of 44 participants were
enrolled, of which 33 (75%) completed the study. The application proved to assist and motivate
1
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independently living and healthy elderly adults to autonomously perform strength-balance exercises (median=6 on a 7-point Likert scale). The social motivation strategies were more effective
to motivate the participants to comply with the training plan, as well as to change their behaviour
in order to be more physically active. The exercises were effective to improve preferred and fast
gait speed.
Conclusions: ActiveLifestyle assisted and motivated independently living and healthy elderly to
autonomously perform strength-balance exercises during 12 weeks and had low dropout rates.
The social motivation strategies were more effective to stimulate the participants to comply with
the training plan and remain on the intervention. The adoption of assistive technology devices for
physical intervention tends to motivate and retain elderly people exercising for longer periods of
time.

1 Introduction
The primary public health goal is to increase the number of years of good health and, therefore,
to maintain independence and quality of life as long as possible. Healthy ageing is characterized
by the avoidance of disease and disability, the maintenance of high physical and cognitive function, and sustained engagement in social and productive activities. These three components together define successful ageing [1].
An important part of successful ageing, hence, is maximization of physical performance. The
ability to fully participate in productive and recreational activities of daily life may be affected
when the capacity to easily perform common physical functions decreases [1]. Health status,
thus, is an important indicator of quality of life among older persons [2-3]. It appears that especially components of health-related fitness and functional performance, or serious, chronic conditions and diseases that directly influence the components of fitness and performance are related
to perceived health among middle-aged and older adults [3-5].
Regular physical activity or exercise substantially prevents the development and progression
of most chronic degenerative diseases [6-8], is of benefit to frail and older persons, and is the only therapy found to simultaneously improve sarcopenia, physical function, cognitive performance, and mood in older adults [9]. For older people, a sedentary lifestyle also increases the
risk of falls, whereas physically active elderly have a reduced risk of falls with injuries [10-12].
An important marker for improvements in physical function that influences health status and
survival is gait speed [13]. In summary, it is evident that to increase older adults’ quality of life
and fitness, we need to encourage the elderly to become more physically active [14-15] and increase their fitness through training.
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Home environmental interventions to prevent functional decline seem to be effective [16] and
are, furthermore, preferred by elderly [17]. Such interventions with integrated assistive technology devices have, in this context, the potential to further help in overcoming some of the barriers
to start training [18] and, thereby, maintain physical independence for independently living elderly [19]. Recently developed innovative ideas designed to alter clinical practice in sports involved the creation of tablet applications for prevention purposes [20]. However, the effectiveness of such an approach has not yet been demonstrated in elderly. From a pilot study, run using
the ActiveLifestyle tablet application, we know that it is feasible to apply assistive technology
devices in an elderly population with the aim of encouraging performance of physical exercise
[18]. However, this short duration pilot did not focus on aspects of physical functioning, and indicated that the application could be improved by explicitly considering additional motivational
strategies. Only few solutions explore different motivation techniques to stimulate regular physical activity [21-22], however, these solutions have the drawback that they do not specifically focus on elderly. Albaina et al. [23] presented a user-friendly software interface running on a small
touch screen display to motivate elderly to walk. They used a graphical representation of flower
to motivate and assist elderly to monitor their daily amount of steps collected by pedometers. To
the best of our knowledge there is no such software application applied to dedicated strengthbalance training plans for elderly.
The objective of this research is to run a Phase III study [24] with a tablet application called
ActiveLifestyle, a software for the autonomous strength-balance physical training for independently living elderly. We aim to investigate i) which IT-mediated motivation strategies increase adherence to physical exercise training plans in elderly; ii) whether ActiveLifestyle induces physical activity behaviour change; and iii) the effectiveness of ActiveLifestyle training to
improve gait speed.

2 Methods

2.1 ActiveLifestyle
ActiveLifestyle is a software for active ageing, aiming at assisting, monitoring and motivating
elderly during autonomous home-based physical workouts [18, 25-26]. The software takes usability aspects into account, to ensure that users can use it independently and adopts motivation
strategies to stimulate elderly users to exercise regularly. A video of the application is shown in
[27], and the application can be directly downloaded from Apple’s App Store [28].
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Figure 1. Exercise examples.
Three levels of Strength-Balance training plans are supported: Beginner, Intermediate, and
Expert. In all levels, the Balance training should be done five days per week. Sessions are composed of 3 exercises, in which the trainees repeatedly (1-3 times) hold a certain position for several seconds (15-30 sec). Each level has different exercises, allowing progression as the elderly
advance through the levels (e.g., at the intermediate level the elderly must do the exercises while
standing on a towel; at the expert level the exercise must be performed with the eyes closed).
Strength training has three levels and should be done twice a week; starting with 6 warm-up exercises, then 10 strength and 2 stretching exercises. A minimum number of sets (1-3) and repetitions (12-30) are available for each exercise. Some exercises require the use of weights (2-6 kg).
The required effort of the exercises increases ac-cording to the level (e.g., beginner level does
not require weights; intermediate level requires ankle weights and performance in sitting position; expert level requires weights and exercises performed in standing position).
The Strength-Balance training follows best practices recommendations and training principles
(e.g., it is progressive in nature) [29-30]. The training procedure is visualized at [27] and all exercises are available on YouTube [31].
Next to the actual physical training, ActiveLifestyle features have a set of individual and social motivation instruments. Individual motivation strategies aim to convince someone to do
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something because it is inherently enjoyable for this person, independently of any social pressure. ActiveLifestyle supports:
• Conditioning through positive and negative reinforcement: immediately offering a reward/praise after an expected behaviour to encourage the behaviour and increase the probability that it happens again, or reprimanding undesired behaviour to decrease the probability
of a reoccurrence of that behaviour. Metaphors for reinforcement include a flower that
grows whenever a session is completed (i.e., positive reinforcement) and a gnome who takes
care of the flower. The gnome’s mood status varies according to the person’s daily compliance to the plan (i.e., positive and negative reinforcement, if the person performs the exercise the gnome is happy, otherwise he is sad) (see Figure 2.a).
• Goal-setting: establishing specific, measurable, achievable, and time-targeted goals. The
goal is anticipated through the achievable growth of the flower (Figure 2.b).
• Self-monitoring: allowing people to monitor themselves and to modify their attitudes and
behaviours. Colouring the respective flower growth stages reflects progress to-ward the goal
(Figure 2.b).

Figure 2. Metaphors to motivate elderly through conditioning, goal-setting, and self-monitoring.
• Awareness: improving awareness about the benefits of being physically active by providing written content on a Bulletin board and by showing inspiring stories (e.g., link to newspapers, videos, or websites) (Figure 3).
Social motivation strategies are built on social psychology. An individual’s social network
(other train-ees) may act as source of motivation. ActiveLifestyle uses:
• Comparison: allowing a person to compare similarities and differences between two or
more parties, people tend to keep equality in their relationships. Whenever a person com149
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pletes a workout session, an automatic message is posted on a Bulletin board in-forming the
training community (i.e., other users following the same training plans). The message also
shows the status of the individual’s flower.

Figure 3. ActiveLifestyle tips to improve awareness about the benefits of being physically active.
• External Monitoring: allowing one party to monitor the behaviour of another party to modify behaviour. ActiveLifestyle enables healthcare experts to access data on performance and
compliance toward the plan. The elderly have access to their own flower and to that of their
training partners, enabling monitoring progress of peers toward the plan.
• Emotional Support: encouraging exchange of written messages between trainees and experts to motivate and assist. ActiveLifestyle uses the Bulletin board and the inBox. The first
is a public channel where all members of the training community have ac-cess. The second
is a bidirectional private channel for contact with professionals capable of giving advice and
feedback on trainings.
• Collaboration: offering a collaborative activity set out as a game, in which a predefined
amount of trainees from a training group needs to be compliant with the training in order to
progress in the game. The To-the-Top-game is a trekking trail with 24 predefined points
(2/week). The aim of the game is to reach the top of the mountain as a group of successful
trainings end. Compliance with the training plan is evaluated twice weekly on group level.
65% of members or more of a group have to perform the scheduled workout to be awarded a
new flag on the trail (representing progress toward the mountain top). Each flag uncovered a
story with trivia about the Matterhorn and what is needed to “conquer” the mountain as a
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parable for the information explaining benefits associated with being physically active (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The To-the-top collaboration game.
ActiveLifestyle has two versions. The Individual version contains only the above mentioned
individual motivations strategies. The Social version supports the aforementioned individual and
social motivation strategies, and, in addition, a virtual training plan community and communication features.

2.2 Eligibility Criteria
Participants were independently living elderly 65 years or older; able to walk independently with
or without walking aids; able to follow instructions spoken in German, English, or Italian; and
with no severe illness, cognitive impairment, progressive neurological diseases, stroke, severe
cardiac failure, or high blood pressure. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the ETH
Ethics Committee (EK 2011-N-64).

2.3 Setting
Participants were recruited by convenience sampling from two institutions for the elderly and
one organization responsible for coordinating and providing at-home-nursing-care for elderly.
“Senioren Begegnungszentrum Baumgärtlihof”, a day centre dedicated to deliver services and
information related to ageing to the elderly population (Horgen, Switzerland), advised potential
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participants through its mailing list and by notes in the local newspaper [a]. "Alterswohnungen
Turm-Matt", a cooperative offering housing and daily living facilities to elderly (Wollerau, Switzerland), informed and advised potential participants in person or by phone and distributed flyers
to advertise the study. “Fachstelle für präventive Beratung Spitex-Zürich”, a home-care nursing
organization (Spitex-Zürich), promoted the study sending letters and calling patients in need of
improving their physical performance level. Spitex nurses selected potential participants on the
basis of clinical judgment.

2.4 Intervention
To investigate the effects of different motivation strategies a pre-test post-test clinical trial was
performed. For convenience, the ActiveLifestyle groups were randomly composed of participants from Baumgärtlihof and Spitex-Zürich in: i) an Individual Group that followed training using the Individual version of ActiveLifestyle; ii) a Social Group that followed training using the
Social version of the application, iii) a Control Group that followed exercises with printed information without additional motivation strategy (this group was composed of participants from
Turm-Matt only). Figure 5 shows the recruitment process and the flow of participants through
the study. Some parts of the interventions can be watched in [32].

2.5 Outcome Measures

2.5.1 Adherence and Attrition
Adherence was computed by ActiveLifestyle during the intervention and stored into a central database. The control group adherence was assessed with training logs. In order to calculate adherence, the total number of workout sessions for each participant was divided by 81, which was the
total number of possible training sessions for the 12-weeks period (due to technical issues the
training was suspended for three days and the trainees were aware of the 81 training sessions in
advance). Adherence of participants lost because they dropped out was calculated by dividing
the number of workout sessions attended up to the point of dropout from the study by 81 [33].
Values were compared between groups and with median rates in community-based fall prevention interventions [34]. For attrition, we measured the number of participants retained and lost at
final follow-up.
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Figure 5. Illustrates the intervention details.

2.5.2 Gait Speed
The effect of the training on physical performance was assessed by measuring preferred and fast
walking speed [35] with the GAITRite® walkway, a valid and reliable tool for measuring gait in
elderly [36-37].
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2.5.3 Motivation Instruments
The effectiveness of the motivation instruments built into the system was assessed based on the
participants’ feedback, collected with a 7-Point Likert Scale questionnaire at the end of the intervention (Table 2) [b-c], and on the performance (adherence, attrition, and gait speed) comparison
among the three groups of participants.

2.5.4 Change Behaviours
The level of exercise adoption was evaluated according to the Trans-Theoretical Model (TTM)
[38], which describes how people modify or acquire behaviour [39-40]. A TTM questionnaire
[d] was applied before and after the training period. Participants were classified in four groups:
Contemplation (e.g., thinking about (physical) behaviour change), Preparation (e.g., already being somewhat physically active), Action (e.g., doing enough physical activity) and Maintenance
(e.g., making physical activity a habit).
2.5.5 Statistical Analyses
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for differences in adherence to the training program between groups, as well as gait speed over time and between groups. Significant main effects were followed up by post-hoc t-tests with correction for multiple comparisons. Betweengroup differences in attrition were analysed using a χ2 test. Questionnaires on enjoyment, motivation and change of behaviour were analysed using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and Wilcoxon
signed rank tests. In all analyses, the level of significance was set at p≤0.05. For effect size, we
used η2 in all ANOVA analyses, Cohen’s d for all post-hoc analyses, φ for χ2 tests and r for
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. r is calculated as r=Z/ 𝑵, where Z is
the standardised difference and N is the total number of samples. Suggested norms for interpreting η2 are: .01=small, .06=moderate and .14=large effect [41]. These norms are [.2 .5 .8] for Cohen’s d and [.1 .3 .5] for both φ and r [41]. All tests were conducted using SPSS Version 21.0.
3. Results

3.1 Demographics
Detailed information about participant demographics, based on the Health and Technology
Familiarity questionnaires [e-f], is summarized in Table 1.
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Female gender, n(%)
Age mean/SD
Vocational education, n(%)
In a sitting position past profession, n(%)
Health Questions, n(%)
Estimated good health
Estimated average balance
Feel pain but not every day
Flexibility Questions, n(%)
Fell in the last six monthsa
Walk at least twice a week
Practiced some sport in the past
Never practiced strength exercises
Technology Familiarity, n(%)
Frequently use ATMs
Frequently use cellphones
Frequently use digital photography
Don’t use GPS
Don’t use automatic kiosks
Don’t know what an e-book is
Use a computer
Between 1-5 hours per week
Use the Internet
Between 1-5 hours per week

Individual (n=14)
10(71)
74/5
7(50)
7(57)

Social (n=13)
8(62)
75/6
7(54)
6(46)

Control (n=17)
10(59)
76/15
10(59)
6(35)

5(36)
7(50)
9(64)

8(61)
5(38)
7(54)

8(47)
9(53)
7(41)

2(14)
5(36)
10(71)
11(79)

5(38)
8(61)
8(61)
7(54)

4(23)
9(53)
5(29)
14(82)

7(50)
7(50)
8(57)
7(50)
9(64)
7(50)
12(86)
6(43)
12(86)
7(50)

9(69)
10(77)
4(31)
8(61)
6(46)
5(38)
10(77)
4(31)
9(69)
6(46)

7(41)
6(35)
4(23)
6(35)
12(71)
11(65)
8(47)
3(18)
5(29)
2(12)

Table 1. Participants’ demographics.
a

A fall was defined as unintentionally coming to the ground or some lower level, excluding the
consequence of sustaining a violent blow, loss of consciousness, or sudden onset of paralysis,
such as during a stroke or epileptic seizure [42].

3.2 Adherence and Attrition
Table 2 presents the adherence to ActiveLifestyle strength-balance training plans. Adherence
across training plans differed significantly between groups, F(2,41)=4.8, p=.014, η2=.19. Posthoc t-tests with Benjamini-Hochberg correction revealed a large and significant difference between the Social group (M=81.9%, SD=1.6%) and the Control group (M=48.1%, SD=41.5%),
t(19.2)=3.1, p=.015, d=.91. The difference between the Individual group (M = 71.1%, SD =
25.2%) and the Control group was moderate to large and approached a trend, t(26.9)=1.9, p=.10,
d=.63. The difference between the Individual and Social groups was moderate yet
non-significant, t(18.6)=1.4, p=.19, d=.50.
Thirty-three elderly completed the 12-weeks of training, resulting in a 25% attrition rate in total, 21% in the Individual group (3 of 14), 8% in the Social group (1 of 13), and 41% in the Control group (7 of 17). Figure 6 illustrates the number of remaining participants of each group per
week after the enrolment. More details about dropout reasons are described in Figure 5. A χ2 test
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revealed that attrition rate was significantly higher in the Control group (41.2%) than in the
combined ActiveLifestyle groups (14.2%), χ2=3.9, p=.049, φ=.30.
Individual Group
visited/planned(%)

Social Group
visited/planned(%)

Control Group
visited/planned(%)

Balance Training Plan

547/812(67)

549/754(73)

451/986(46)

Strength Training Plan

221/322(69)

217/299(73)

291/391(74)

Across Training Plans

768/1134(68)

766/1053(73)

742/1377(54)

Table 2. Adherence to ActiveLifestyle strength-balance training plans.

Figure 6. Illustrates the number of remaining participants of each group per week.

3.3 Gait Speed
Table 3 shows participants’ preferred and fast gait speed during the pre- and post-test evaluations. With respect to preferred gait speed, the three groups were very similar. We used two
mixed 2-way ANOVA’s (one for preferred and one for fast gait) with within-subject factor PrePost (2 levels) and between-subject factor Group (3 levels). For preferred gait speed, there was a
large and highly significant difference between pre-test and post-test, F(1,29)=29.6, p<.001,
η2=.51: Participants walked significantly faster in the post-test (1.276 m·s-1) than they did in the
pre-test (1.141 m·s-1). There was no significant main effect of Group (p=.072) and no significant
interaction effect (p=.63), suggesting that preferred gait speeds and their improvements were
similar in all groups.
The results for fast gait speed were similar to those for preferred gait speed. Again, there was
a large difference between pre-test and post-test: Participants walked significantly faster in the
post-test (1.716 m·s-1) than in the pre-test (1.564 m·s-1), F(1,29)=20.1, p<.001, η2=.41. The main
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effect of Group was significant as well, F(2,29)=5.3, p=.011, η2=.27. Post-hoc tests revealed that
the Individual group (1.891 m·s-1) was significantly faster than the Control group (1.448 m·s-1),
t(19)=3.935, p=.003, d=1.31, and tended to be faster than the Social group (1.581 m·s-1),
t(20)=2.050, p=.081, d=.89. The Individual group by chance was the fasted since the beginning.
Fast gait speed was not significantly different between the Control group and the Social group
(p=.39).
Condition
Individual Group
Preferred speed [m.s-1]
Fast speed [m.s-1]
Social Group
Preferred speed [m.s-1]
Fast speed [m.s-1]
Control Group
Preferred speed [m.s-1]
Fast speed [m.s-1]

Pre-test
mean±SD

Post-test
mean±SD

1.260±0.178
1.805±0.268

1.417±0.208
1.977±0.312

1.096±0.252
1.499±0.346

1.244±0.315
1.662±0.502

1.066±0.192
1.389±0.220

1.167±0.218
1.507±0.272

Table 3. Participants’ gait speed during the pre- and post-tests.
3.4 Motivation Instruments
Detailed information about the effectiveness of ActiveLifestyle’s motivation instruments and
user intention aspects are summarized in Table 4. The questionnaires used to collect the content
of the table are available at [b-c].
Most participants affirmed that ActiveLifestyle facilitates autonomous performance of
strength-balance exercises. This is confirmed by a high intention to use the application again or
to recommend it to friends or family members. All participants enjoyed the strength-balance exercises. Few participants (less than 25%) felt frustrated, worried or nervous during the study. A
majority of participants reported that they will miss ActiveLifestyle.
Mann-Whitney U tests comparing the Likert scores for all questions presented in Table 4 did
not detect any significant differences between the groups (all p’s>.05).
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Statement
ActiveLifestyle facilitates the performance of strengthbalance exercises autonomously at home.
Use intention
I would use the application again.
I would recommend the application to my friends and
family.
Enjoyment
It was fun to carry out the strength and balance exercises.
I felt frustrated during the study.
I felt worried during the study.
I felt nervous during the study.
I will miss the exercises and the ActiveLifestyle application
Motivation
I usually do not feel motivated to perform physical exercises, ActiveLifestyle helped me.
Individual Motivation Instruments
I felt motivated when I saw my progress on the bar
(Goal-setting and Self-monitoring).
I felt motivated for being aware about the benefits of
being physically active (Awareness).
I felt motivated when I saw the plant growing due to
my performance (Conditioning).
I felt motivated when I saw the emotional status of the
gnome (Conditioning).
I would feel more motivated using the social version of
ActiveLifestyle, in which I could interact with other
training partners.
Social Motivation Instruments
I felt motivated for being part of a training group and
to know that other people did the same exercises.
I felt motivated to perform the plan because I knew I
was being monitored (External monitoring).
I felt motivated for being emotionally supported by the
other training plan partners and by the ActiveLifestyle
experts (Emotional support).
I felt motivated with the collaboration activity to reach
the top of the mountain (Collaboration).
I usually compared my flower with others on the Bulletin board (Comparison).
I would feel more motivated using the individual version of ActiveLifestyle, which does not require interaction with other training partners.

Ind.
Median
(range)
7(6-7)

Ind. %
Agreed

Social %
Agreed

100

Social
Median
(range)
7(4-7)

6(5-7)
6(6-7)

100
100

6(4-7)
6(3-7)

83
67

6(6-7)

100

6(5-7)

100

2(1-5)
2(1-6)
1(1-6)
5(2-7)

9
18
9
54

2(1-6)
2(1-7)
1(1-4)
6(3-7)

8
25
0
67

6(1-7)

54

6(2-7)

83

6(4-7)

91

6(1-7)

67

6(3-7)

82

6(3-7)

82

6(4-7)

64

6(1-7)

83

5(2-7)

55

4(1-6)

50

5(1-7)

64

-

-

-

-

6(2-7)

83

-

-

6(2-7)

83

-

-

6(2-7)

75

-

-

6(3-7)

58

-

-

4(1-6)

42

-

-

4(1-6)

8

92

Table 4. Outcome data expressed by the participants on a 7-Point Likert Scale (range, 1-7;
1=Completely disagree - 7=Completely agree) at the end of the intervention period (n=14 for the
Individual group and n=13 for the Social group).
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3.5 Change Behaviour
Table 5 shows the stage of behaviour change of the participants at the beginning (t0=0 weeks)
and at the end (t1=12 weeks) of the intervention.
Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing pre- and post-test behavioural scores in each group revealed a trend – with large effect size – in the Social group, Z=1.79, p=0.074, r=0.52. Hence, the
Social group tended to change their behaviour towards integration of ActiveLifestyle into their
daily routine. No behavioural changes were detected in the Control group (p=0.28) and the Individual group (p=0.50). Although this suggests between-group differences with respect to behavioural change, no such differences could be shown statistically: A Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA directly comparing change of behaviour between the three groups was clearly non-significant (p =
0.75).
Change Behavior Stage
Individual Group
Contemplation
Preparation
Action
Maintenance
Social Group
Contemplation
Preparation
Action
Maintenance
Control Group
Contemplation
Preparation
Action
Maintenance

t0 = 0 weeks

t1 = 12 weeks

3
1
1
6

0
4
1
6

5
2
0
5

3
0
0
9

5
1
0
4

3
2
0
5

Table 5. Stage of Behaviour change of the participants according to the TTM.

4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate i) which motivation IT-mediated strategies increase adherence to physical exercise training plans in elderly; ii) whether ActiveLifestyle induces physical activity behaviour change; and iii) the effectiveness of the ActiveLifestyle training to improve gait speed. The main focus was to evaluate the ability to retain elderly in the exercise
program. Based on findings from a systematic review [34], we could expect a 10% attrition rate
and 50% attendance rate for the individually targeted exercise training. Where the Control group
showed 41% attrition mainly due to lack of exercise motivation both tablet-based training groups
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showed far lower values, 21% and 8% respectively for the Individual and Social ActiveLifestyle
groups. Furthermore, these last two lower numbers are explained by morbidities not related to
the motivation to train. We saw that especially in the Control group subjects were lost due to a
lack of motivation to continue training. The degree of engagement with the intervention was well
above 50% for both groups using the ActiveLifestyle application and 42% for the Control group.
Compared with median rates for attrition and adherence in fall prevention interventions in community settings we achieved better or similar rates for the tablet-based training groups. From
previous research we know that the intention to undertake strength-balance training in elderly is
closely related to all elements of coping appraisal [43]. Elements of coping appraisal include the
belief that strength-balance training has multiple benefits and is associated with a positive social
identity, and the feeling that family, friends, and doctors would approve of taking part in such
training [43]. It can be hypothesized that ActiveLifestyle is effective in influencing attrition and
adherence because it explicitly supported individual and individual & social motivation instruments.
The reason to use a tablet solution is related to the numerous potential advantages attributed to
such a tool (e.g., tablets are relatively robust, and using fingers instead of a mouse or a touch pad
make them much more intuitive and easy to use compared with smartphones, note-books, and
desktops). A tablet-based intervention as ActiveLifestyle constitutes a powerful tool to provide
feedback about performance, and motivation to endure practice because of social inclusion. Interventions that use frequent, non-frequent, or direct remote feedback are to be favoured against
treatments without feedback, because they seem to be more effective and, furthermore, equally
effective as supervised exercise interventions [44]. The second most mentioned barrier to physical exercise for subjectively insufficiently active older adults is lack of company. Direct remote
contact seems a good alternative to supervised onsite exercising [45]. In addition, this feedback
can be adapted based on the individual participant’s baseline motor performance and be progressively augmented in task difficulty. Further, ActiveLifestyle has the potential to engage people
who otherwise would lack interest to participate in a physical exercise regimen. Especially in the
older population it is difficult to maintain high adherence to training programs [43]. The participants of the present study allocated to the tablet groups showed good compliance rates. The losses related to low exercise compliance (n=6) in the Control training group were caused by a lack
of motivation. The reasons for discontinuation of training in the tablet groups were not because
of rejection of the application per se. In a future Phase III trial the follow-up period for the assessment of adherence and attrition should, therefore, preferably be extended to 12 months to facilitate comparability of this future study with reference values of previous physical interven160
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tions [34]. Our findings, however, are very encouraging because they seem to indicate the effectiveness of a tablet-based training approach in elderly. This encourages further exploration of
this training approach in elderly.
Analysing the participants’ answers to the motivation instruments of ActiveLifestyle, it is
possible to notice that the Individual participants (64%) would feel more motivated using the Social version of the application, while the opposite is not true (8%) – both tablet groups were
aware of the different versions of ActiveLifestyle. Regarding the physical activity habits, the
training group using the Social version of ActiveLifestyle was the only one showing a tendency
to change behaviour. At the end of the intervention, 50% of the Social group participants
changed their behaviour according to the TTM. At the beginning these participants were at the
Contemplation or Preparation stages (thinking about or already being somewhat physically active), and they were classified as being on the Maintenance stage (making physical activity a
habit) by the end. However, a further longitudinal study with a bigger sample, and counting with
evaluation after the end of the intervention is required to ensure change of physical behaviour.
Gait speed is a clinically relevant indicator of functional status associated with important geriatric health outcomes (i.e., impact healthcare activities have on people) [46]. Slowing down has
been recognized as an indicator of failing health and vulnerable old age [47]. Some researchers
hypothesize that gait speed may act as a “vital sign” giving indications of the health status of elderly. Mortality, for example, is substantially reduced when gait speed is improved through interventions [48]. Large epidemiological studies reveal that significant increments of 0.1 m.s-1 in
walking speed are related to a 12% decrease in mortality [13]. In this context, it seems encouraging that all elderly in our training groups that adhere to their training plan, independently of their
group allocation, show an increase in both preferred and fast walking speed.
In addition to the high level of adherence caused by the social motivation instruments, the
training community created by the study served to improve the connectedness of the participants.
Two women, who did not know each other before, started to perform the exercises together in
order to check if they were following the correct posture. Moreover, some participants contacted
other training partners using the application, via email or phone when they faced problems. The
same support was also requested from our team of experts, who frequently, especially at the beginning of the study, received phone calls due to technical problems or doubts with the exercises.
As learned from our previous study [18], some of the participants felt proud of being able to
use new technology. One of our oldest participants (83 years-old) installed Skype to call his
daughter living in Central America. He confessed us that his daughter was very surprised. He
even wanted to know details about iCloud. Another woman, at the beginning, was afraid of not
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being able to deal with the tablet, since she had never used a computer before. After the study
she bought a tablet to play with her grandchild and installed Wi-Fi at home to be more connected
with them. Another woman expressed a similar concern at the beginning of the training, but finished the study with a new tablet and a Gmail account: “I’m proud to be in possession of the iPad
and to be able to write to my friends. The whole matter was a change for me”.
4.1 Limitations
The study has several limitations. One of them is the rather small sample size. This study, therefore, reveals first estimates for gait speed measures and stages of behaviour change, and warrants
further research in larger populations. However, the purpose of Phase III trials is to provide preliminary evidence on the clinical efficacy of an intervention [24]. When evaluating the validity
of a study, it is important to consider both the clinical and statistical significance of the findings
[49]. Studies that claim clinical relevance may lack sufficient statistical significance to make
meaningful statements or, conversely, may lack practicality despite showing a statistically significant difference in treatment options. Researchers and clinicians should not focus on small pvalues alone to decide whether a treatment is clinically useful; it is necessary to also consider the
magnitude(s) of treatment differences and the power of the study [49]. Encouraging in this context is the observation that the majority of the between groups comparisons for adherence show
medium or medium-to-high magnitude(s) of treatment differences in favour of the tablet groups.
This in mind, the relationship between tablet-based physical training research and its effect on
adherence and fitness in elderly individuals requires further exploration. Future adequately powered studies with similar or frailer populations should, therefore, be performed to substantiate or
refute our findings.
The participants of this study can be classified as normal walkers with a preferred gait speed
between 1.0 and 1.4 m.s-1. Future studies with community dwelling populations that exhibit
mildly abnormal (0.6-1.0 m.s-1) or seriously abnormal gait speed (below 0.6 m.s-1) [47] should
be performed to investigate whether similar or even better results in physical performance variables can be obtained.
5 Conclusions
The finding of this study supports the notion that it is advantageous to combine physical training with specifically targeted IT motivation instruments that offer the possibility to socialize in a
group in clinical practice. The combination seems to have a positive influence on older adults’
training adherence in comparison to more traditional exercise. ActiveLifestyle proved to assist
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and motivate independently living and healthy elderly adults to autonomously perform strengthbalance exercises. The social motivation strategies seemed to be more effective to stimulate the
participants to comply with the training plan and remain on the intervention. The adoption of assistive technology devices for physical intervention tends to motivate and retain elderly people
exercising for longer periods of time.
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